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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NUCLEAR REGULAtORY COMMISSION

In the matr of:, 
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OF lEW Y0 , InC.  

(Indian Point Station, 
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S a a - m a - a a . - a X

Docket No. 50-247 
OL No. DPR-26 
Extension of Interim 

Operation Period

Ceremonial Courtroo 
Westchester County Courthouse 
White Plains, New York 

Thursday, 9 December 1976 

The bearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 

9:00 a.m.  

BDEFOR :.  

BMEL JZNSCH, Zsq., Chairman, Atomic Safety and 

Licen ing Board.  

1. MaBEE R RRIGGS, Member.  

F1NMaN C. D&I ER, nember.  

APPEARANES: 

An heretofore noted.
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CHRI&MA JESCH: Please come to order.  

As I recall, the crcss-e_mi.nati. oZ Applicant'S 

*anel htus been compleated, is that correct? 

. (No respOnaw.) 

I.hear no request.  

I ns the Applicant ready to p~o=x.z with th.

,cw s-examination of the Staff? 

MR. TROSTEU Mr. Chairman, I hav4 a Buggeztic, 

to make ooncerning the agenda for today.  

We have considered the testm"Ony. t-1-;n wz 

off e yesterday, and wo have with iz this -. rn..n Dr.  

9Conmer of the Institute of Environnaeate. 7,6edicii.- CS N: 

York University. We propos3 to have D. OZcQr 

several of t:- e exigts that were markadx-~~:~i~i: 

yesterday, wav we would propose that: tha-c ~e Ic fiz c 

of ba3iesthis morning.  

If ther= is exoas-excamiuat.1.~ o! r- L " o 

' would propose that that tadke plac.1 t- i c. L-f.c 

proceeding with cross-examination of th- Staff..  

In view of Dr. McFadden's 8ch3g!-ulc, _:. ... Z 

that we do what we can in any event to txy tc See tr, i. t:z.t 

le is able to leave tomorrow, we volil j:rorpc- to offr a 

limited amount of redirect teStiwony b-y Dr. -cFaddcri S at 

he would be in a positio to be ab3 -Lt, witI th.. Eoa'.

611
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bit 2 p I peirmssin, from the hearing toorrW-.  

( We would then propose to comuence cross-examination 

3I of the Staff.  

4 C&IRMA JENSCH: Is there any objection to 

S that schedule? 

6 (No response.) 

7 I hear no objection.  

8 Wi11 you proceed with Dr. O'Conner? 

9 MR. TROSTES: Yes..  

10 COIIRW4A JENSCH: Will Dr. OConner take the 

I I stand? 

12 MR.- TROSTEN: Dr. O'Conner is here wi-th m at the 

1 Witness table, Mr. Chairman, on my left. I would ask that 

14 Dr. Joseph martin O'Conner be sworn.  

15I Whereupon, 

to KENNETH L. MARCELLUS, 

S17 
JOI P. La R, 

a:, 18 "t n JMST. MFDE 

S19 --resined the stand o behalf of the AppZ icant and., having 

2o been previously duly sworn, were examin and testified as 

21 follows: 

S Whereas, 

2 JOSEPH MARTIN O'CONKER 

24 was called as a witness on behalf of the Applicant and, having 

been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as fo11 oqs:
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blt 3 1 DIRECT Ex~ZI13TIION 

( 2 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

3 Q. Dr. O'Conner, when a=d frca whiat intitution 'did 
$ 

4 you recaive your undergraduate degree? 

5 . L (Witness O'Conner) I received m y u-ndergradie te 
I 

6 degree from the College of the Holy Cross in.  

7 Massachusetts, in 1966.  

g And when and from what institu:ain did you receive 

9 your Ph.D.? 

[0 L From the State Un!vezrmity of lNi- e oJ: in Albany 

11 in 1971.  

12 g What was your dissertation title? 

3 A,. "pbhotoperiodic C ntro! of .Pituitary Gcna1otrophin 

.14 Release in Trout and in the Leoa-d FPo." 

I| Dr. O'Coner, .siuce yo- recexi, y- dtL 

16 degreej what positionE have you h -,? 

17 .. I have been oployed since ... Ph... as 

T8 a Resea ch Associate at the Univrslity of via. land, Natural 

P- | Resources Institute., and as a Biologist .Uwith La ier, 14.atsky 

and Skelly Engineers.  

21 Presently I rm a Research S cintc.r e ith thz 

N ew York University Medical Ceate-r, : -it~ti~ o:U Environmental 

Medicine.  
23.  

24 Q. Thank you, Dr. O'Conner.  

(P Among your. profession i activi es bav - you been
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ADVieor in Fisheries Biology to the U. S. Department of 

Ccinercs, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adinistration? 

L, Yes, I have.  

During what years did you serve as an advisor? 

L 1972 to 1974.  

Dr. O'Conner, is it correct that you have offered 

a nmber of publications in your field of specialty? 

& Yes, I have.  

Dr. O'Conner, I show you the following documents 

which have previously been marked for identification as 

Lic'nsee' a OT-12, Licensee's OT-13, Licensee 's OT-14, 

Licensee 's OT-15, and Licensee's OT-16.  

(Documents handed to the witness.) 

I ask you, Dr. O'Conner, are you familiar with 

the contents of these exhibits that I have just identified 

for you? 

L. Yes, X am.  

9. A" the oontents of these exhibits true and 

correct to the best of your knovledge? 

L. Yes, they are, to the best of my knowledge.  

KR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I offer in evidence 

the exhibits previously marked for identification as 

Licensee's OT-12, OT-13, OT-14, OT-15, and OT-16.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -Could you give us a little 

more foundation for the source or how the data were procured
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and utilized for those reports? 

Did you conduct the research prograrz, did you 

assemble data-from other sources, or how ins J.t prepared? 

WITNESS 0'CobkER: For Srhibitz'12, 13, 14 and 

15 1 was responsible for the a ambly Of data an4 interpre

tation of data which were placed in the reports for s Missio 

to Consolidated Edison.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Where did yo geI the data? 

WITNESS OICONNER: The data wera obtained through 

a variety of sampling programs xihich we--- ccnduCted in the 

Hudson River and at the ITdian PoInt Pcr-zr Station.  

CIRMAN JENSCM: By whom? 

WITNESS o'CONNEIR: By parscnns2 of thellek' York 

University, Institute of Environmental Medi-Viuc.  

CHAIRMN JEIME! Under whose dirtion? 

WITNESS 0 CONER: The infonmatic n acc=i.i'u1-Cr 

for Exhibits 12 and 14 was accumulated unrer my direvtidn.  

The data for Exhibits 13, 15, and-.6 iwere..  

aqwmigated under the diretion of Dr. Garald Lazer, whzo 

was at tbhe time o those studies DirectO. of t hS olEC0 v 

Program at NYU.  

CHAIMAN JENSc8 -Aid you placed th e interpretatioa, 

that is, conclusions. from. those data? Is that what the 

reports show? 

WIT41,SS O'CO NiR: Yes, SS
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blt 6 1 CHAIRMAN JNSCH: And you graduated -- you got 

I your degree in - did you say 1971? 

3 W12ITSS OC DOER: Yes, sir.  

4 CHAnM ENSCH: Have you ever conducted any 

5 programs of your own other than these OT-12 and OT-14 

- 6 exhibits? Was this the first program or programs that were.  

7 under your direction? 

8 WITNESS OIC'NNER: No, sir, I was co-principal 

9 investigator on a contract at the University of Maryland 

10 with the Arqj Corps of Engineers to determine the effects 

11 of suspended sediments on estuarine organisms, and I had 

12 responsibility for program direction regarding Hudson River 

13 studies while I was employed at Lawler, Matusky and Skelly 

14 Engineers.  

15 Subsequent to Ethibits 13, 15, and the investiga

16 tions, which generated the data in Exhibits 13, 15, and 16,.  

17 I have directed the studies condu by NYU on the Hudson 

River at Indlan Point.  

19 CHAIRURN J33S1CR: Just to put these dates in 

20 order, when uid you do this Corps of Engineers work on 

21 suspended organisms? 

22 WITNESS 0'CONNER: Suspended solids.  

CHAIRMaN JENSCH.: Suspended solids.  

WITNESS O'COVNER: 1970 to 1973.  

O13MAx2W JENSC.: And you left there, did you,
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I 
blt 7 to go with Dr. Ltaler's organization, was I&at .4

S e 2 WITNESS O2 COHIR: Yes, i A C.  

3 CAIME!, JEhNS(M: Mhe ~Z .'..-

( 
4 WITNESS O'CON-MER: That. w:as In r- .i-y of 97:lM 

13, 15, and 16, whiGn did you uu - -c c. "Cir o!repozi-" 

7 bility to do work in the Hudson i".&sa,-  Doyc .... ,..-- ,-.

* e date? 

WITNESS C,: I 

10 

WITNESS OCO1T: IN, E la 19 7 

* 12 CAIPI, I z Ji.NSCi: WZ!I, gu ;+ n+.+ .....  

" mechanics that Ihad in2 mind.  

14 Are theze a r- other fou"++ t" 

of the parties? 

.16 (WO response .} 

Is thdo an.y. objecti.n to e" ..  

18 Exh.ibits 12, 2.3, 2., 1, azC I 

19 R~±g .1r Stuf ? 

11 -L IS .C . L., 

MU MPU; .JEXKSCU: Ato'~ _-+..+ lo - aState 

23 

of New York? 
4v-N I C- 

25
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bit8 OIIRAN JEISC21: Do you have any objection to 

S 2 the receipt in evidence of the documents offered by the 

3 Licensee? 

4 MR. SEIN: I thought that was what I had said 

5 "no" to previously.  

6 No, X have not.  

7 CHAIRMAH JENSCH: I didn't hear you. I'm sorry.  

8 We have difficulty hearing generally because of the blowers.  

9 Hudson River Fishermeas Association? 

10 MS. CRAIS: So objection.  

11 CHIRMAN JENSCN: Village of Buchanan? 

12 MAYOR D'AVILA: No objection.  

13 CHAIRMAN JENSCR: There being no objection, 

14 Licensee's 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are received in evidence.  

15 (The documents previously 

16 marked as Licensee' s Exhibits 

17 No. 12 through 16 for- idn

18 tification wire received in 

19 evidence.) 

20 CHAIRMAN JESCH, Would you pro cead, Licensee? 

21 MR. TRDSTEN: Mr. Chairmwn if there is cros3

2 examination of Dr. O'Conner, I would propose that it take 

2 place now. We have no further direct evidence to offer by 

24 Dr. O'Connor. " 

CUAIRMA JEt4SCH: New York State -nergy Office? c 25
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blt9 MR. KING; We have no cros- a & m Ion.  

0 2 CHAIMIA-" JEUSCH: Attorm-y*.C-ncral cl te State 

3 of New York? 
I" 

4 MR. SB IMN: So qu-stioms.  

5 •': iAIXiMAN 3ENSCH: Igud~o River F±~iezr-eno Associ
4.  

6 ""ati ? 

." 7 MS. CHASIS: Yes, we do, 

8 CHARMN JESSCH: P.oc-% 

9 ~~~~~~CRA. S S-E S-UT.0 .  

10 BY MS. CH2JSIS: 

06 Dr. O'Conner as I ,id:'2' i:.:yo.. wre ILI

12 volved in the analysis anti intc. pcra .a'7 a at T 

13 but not involved in the actu.el c ic: z cf d.&, id t.at 

* . 14 correct? 

15 (Witness O'C-xnaer) That c c_- ;t 

16 . I.. like to-refer you to paie " -0 -C ...i 

300 through 302 of that docusw ayc-a "YTh .-I, yC ;..  
17 

Sivolved in the writing of thar specific sc'tix 2 

./ . ,Ye s. . ,W a. .  19.  

And vare you reqponib!t for t &: -: ... V-ch 
20 

was-drawn in that section? 
"- 21.  

cHAIMA JENSC1 : .ul. you i, P i-c-rophOn 
22 

a little closer? 
23 

MS. CHASTS : I.'m sorry. It' so crowad 
24, . CAIRM ; JflNSCt: Y _ i .i.; crowded. I hope 
25
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.we can get back to the courtroom this afternoon.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Do you want me to repeat that question? 

a. (Witness O'Conner) Please.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, we don't have that 

particlar doc Umnt in front of us. I was wondering if I 

might request that mg. Chasis briefly outline what the con

clusion is that she was referring to.  

MS. CHASIS: Yes.  

The section I'm referring to is a discussion of 

the plant and river comvarisons, and this is densities of 

striped bass eggs, larvae and Juveniles. A conclusion 

drawn in the section is particularly With respect to the 

collection of eggs, which ware found to be several time9 

more abundant in the intakes and discharges than they were 

in the river; and the conclusion is .drawn that, because of 

the difference in the sampling regimes, to expect that 

the data - to expect the data to be comparable was too much.  

now,, I'm asking Dr. O'Conner if he was responsible 

for that conclusion.  

MR. TROSTEI: You're referring to the last 

sentence?

MS. OLASIS: Y-s. Ill read the last sentence.

It says:

OTherefore, to expect these two different
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9L Were you responsible for that conclusion, Dr6 

O'Connor? 

L (.Witnoss O'Conner) Yes, I was. in part.  

And what was the basis for the conclusion? Can 

you explain? 

A The key consideration in arriving at that con

clusion is-the fact that in sampling to datermine abundances 

of ichthyoplankton in the riover we are empioying samplirg 

devices which arze not fixed with regard- to their position 

in the water, whereas sampling in twe plant, although we 

are using the saw type of nets, we are using rigid and 

permanent frames, which result in a precise and accurate 

positionig of the sampling devices each time they are 

lowered into the sampling location.  

q And, therefore, you feel that the data gatk-ered 

from the two different sampling prog-rams -- I re not able, 

to compare it with the icbthyoplankton sampling? 

K What our conclusion is -

CI.RM_ JENSCH: i wonder_ 4f y-o.' d just stay 

with the question, and then you may exrl.iiv it any way you 

want.

DO You recall thne question, or w.:ould you like to

.621 

samping programs to yield comparable data is too 

much.' 

BY MS. CHASIS:

I
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have it restated or reread? 

WITNESS O'CO!ER- No, sir, I recall the question.  

That's true; they are not directly comparable.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: While there's a pause, I wonder 

if the gentleman in the back:-- I notice he's been doing 

some yeoman work here this morning -- I wonder if we could 

see -if the blowers could be turned off? It's getting pretty 

warm in here..  

Maybe there is some other adjustment that could 

be made, We might keep the doors open a little while.  

Thank you very much.  

Excuse me.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 

Q. Dr O'Conner, do you know whether the-sampling 

methods were used - the same sampling mthods were urd f., 

the river and intake and discharge sampling in the year 

1973?

data as 

Ls

(Witneas OCoanner) Yes, they were.  

... So the same statement could be made about that 

well, tho data %ollected for that sample? 

In that. they are not directly cimparable, es.  

And is the same true for the dataL collected ih

1975? 

L Yes, it is.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, we're having some
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trouble hearing the witness. I thiak it might be desirable 

if the witness were facing out tc,,ar3s the cattzel tables.  

MR. SU IN: Or Maybe he Coulid se a IL--.  

MR. TROSTEN: Lt' s get a icrc'.Qce, becaua 

otherwise the Board won t be ablz to ha" h-m..  

MR. SEMZ T: he prcbe.-'. 3.c aeli betyezn zhe two 

groups now. Whichever way ho facea, c-zbc-Sy is gcin" to 

be in trouble.  
I was nerin-g if scmhc' w mglat e able to 

set up the table another way.  

MR.. TOSTEN He could 39J ot,r C -Co 

(Wituess and witness tatli - c.. (s -" .... - d 

MR. TROST!: Ms. ChaJis iE y-O do"n't minS.  

why don't you sit over hare? 

CMURJun- !MNSCHti She ha.- &Il lai; h o. - arnd 

papers in front of her.  

If Dx. MarCelluS could MO73 ba::.- a trif 1 .: e 

that might solve part of the probleIo 

(Co,=l31 table repr.sitiorizd.) 

• mAIRKM M ~CI" T1haak yo-a.  

BY MS. CSASI.S 

Q. Dr. O'Canner, can you e:.p.ai. , the addeand 

to the 1973 report-' and the addenda Ifi refezrig to is 

OT-15 -- did not appear until AuusOf o S17r-? 

ME TROS TEN: Thn addz i i3Q .- i3, adc inda to
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blt 14 the 1973 report? 

MS. CHASIS: Yes. By the way, would you have 

3 an extra copy of that? I can't seem to find my copy.  

4 (Document handed to Ms. Chasis.) 

5 MR. TROSTBN: Would you repeat the question? 

6 i37. ibS, C UAIS : 6 

7 QL The question is: Would you explain why the 

addenda containing 1973 data wa:- nc t issued until August of 

1976? 

1 (Witness O'Conner) The date of issuance of the 10 

final report is, as you say, 1976; however, the majority -

all of those data were prepared in report form and issued 12 

13 publicly in either August or December of 1974.  

The reason the final version of the report was.  
14 

not issued until August of 1976 had to do with tha necessity 15 

of completing the 1974 report and the necessity for completing 
16 

a single analysis having to do with the tii, coincidence 
17 

sampling which went on during the 1973 study.  
18" 

So the data were in fact issued in 15_.- The 
19 

final report was not issued until 19769 
20 

I see.  
21 

So all the data contained in here was in the 
22 

'74 - the progress report for '73? 
23 

. All the data were,-yes.  
24 

Q6 And the analyses? 
25
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L One additional analysis remaLied for completion' 

at that tinme.  

Row, V d like to draw your attention to page 

49 of Exhibit 13, OT-13, and to the second full paragraph 

on that page.  

Did you write this portion of the report? 

A Yes, I did.  

Q And in that paragraph the coriclauic is reached, 

or the statement is made j that: 

bThe results and conclusions ccntained in this 

report, based upon a singlc season's samplins of 

striped bass life history stages, cannot proviCe ani 

estimate of real or patential impac-t of the ?Inadia 

Point Power Station on Hu-son U:i%: 'tripe bass.  

The information herein, by incli.-.oZ, 11 Models de

signed to provide suc ia stimte, cer.f to incre'aCe 

the data base required for rLore rv& z-Ai esti-' 

Could you eaplain in particUal, whi-it you a by 

the fl k .sa.tmp..e in'that paragraph? 

A. Yes, 1 can.  

First oi all, th e sam-,' wic/ ? a .arried cui 

was aimed only at the icht-vyoplanktonI, and t-ie rasults of 

any type of influence on a po_.Vulation au a w.hole couldn't 

possibly be sumnised sr:_.ply by studyicj th2 juvenile life
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history stages thereof.  

Second of all, the results Contained in this 

report dealing with studies in 1973 are results deriving from 

plant operation without delta t, and therefore it is pri

"irily a pumpiag station rather than a power plant which 

we were dealing with.  

Thirdly, I think it would be fair to say that 

anyone would be hard-pressed to derive conclusions as to the 

Impact on a population with as much as a 13-, 14-year life 

cycle from a single year9s sampling.  

0. ee..  

Now, you said that the data collected in 1973 

could not be truly reflective of plant impact because there 

was no delta t. In your opinion, does delta t contribute 

to the mortality, entrainment mortality? 

L In my opinion, it contributes to mortality to a 

certain extent. .1 would have to qualify that, though, and 

say that the mortality induced by temper&ture at the Indian 

Point Station is -- wbat would be the best way to say it? -

not as significant as L Ad been thought in earlier proceedings.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH; Can you identify'in the earlier 

proceedings where the projection was made that gives you the 

comparison that you make? 

If you can't do it-now, you could locate the 

section and give it to your attorney.
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bit 17, The broad, blanket assertion that, "Well, this 

is better .than. it was then ,' isn't quite specific enough.  

MR. TRDOST: Are you referring to the Indian 

* - - Point operating licanse proceeding? 

5WZTS ESS O'C09 MSR: Yes.  5 

CHAIRMAN JESCH: 1:2 you would, find out where 

7 the mortality entrainment problem was there discuasad which 

is greater than he thinks it now should be.  

MR. TROSTEN: The heat probleu, Mr. Chairman, as 

9 

10 I understand it, delta t.  I10 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes.  

MR. TROSTER- I wil.  
• 12 • 

BY MS. CHASIS: 
13 
14 I d. like to direc. some question-; to the studies 

that. were made of latent mortality.  
15 

Am I correct that in tha years 1973 and 1974 

. 72-hour holding periods were used .to exwaine the latent 

17 
mortality of the ichthyoplaniCt on which was passed 

through 
: * 18 

the plant? 
19 

. (Witness O Conner) I balieve you re corret.  1~* 20 
I'm just checking to make sU~etha the&sa da&a were in Fact 

21 for 72 hours.  
(Wi.tness reading. 

Yes, that's. correct.  
23 

C i Now, I know you were not directly involved in 

24 
the preparation of OT-15, but I 'd ..ie to draw your attention 

-{ S2"
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to page 248 of that exhibit. There's a discussion of latent 

effects results.  

In describing what has occurred, there is a sug

gestion that the results of latent effects -- this is on 

page 248, paragraph-- the first and second paragraphs on 

that page

I. Yes.  

There is a suggestion that the possible second 

mode of death might be the result of latent effects just 

beginning to express themselves between 4S and 72 hours 

after collection.  

The report goes on to say: 

"To examine this possibility, the plant raii 

additional tests in which juveniles and larvae 

would be held for longer than 3 days." 

Was this done in 1974? 

L No. The latent mortality studies carried out ii 

1974 were also carried out for 72 hours, as indicated in th.  

report..  

Why, if this phenomenon was being obsarvrit and 

there was a suggestion that the effects might not be shcwing 

up until the end of that period, was the ex .- ination period 

of latent mortality not extended? 

A I can't answer that directly for the 1974 study, 

but I can for the 1975 study.
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In 1975, it was our intentioa at th3 begg.nain 

of the study to carry out the latent c-rtaity testing fo_ 

96 hours. We generally obGrvGd, hreever, -'at mortaf ty 

rates were so high during the first 72 hours, as indicated in 

the previous reports, that ihars were too f, erganisms still 

mining between 72 and 96 hours, eitr aazong control or 

experimental organisms, to have a valid tast baycud 72 ho-ars.  

So that dozant mean that thez coud nct hava 

been significant deaths after that prio&2 It naano you just 

couldn t test for that? Is that cQrrect? 

(The witness cnf,_.  

C EL. I,.MWAUX JEM SCR: Lot kdr; Tq-,st- h ¢ ion 

first, Dr. Lawler. Then if you w-art t:c ;... -- t yow

self or have. him do it, it will be all I.Sigt.  

Could you rostato the acn? 

BY MS. CUSXs; 

The qim.stion iz- Tiat dcn-aan't evh.t th:.  

=ould be signif icant dr.ath af-.tEat i-.. It j't'at 

means that you cculdn't test, r- tlc ".t lcn.Y ez. hL 

examine for that? Xis that corct 

(Witness O'Conac'-) T'Ar- -acre '- e-n.-= 

remaining to determin.re i L'ero wer - ini.i.-at 0t1lity° 

So the answer is yes? 

A. Yes.  

Q. Now, you were InvO,_' eCL. in thi sltuies of
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bit 20 ! mortality of striped bass eggs and larvae in nets, is that 

2 correct? 

A.L That 8 s correct.  

4 The results were reported in OT-14.  

5 Now, you have concluded that net mortality is 

6 a contributing factor to the observed mortality, plant 

7 entrainment mortality, is that correct? 

8 MR. TROSTEz.: Are you referring to a specific 

9 conclusion? 

MS. CkISIS: That's the concluvion, basic con10 

| clusion, of this report, is it not? 

12 WITNESS O'COMNER: The basic Conclusion is that 12 

net mortality contributes to the mortality which we observed 

14 in plant studies, yes.  

BY MS. CHASIS: 
15 

1Now, the studies which you made were laboratory 

studies, is that correct? 17 

A. (Witness O'Conner) Yes, they wera.  18 

Has there been any testing of your results in the 19 

field? 

MR. TROSTEN: What do you mean by -testing in 21 

the field," Ms. Chasis? 2 
14s. CaASIS Well, I'm referring to page 20, the 

last page of this report. There is a sentence in the first 

full paragraph, the second Ito the last sentence, and I'll 
25
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read it: 

"This hypothesis Da ly, t-at mortalitY 

of icjhiYP1a-akton in powr plant di3cuimrges is m 

combination of net mortality and plant-induced .  

r.s --- "may be tested in controlled conditions ' 

such as at the Con Edison experin-.etal flmla ." 

Now, in your op.inion, hlac that been done? 

This is the second "tp the last, sentance hero, 

the first full paragraph.  

WITNESS O'COINNBR; A direct vpaji~cz- ketween 

net mortality as tested in the flume -:d nortality occrr'ng 

across the plant has not been tested.  

CHAIIWA JENSCH: The ana-er to the ciuesion, 

then, is no? 1 didn 't kJnow ,hother yOu wa:r deacxiaing a 

different procesa than her quesr i. =v -4 -" 

:. WITNESS O'CONNER: Yae: , that's correct.  

BY MS. CHASIzi 

0 Then would you cosidcir that a cri~ic~i step in 

the testing of your hypothesis? 

A. (Witkess O'Coimer) Yes.  

MS. CHASIS: . I thin, that' s all.  

MR. SHEMN: Mr. Jensc.. hve or.e question in 

one area, following up what sh_ asked" 

CHAIRt-AN JEN'SCF--. Proceed.

I.  

K 

0
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BY MR. SHEMIN: 

* Q Just so it's clear and I understand your testimony, 

to sum it up very quickly, in 173 anO. '74 they ran latent 

mortality tests for 72-hour periods. It was suggested that, 

since deaths may be occurring after the 48- to 72-hour 

period, the tests should be extended for longer periods. It 

..was attempted, and it was found that, given the size -of the 

sample after the 72-hour period, there just weren't enough 

ogVanisms left to draw significant conclusions; so the 96-hour 

period was dropped.  

Is that a fair summary? 

. (Witness OlConner) The 96-hour period was not 

dropped. The 96-hour period was used as a testing period, 

but the results beyond 72 hours, usually due to an insignifi

cant number of control animals, were simply not useful.  

Fine.  

Now, the testimony on page 32, who prepared 

this? Did you have anything to do with the proparation of 

this testimon - well, your name is not on the document. I 

assume you didn't. It's the testimony of K. Perry Campbell, 

John P. Lawler, Kenneth L. Marcallus, Mallory S. May, end 

James T. McFadden.  

You didn't have anything to do with the preparation 

of this?

MR. TROSTEN: What do you mean by ".having anything
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blt 24 1 to obtain significant results and the NYU people were not 

2 because of differences to some degree in part oil the progrzam?.  
( 

3 1 Because of differences in samplizng, yes.  

4 They sampled larger amounts thin you did? 

A. No, they utilized a totally different tecanique.  

6 from the technique utilized by 9YUo 

7- Q. That permitted thern to mae s':'men- base' cn 

8 seeing that size of samples? 

9 . The sampling device they waere using was spzcifi

10 cally designed to reduce the ma9nitu o- 21.-p in.; res 

£.; on the organisms, and as a rexult their ora i.' :re i 

better condition and able to surviva, l-.ger aid to gi...i.  

13 full 96-hour latent survival stuie -" rr,.t-, t 

hour latent survival Stu di ci.  

SQ. Why would a 96-hour pericd b" chosen? l l'.  

16 it just one extra day rather than t%:o or t-_O 

17 • . Generally, in any kind of .-stn - - proc:2zz 

18 - bioassay testing proced-e, "thv results t ta.: o c 

hours are considered to be representative• o2 act:2.c : 
: 19 

•0 ditions.  

g. You didn't think it ,O,..-,. :r-' t'o 

any at all to see whether in t-.is PFjCtic, wlai il"- c-. With 

Q respect to striped bass eggs and larvae, it w.uldn't be tv% 

h o1case? 

A. I think you're in~xAkia -.T ~ o h 1097 3-1 
25.
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reports, is that correct? 

For '73 and '74 you didn't r,-n them more tJ.  

72 hours. What I m wondering is. when it became clear that 

someone should perhaps run it for longer, I was just Wonder

ing whether or not it might be con-ide-ed that, since the 

exteant of our knowledge, particularly with respict to striped 

bass, wasn't complete in the studies that were bring run, 

whether it might have been wise to not rely on the time 

periods used for other organisms in other studies an. have 

some sort of run here for more than just four days? Is that 

a possibility? 

'.. I believe I stated earlier that in i975 tha latent 

=ttality studies were conducted Vor 96 hours.  

0. That's four days. I was wondering -- there wasn't 

,any consideration given to a pe riod longer t- an that fo: 

this species as opposed to relyjing on tests for other 

organisms and other durations? 

A. That's correct. 14o plans were- made Zor carrying 

them beyond 96 hourgn.  

xR. sHm: I have no other questions.  

SXAMINATION BY THE BOARD 

BY DR. DAIBER: 

Q. Dr. O'Conner, you just indicated that you used 

nets for your collecting device and someone else used a larval.  

table.
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S (Witness O'Conner) Yes.  

Q Did-you Use yo .r net mil ctincg device before 

thess other people used their larva.l sz-,!pling table technique 

or after? 

it. Both before and aft.ar.  

Q I find it intrig i'-- that you have certaiu kinds 

of results and they-got very markedly different kiius of re

stAts based on sizply the mode of cci lactin. thi e,- ,.d the 

larvae. Is this correct? 

A. Yes, basically.  

. I. wondering why v3 a di t s!z it over. i -they 

had such good. results, or beter reult. thn -y'.- did, why 

you might not have evaluated that, the lz rvsl table wuia 4 

be: tvter prcmedure? 

A. E The sampling program cari'i . at Indian P-fint 

mage use of nets in response va the z aeuiremets c. :ha 

environmental techn'uca speeificttions.  

In othe words, seone else se' -se ! cvt th 

technique for yoe? 

A. Basical y, from ohe i f-eiona a 

speci fic technique, it was dictated ae tu which icular 

type of gear would be used. " 

Attempts were made te modify, the nets to minimize 

sampizig dainage-- fir exapl6, by Zhe additicu of comb-shazted 

devices on the fro" a;&3 0;, tho ite'u.z .o zxy to re-duCe th
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blt 27 1 velocity inside the nets and consequently increase survival; 

2 however, we were constrained to the use of nets.  

3 And someone else, having observed your experiences, 

4 was able to develop a new technique for collecting? Is that 

5 the inference that one could draw? 

6 Ar  More or less the inference. Actually, the de

7 velopment of alternative sampling techniques came about throug[ 

8 discuasions in the IUCC, or Interutility, Coordinating 

Committee, which all the contractors took part in, and also 9 

10 independently.  

The combs were developed as a result of dis

cussions within IUCC. The larval table was developsd, partl.  12 

due to discussions which went on in IUTCC and partly at LIS.  

(. SO, if you had the cppor'tunity to do this over 
14 

again, you would shift perhaps to the larval table technique? 

•. I don' t believe by environmental tech spec we 
16 

would be allowed to shift.  
17 

CHAIRM 4 JEUSCU: Assuming that you were.  

WITNESS 01CONRfR: te would include alternative 
19 

sampling devices in the- program.  20 
BY DR. DAIBER: 

21 
g. So another inference that could be drawn iz that 

2( the kind of results that one might get is detrmined very 

largely by the sampling procedure that was initially 

employed?
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bt 28 1 1. (Witness O'Conner) Yes, i think that's fair to 

9. say, 

3 DR. DAIBZR: That's all I ha e.  

*4 BY CHAIRM.W JEDISCHI: 

5 \ Did you make any re.co"=endati -n hat -the technical 

* 6 specific~tions be changed so that menagement at Coil Edison 

7 could consider it and perhaps have the -echnical specdFif Ua

B tions changed? 

9 . (Witness Marcelius) SiL,, Con Edizon aa cori .  

-0 sidered madification of the technical spe-cificatins ixr many.  

Sinstances and has applied for specific ci.; in c;-": 

, : circunstances, and we have eeronceA 0i id --a e .. iava .  

13 - gettIng 

I' m notconsid n ayou prob:--a.Dr, D Mar -2Its.  

i 15 Just tell us if you, made a recommekdation-t 1.0~ =.-c 

.6 net to a larval tab-eIs 

17 A We have not made a recorenat2oIon to chuang a , for 

the reason that we cou2.d not .et the charge in. and revri od 

by the. Staff and implewanted in the same i,&s..  

2Could yet anticipate thac i.t l 4iht be x-u:c . in 

ZI the.next season and. therefo e ,axe the rec eat:.o 

•the change for that.period of tilme? 

'. It's certainly possibie, and we are considerIng 

.24 that.  

Q. We'll. what's holding it up: If tho gentleman has 

I "5
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indicated it gives you so much better results e why is there 

a delay in your consideration? Is there so.Le other factor 

that you want to include in this consideration? 

& Perhaps it's a hesitancy on our part to a2ply for 

a recommendation when- the Staff has indicated a great con

cern about changing the scope of the program.  

They have rigidly specified that they wanted 4o 

see continuing repetition of the original progra.i for 

duplication or comparison of results fron, year to year.  

Q You say they have told you that, that thcy didn't 

want to change or hear any recommendations from you fcr a 

change? Is that right? 

A I wouldn't say they told us they di&-t want -t-.

hear a recon=uendation for a change, buit they ha'i = not beel.  

too interested in changing the program, changinq the o-&a

that has been used in the past.  

Well, I car.'t read their mind.; bU'., in C- e r 

you have ne-ver submitted a formal reco=ux.endatiz :n for a 

change to get better results, as I understanC th. deac'iptio<, 

by' Dr. O'Conner--is that corrects-by the use of a 

table?

A.  

I.  

regard

With respect to the larval tthle, fat's Correct.  

Thankd you.  

(Witness O'Conner) -may I add somet-ing with 

to the necessity for using nets at the lnJdizn Point
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station for deriving survival Gst-ima'=Z? 

The obs~ervationl o^r the proohtiflth t riets 

were coatributj-.ng -to rc-Jta-ct in a z ti.za1wjwas in

fact the -- at leaSt pa-xt 02 thZ &rivimg Eorc-,z- '--hirtl our 

irnplenmatilg the ztUdy L-1 tk-e f to tr-y .to quah.tify the 

eaxtent to which the nets may be cam~ij ita.13.ty at tLte 

different velocities which we obser-,.od ip tho paat.

Also, with ragard to the larval I think~ 

its necessary to bring out-, the faci'-that the table- was da-

veloped in 1974 and run through~ s~o crude at- that 

t ime and was not real.ly 9fild lct. '&- -ti 

the past saiunJling ya. r. So it u:as aot ni2S7th.w.  

were able to dbsei '.7 the3 acual~rO~ 

to inluslion of the3 la--x:,a2. table in tkm& at~a~ 

and RLOwI.Jiae.  

ItAc3 Y. c~sa-!- tc ao- t':: rz:-t 

1976 sampling progran &at. Indian~ , ~rih 

-Pes' Momnt #.. 
-Lv ber. ,,*....n

Coh Edison's Bioloical D p f~~ v. t~ s tt2 

xeg-arding ths inclusiaon ofdio5~e' c- ' 

t~decrease. mortality of orgaiz~ cc 

So Con haiso : h- not r 2-C:2c1 

larval table or alternativ.W dsvicz,-z ?' c L po; iby nIg 

be ba-tter-.  

Q. The first part cr- yoa.:r las t i.ict~ ~
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this larval table or. something, or this degiciency in net 

collecticn, was kind of a motivating factor from wanting to 

test it, your net collection procedures, thr-;x.h& the flume, 

did you say? 

Yes, sir.  

Q. And did you.ever do that? Have you ever tested 

it through V2e flume? 

L Yea, the mortality induced by the sampling pro

cedure was tested directly at the Alden flmae. The results 

are contained in OT-14.  

•. But that's not at Indian Point.  

MR. TROSTEN: No, it's ta flume"at Alden 

Laboratory.

actually 

correct?

.CHAIBNAM JENSCE- At Alden Labor tory.  

BY CHAIRMAN JENSCII 

So, in othor words, you haven' t tested enyt ing 

at the site of the Indian Point facility, is that:

A. (Witness O'Conner) That's correct.  

Q Thank you.  

MR. BRIGGS: I don't have any questions now. It 

seems to me they've been asked.  

But it does seem to me Con Ed could use a bit 

different philosophy in requesting changes to the technical 

specifications.
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It seeMs to m is, SOM-thin iu o bviously better, 

to aso v. old saying., it's b2tt= to have - and lost than 

never to hare as.dd at -nl.! 

,MR. TROSTT;N: Let me address ti just a moment.  

'What Xm saying is not intendn2 t6 castigate the 

Whz2t Dr. Harcei..s haz said i13 co.z=ct. We ha-* e had, 

problems and argv_-ents over comparabiity o. data.  

MRX. 3PUGGS: I tud.ers tand that, and we c ve hez -

MR. SZSV!IN Could I just a.k one question to 

clarify? I'm not sure 

Its my understanding from rezdi±ng all the tech

naical reports here, what's gone on with. sampling in the 

pa-t -and correct me_ if I'm wrong -- the problem with 

switchin 5 g.s.pling gem-r relates to dat, which is iitended 

to be msed Eor interyear comparizons, yea r-to-.y ar comp( r!

Now is th,:' -ori.- being done on entraimanent 

motality rumning through the p!ant intended to b used 

fo= interear comparison or just -in-endt. to teast the 

lazr ' s or.t? Which iz it? 

WSTNMSS FARCLLUS; Yoi re co.rect in saying 

theat there is great interest in comp;ring year to.year 

variability however, ta go back to my original, comment, 

wa- have had great difficut!y Ln get-tinig pr-ograms imp1a'rsanted.
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when we have gone to the NRC and asked for a tech spec 

change or permission to conduct experii ents of various 

nature.  

To go back to what Dr. O'Conner has just indi

cated here, the results of this program have only recently 

become available, and we cannot go to the NRC Staff without 

some supporting evidence to say that this program is beiter 

than the one that we've baen conducting pzeviously. Without 

the supporting evidence we are turned dcwn.  

MR. SHEMIN: That's a different statement th-an 

you made previously.  

MR. BRIGGS: That's right. Xt seems to z.s that's 

a more important statement, that you ddn' t have any evi

dence to go to them with, .and so maybe zomatima in the future 

you will have.  

WITNESS MAMEMLLUS: I would say at this mc.int 

we do have good evidence.  

MR. BRIGGS. All right.  

WITNESS McFADDEN: May I expand Dr. Mrarcellus' 

answer to agree with Mr. Shemin that, in the casa of sur

vival data during the entrainment process; we don't feel 

that there is a necessity to monitur the year-to-year 

changes.  

We would assume that onc3 that figure is accurately 

fixed the same condition would prevail over all years.
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DR. DATIBER: So on that bari1 one could chan.ge 

from thh net collecting t-chzic to the lar-: va]a 

ceduxe without any problenas o. interpret'tio of tLe reults? 

WITNESS McFADDEt i: Yes, sir.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr.. Ckieirra., F;-hen you - t-I 

rounds. of people who wanted to do .i . nthe 

"1tcdf cius have some cross-xamicat.Lon.  

• • -CH.SRWN JENSCH : Yes, we x ba c -7.. o .a .  

thought you wanted to be last.  

Have you comp leteI, H.. i-e ' 

. ASXS: Yes, sir.  

CHRIWN 3EMSCI: Ator;iCj :eyj 

CHAIM~ JENU il.z of ~~ 
XVLR F. 0 

' -- MAYOR D'VL:NO teu 

CHiAXTii't JENSM I __ P; 3:~ 013 

Staff.  

the eavironme-ntal techni.cal spac-ifi - irc.r::-.-.t t.:.  

entrainrmn saing? 
~~~~CHAI'Ry.pa, JENSI.Z-1 If you CCU_, -'t i: . :" 

I -- ara~iph, we'll read it.  

WITNESS M..'.RCE-LUS" its p.r. -rat'-, or sectio, 

No. 4 .!.2 l a.n. Cbidenatifi - as .- atv

on S cedule a iicd' Changes o

11 -
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CZAIRML4N JENSCHI • We'Il take note of that. Thank 

7OU.  

Will you proceed? 

CROSS-EXAMINATION (Conti-nued) 

BY MR. LEWIS.: 

Dr. O'Conner, you stated several times that in 

your view the environmental technical specifications pre

cluded you from using a larval table sampling tech-n-ique, is 

that correct? Was that your testimony? 

L (Witness O'Conner) It did not precluzde us from 

utilizing a larval 'table, but the tech .y-c demandad that 

we carry out a certain type of study and wii: U . .  

straints of budget and manpower for the time which has.  

passed. Through agreement with Con Edison, we have carried 

Out, only those studies.  

There was a plan for 1976 to test an altern±tive 

sampling device, not a larval table but a device aimed at 

reversing sampling mortality of ichthyoplanktoIn i the 

discharge; but, due to difficulties of the. operation •chaeiule 

of Unit 3, that plan was not implemented.  

Do you know whether or nct the x-sults ac ieved 

with larval table techmiques were -- whether or not the 

Sta~f was aware -- ta Staff and the indstry and people 

involved in these studies in- general --- were aware of the 

results that were achievable with larval table sampling
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techiqu.s at tha Ii la the environmenta. tec .ical specai

'ations were drawn up for the i-.dieri Poilt Station? 

1 believe that the envircnmai.taL tech specs were 

worked on, in any eveent, over a year ago.  

A. Yes.  

Q So My questic is, at that tir W

awareness of the results that wen.e chiexII" witl. "• 

table sampling? 

I I would thinLk niot.  

Q.• l Would it be your opinion that per2h.r. the .echnical 

:Specificatioans .' e rite nP i t£. soa.'- -"e0.g 

in mind when thavy included a des.ription o£ a pro rar.. "-im: 

Tmeas bazed upon net sanmpling? 

. I would assime so.  

I , I believe .thcre has also bee, ts tir 'r 

and correct u,- if !'rn wrong -- that up .'iAl thi3 date Con 

Edison haz not approached2 the Staff for, discussioz as to 

whether or not larv .l table saping mglht a t be a Par 

miceibl- ad:Itioral o- alteriative ap a -'-;.- tha tach 

specs.  

have there been discussons with tha SfaE about 

that pcss2Lbility? 

(Witness M.arcellus) CoEdiso .has not approached 

the Staff with respect to using a lI:val l i feel 

-that the Staff woId be greatly i.terested. in the
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cud I think they would probably like to see the program 

implemented; however, we cannot approach it until we do 

have rjome informatim.  

1 I hear you saying th-a, but I have no reason 

to believe that's the case.  

In any event, it appe6:s you have not app:o-ached | 

the Staff. You apparently -- has it been y " testimony, 

Dr. o rcellus, that you felt deterred from doing so because 

of some perception that you had that th/a Staif would somehc'6 

be obstinate about any changes in the type of sampling that 

would be jndrtaken? 

I can't say what the Staff til! t1i-; however, 

I can spneak from experience of discussions wit-h the Staff 

of various prograns. , and we have had certain c.casioans ',aCn 

it has been over a year that we've appLied -for a tech spec 

chauge and resultL have not cume back from the Staff o 

whet.her or not we would be granted that c .- ge.  

If -we're tal.ing about an implementatior v a 

change in the entrainment moitoring prceg.zu1 for 1977, Con 

Edizon has not written up a request for thct change at this 

moment., and we oniy have five months before we -aust be in 

the field and ready to go. If we must al2ow. som-e time for 

the contractor to get geared up to conduct the work -- for 

example, two weeks as a basic minimum; perhaps a mnth would 

be more applicable -- wt'rz, only talking about four months

I
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w, , can app the Staft -%d gat a repnz bak.  

- . -that we Ca= obtair a ttch spec cha-.ge irn 

,we ll- rhzp0ey WherL I ha, 2e tl, e Staff -Atrseas.  

, e s-axd "hey Wil be ac.1ce to arti z!aats a little better 

abu an42 thc W g. V 

.;. ycu a ~~litt +i; bit bettzr 1-7" din )n htth ,il'-u--s 

WL thi Staff with tesp ot-to tlais mzt- ia- ,2ig1! be.  

t'?, ~t reg~.d Itc Yclips OT23 h ;.e 

St- ice 171. repo-t -- and u ould ba- fcz E.-. C:'Ccr.v -

... I + iic yoxi to turn to page 49.. r "a, -.4" r r, to the 'f i.a 

12 -tmlci On that W:I~- X cI t itaa 

cs tzi -A z life hictc:y. stager2 c*:i-!.
I1 

if" S t- a atc. cr, H'W2cflR.v 

• ode -.- s ,-.cn . -to pz .ov l -1=, Z- t: iz.a i : 

to 
'1rcra th-aebS2rc-r 

Q I 
2 1* 

i: .~rntof tha ~t ir-acsari an- rJ. v ar wcJL 

I5
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.O:c.nraon5, c-- these be used to provide a relie&le 

ct1 the 

: i. (Wit~er. O'Conner) I would have to.say that to 

date xlerhe:.3 -. the j.re p-haps the best data avaiable 

su... estilte. Whether or not uh.t estizate is 

:' , I . ters of optL-aum samling program and ade

s -.:. i:ling o tt-e vater coin tl the int.ke3 will have 

0 '.° .1 ovc~y

CZ~JEOtSC: E,i.use me, I 1wC7,d.- if 

:i .,,' " .... mo reda .c anslv.-- Z t t hat : es i n 

X tkA=n.. yov.'v! *;i9aine d it. 2 wcndor c y-u 

t .: t. :: the qmustioa wa Can these concent-a

:' a::::,. be :.,..i±. & fo " ".m pier?o -3, * y u. oio? 

fe;z 

': B2" MR. LEWIS: 

N low, yc.u ar.-aewt' have s, reaj rvtictiz. You 
19.  

ian, . . disuss a o si; ible re ervations ebout the way 

in whi ' i.e u41 .,ad. Would you conti;fnue with t'ot? 

o ycu have e :-v .... about th.:. uts cf these 
22 

da:: to .. .. ..  

23! 
( it0 O'Cnre ) - T'hee is a!wais a reservation 

a%& to liow,% coi-nparalla tho t * ba-esed upon the fact that 

2m
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Lc ~ ~~ peslt±Ql '"n the wiater colux-n vith a Ue 

C ic Ot Z co- -aced that 

t !c :&~ ets a:. samling -re:Asely hz porto CZ 

thI.. wl i~ r V svIf~ tht e intake nez ar- e 

AI othr word, this reiates back. to yvc ci omnts 

ii i:,. i". o. e2 's- ! .fo:_- wit- r G a: -* to no.¢m- r-ii bacause 

! . -.. in ."ts f nwts You're .......... c 

at&~ tO - .- ct21 fct3. T..h I'S 

" !lii::. .t?.:' be', uq~ati a a by mayself 0t- -v .ic. .~a cie aa

to Ly 
• f t: <  m.a:;';?-j --.  

* 2 1 
II p....  

~~~~~~nc r ioiha: '. ~L ke a rs c=L

.s: to aZn 21 CG=- 0 ctualt-r shoulLa? 
2 3 

'I-d 

li
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io ... &t toto ?. Ca recclnda-icn? 

i .,u:...z. = "¢7+, n~to a- ; to a co-rection

A

.z ... --:if ... . .n 'z--r. as to your 

;: -+h-, . :,:,o+'.2 C.CiQ:n :£ct~ Z-LhouJ. .O

., 
.. .- r t. 1 S 

:4. ' 1. .. ~t + ",*- 
3.,." ;a co-

c: i:}[::)o-' o. hh£ .. -,. . .. . . . , ..

...... .ion t.Z indz

C . .. - -~.2h .. .. ± , it 3u'r-t ;cyo l n, ...L; sain l --t g periodx's, 

.' , v'. dc":.:
:  J -- n"  -e- 'c -r-ndpas n s 

ZkEz ?a~;~(~.c! ; -Ln~ci Deri.cds 

TnG 4 Vr. ni

(

~C~X) 

a.' 
'-4.
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And I believe that additional to that -- are 

there other Studies, iohthyoplankton studies, being done in 

that area besides HYU? 

BY MR. LEWIS: 

Perhaps I can focus this question and maybe the 

answer will be more apparent.  

with respect to transect studies at Indian Point, 

is that basically MYU? 

.A (Witness O'Conner) Transect studies were orly 

carried out in 1973.  

Right, but they were done by DIYU. That was tho 

contract or involved. There wasn't any other contractor, 

is that right? 

L Not with regard to those transect Studies; that's 

correct.  

Dr. Oeconner, have you yourself, or anyone who 

works under you at NYU, estimated by way of any procedure 

values for the f factor for the various life stages? 

L No, sir, we haven't.  

9 Was this based upon a view that the data yon 

had was insufficient to make such recomendations? 

A. No. The estimation of an f. factor, since that 

factor is part of the LMS model, that estimation from the 

available data is made by LMS.  

Q. All right.
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If you could look in the t estimony of Dr. Campbell, 

et al., on Table F-l,.page 43 -- and I'n looing particularly 

at the entries under Indian Point.  

First of all, are you f amiliar with the f factors 

set forth in this table? 

L In a general sense, yeo.  

Werc they derived by yew? 

h . • o,they were not.  

By whom were they derived? 

I. I assume they Wcre derived by 1.LS, utilizing 

the data which we provided to the.  

Qb Do you have any reszvalCi =nX--rfl!g ttc 

biological reality of the fi factors i . TaLle 7-1? 

MRf. SHEMNT : EcuC~E m~e. Ccaup.2 £ get a clarifi

cation, because there's going to 1 -- .....  

record.  

ib the characteriza~tix-" t'-2. Staz- has .us--d 

for their f faaor. Applicants hav-'St u; -' ' aar.5 

thAs table i& ft. I'm afraid we'-:e goin,. .to !L an -*-

biguity in the record.  

Cd.URM JEISCE: 1 VWa co-ceal-. e. tou t.  

also.  

Yovi're really refarr-:±1 to th £ factcr, are 

I V VoI ot 

you not? And you've so udeztc - -ve you not? 

WITNESS O'CONER: Yes.
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CHAIAEZ JENSCH: As shown on page 43? 

WITURSS O'COtIER: Right.  

To get back to your question, Mr Lewis, no, I 

don't have any reservations as to the biological reality 

of the f factors calculated based on our river samples.  

BY MR. XE WIS: 

* Do you believe they are consistent with the values 

set forth in 0T-14 - excuse me- 0T-13? I believe it's 

Tables 19 and 20.  

* & (Witness O'Conner) I would have to say there is 

no real comparison, because the US fl factor based on the 

1973 data was calculated from river cross-sectional concen

tration data and not f=m intake data.  

MR. SHEMIM: Ae you sure you're not referring 

to fc a the next page? ThattS the ratio of the intake to-

the intake quadrant to the Concentration in the vicinity of 

the Plant.  

MR. WIs; One muet, please.  

(Pause.) 

BY MR. LBWIS: 

Dr. O'Conner, let me ask you this: What values 

in Table 1-1 or Table F-2 or product of those world be 

comparable to the values set forth in Tables 19 and 20? 

You indicated that they wera not exactly com

parable. Is there some extrapolation of Tables F-i and F-2
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that would make them comparable? 

A. (Witness O'Conner) I' m getting a little bit 

oonfused hare, and let me point out why.  

First of all, you're making reference to f factors, 

which are, to my understanding, basically proportional 

values based upon actual data, and asking me to draw some 

sort of comparison between those pro-'-t iona. values in our 

Tables 19 and 20 in Exhibit 13,- whicil are - .. presen ations 

of the results of statistical analysis. There are no 

numerical values in Tables 19 and 20.  

'. That is o0rrect, but .there are relationships 

expressed, which is greater --I mean, therefore, if you're 

talking about =re 'than l--z: the abunda-ces in front of.' 

the intake are gr2 eter than the riverioide abndances, your 

values, even if you don't state ivactly what the value ia, 

you're talking about greater than 1, is that correct? 

. Yes, we are.  

9 What ism wondering is, do you havei an opinionas 

to -what should I compare that to i- Tabl3 F'-2 and F-I 

-or perhaps .thee's some product. of thosa tuo tables which 

would' be the appropriate figure fEc co omparison pu"-pose2? 

. Perhaps Dr. Lauer ould be tihe person to best

explaiz.,

MR. SHEI4IN: I thnk what heMI ashing is, is 

an intake station a station in the intake or in the vicinity
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- 1

of the intake, and therefore is it an f ceparison or an 1 

f cmparison that those documents refer to, Tables 19 and 
2 

20?

answered .

MR. TRoSI8 s Is that your question, Mr. Levis? 

R. LEWIS: I'll be happy to have that question 

I was feeling my way a little bit here.  

MR. TOSTME: Would you repeat the question,

please? 

MR. SHEM *: Does the term "intake station X-1" 

in Table 19 in Zxtb it 13 and 01-2" in Table 20, does that 

refer to a station in the intake, which would be relevant 

to the~f d tormination, or is it in the vicinity, .hich 

would make it an f determination? 

WIr S oCo nMR: Its in the intake forebay.  

MR. SSMI: So it's an f2 determination relating 

to Table 7-2 an page 44, if anything? 

WITESS O'CMNNR: If anything.  

BY MR. LEWIS3 

Dr. O'con n does the R factor in Table 20 of 

0T-13 refer to the viainity of the plant or to the =oss

section of the river? 

a. (Witness O'Conner) Cross-section of the river.  

Its' a river average value.  

Q, ell, in light of -that, would it be your testi

mony that the comparison to be made here is simply to
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bit 47 Table 7-2 is it to some combination? 

It appears to us it is to sme combination, 

some produft o the values in Table F-2 and the values of 

Tadle -I 4 

MR. TROSTBUt Mr. Lewis, Dr. O'Conner has testi
5 

6 ftied that he was not responsible for the c=bination - for 

the p"epaation of the f factors.  
7 

I think your question should be directed to Dr.  a 

Lawlee. Dr. Lawler is prepared to respond to those qLeM
9 

tions on the values developed ini that table.  
10 

MR. ZIMaS: All right. Let me ask Dr. Lauler.  
11 

BY MR. LWM: 
12 

S Are we Correct in our understanding that the 

13 
comparisons - the appropriate comparison of Tables 19 and 

14 
20 to got a cosqarability is to some product of thr values 

15 
in Table F-2 and Table F-i? 

16 
. (Witness Lawler) Yes, sir, you're correct.  

17 
As I indicated to you yesterday, th- Valuss in 

10 Table F-3,, which come out of the results of Table F-i and 

19 
p-2 for Xndian Point, pazticularly fo-r eggs, do not agree 

20, 
with the values in the supplement.  

21 
I indicated to pou that the reason for that 

was 

22 
tbt wa did not have those numbers at th time thes values 

23 
were co utd, whic was in the spring and early summer of 

24 
1974.  

251
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I took the opportunity to take the data given.  

in Tables 17 and 18 last night to see what kind : oi: results 

X would obtain for eggs and larvae at Indian Point. In thIt.  

case of eggs, as I indicated to you, the egg values are 

higher than 1, which is I now being the f! hia. is the 

desicgation the Staff has used, or fl 2 , the .procluct, the 

designation we have used.  

Inthe case -- I think 3 also indicated to you 

that we found similar behavior in 1974 and in 1975.  

Now, the average value for the produat for eggs 

in 1974, using tbz data in Table 18 -- Trubl 17 and 18 -

computes to 3.8.  

a I'm sorry. I missed that numb-.  

L. It computes to 3.8.  

As I indicated to you also - ell, in th'5 clat-: 

for larvae, yolk-sac larvae computes to .75, and the dat 

for post-yolk-sac larvae computes to .67.  

*jumi2ies is not ompu=ted. Yoa aw mt cc.m-putx 

the juv n1e from t1s data, because it exrt -ntta ...... ., ..

end. o-' August, or .los to the end of Augst., WO1& . .4..  

th period that thb juniw.ies -are e,id.- tc o .e 

t entrainin.t. So I inm, no compuatioh cn jwen.2 es..  

I think also indicated to youa thrt t. ') results 

or. he use of the NY data in I974-1975, the infcrt:ion 

thati,'4oizqnto the mc~adden report and the Janiuary 1971 

• • .* ; .,,
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report, is based on the data at the Indian Point Plasit as 

well as in the Hudson River, whereas specifica ly herm in 

the case of eggs the data was At.  

I hould further state that in cur cmpatation 

of the f factors ws do not limit ourselves to the intake 

values. We have also used th- discharge valnms. Someties 

we find the discharge values higher. Somatimes ve find the 

discharge values lower. But tho f factors that w 'yve computed 

in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2, for instiace for larvae, Where 

we do have data at the plant, is lYmr thou t. f factor 

values that yOU would get if yon SiM.21y taks data in Table 

1 and Table 17. But in all cases, inciu Tab-n PLe 1 and 

Table 17, the f factor values are 1zs thaia for the larvao.  

Finally, I *oUld 14.e to coMia that it's always 

been my opinion - and I've mentioncd this on m~ai oCa-.-1Oin 

.before -- that as far as the thrust 0f all of this, on the 

impact estimate goes, the fact that yc ua yz- Lav-,i a situation 

whe the eggj cmanutration irs greator. ih- . . haz -er 

l-ittle impact, bar very little ef-czt cz tL orzall ims-at-z.  

The Maao for -hat is that every singis cna of thasa MC-'i!s, 

whether it's an LMS moftl or any oth-: E , cr -an o"h-r 

estut.ing prtooire, requzirez th te tim .hs- organis.  

is in the specific life stage, e-so i- pt= of thm- computation 

proc =ure. The total life stagls period Iralne-rable to 

entrainmnt in" the modls cu-rently usd is 64 day3. The
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eggs i ntitute 2 days of the 64.  

So tie fact that the Z'U results for 1973 show 

hher egg oonsntrations than those. that we used and that 

,*ppear in Table P-3 will not change the imPact result sig-

(mAEu3m JEHSCZ: Juzst one thing.  

" In your answer you referred to a supplement.  

Do you man OT-13? 

WV 1SS LAMZLR: Ye.  

MR. TROSTBN .'A is OT-Pv.  

CSAZRMta~ jWS(H: Proceed, Ataff.  

BY MR. IEVIS: 

Dor. OConuer, I realize that you :jes heard Dr.  

Lawler? c ants on this for the first time but he did 

mention a value of 3.8 as resUlting from applicatOn of 

the iftfonmatiof in Tables 17 and 18 of OT-13.  

Do you have an opinion as toh biological 
re as1,nabIAUS of that f, Aiz-' 

. think ve'ze Paking about. f 2 which 

eve r you want to wea factor ofe -3.8 foZ eggs.  

Xm that Corr.Ot. Dr. LaWlomr? is thi±t Vur ti 
, 

..... 

.. """ ' I," ., 

*' a-..'; , ( V it"e• 
..ie ) '.ssit n I , f.-oak

(witness : Ul)myetmvi , . tk 

t.e data in the uup. pnmt, -"hiah Is Exhibit 13. and Tabl s 

17 nd3. * hihLs =Ily th* iat). datao mrd a compariB~a

I
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of the other data in the same table, you would get a value 

for eggs of 3.8.  

Q. Dr. O"Connmr, my question to youis -do you 

have an opinion, are you able to have an opinion, based on 

Dr, Lawler's statement as to tho biological reality of tb'-h 

figure 8 

•. (Witness O'Conner) That value of 3.114 ratio 

between intake and river is based upon the iS73 cm.. .I 

program, which was a relatively -tiv d intensi' 

sampling program and in my mind represents pe,:haps Fz, . s 

a description of conditions in the vicinrx-.v of the ! 

as is currently available.  

Insofar as the ratio is rel tively higli, it's vy 

opinion that the abundance and distribution of this particular 

stage of the life cycle of striped ba~c -- that th Lit..Li

bution should be sampled again to verify %-12osm iniia.  

results.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: EXCUSO Me. I think- Mi .uestic.7

was: Do you have an opinion as to the bie3e'icai rezxonable

ness of that ratio? Is it reasonable oz not? 

WITNESS 0' COER: I wouldn't wirmt to say if it's 

reasonable or not. my opinion is that the distribution of 

this life history stage should be studied again in order to 

determine if the original estimate holds up under additional 

sampling or to determine if it can in fact be modified in
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bit 52 1 one direction or another through additional sampling. This 

2 is one year.  

3 WITNESS McFADDEN: Insofar as the usa of those 

4 estimates and impact estimations is concLrnnd, it's my 

5 opinion, and an opinion shared by all of te sciantists that.  

6 are involved in the impact estimates, that i; is uniIk-1y 

7 that the real biological situation can bp rne. i whih there 

S was a persistent, say, nearly fou " time .ta.w dznsity o: 

9 eggs going into the plant than w.!ai pr ant in the ri~tr.  

to It seems basically illogical.  

11 However, in the absence of' t.e fvr'- 2r t-ht e.at .t 

12 Dr. O'Conner recOmiends as desir.l W'3 have g_ aad in 

13 the latest estimates oT impact and "uqsci6. thc lg :; r-ers 

14 realizing that if they're bias A, they're bia--f2 in thxz 

15 direction of exaggerating impact on -the c 3g.  

BY 'FR. LEWIS; 

17 Q You say, Dr. McFadden, highex nuhr., J.x; a.'d 

have reference, when you say you used the highcr Aumbers 

19 in your analysis, do you hAve ref erence, ra" ..... 0:o 

20 a figure of 3.8? 

21 "A, (Witness Lawler) The calcalaticn:z th:t wc.  

22 to date -

I (. CHAIRMAN JONSCU: Letis let Dr. McFaen answer 

the question, and then you cka give a commeant.  

25 I think he'd like to have the question directe".

I
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to your last previous statement.  

WITNESS McFACDEN: The numbers we have used are 

in some cases ccnsiderably in excess of a value of 1, which 

would seem to be the marimmu- logical value for that f factor.  

The exact numbers in excess of that value of .  

is a question I'd have to refer to Dr. Lawler for an answer.  

WITNESS LAWLER: Two comments.  

First of all, the data that we'rc- using for 1974 

and 1975 show a number for 1974 for eggs at Indian Point 

of 1 and for 1974 for eggs at indian Point of less than 2.5.  

I say less than 2.5 because I don't have in front of me a 

direct calculation. I know it's less than 2.5.
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I4 like also to comment that on a long-term basis: 

from a mathematical standpoint, .if not.. a biological standpoini 

it would be impossible to. have a number greater than. 1, unless 

the fish were actually spawning in the plant. But that does 

not mean that we should.not be using values greater than 1. in

the actial modeling procedure, because -- well, I'll take that 

back.  

It's a little hard to justify, froa a conservation 

point of view, a material standpoint, where tha. eggs are cominc 

from if you use a value greater than 1, and I have to dwell on 

that a bit more to say for sure, froima mathemuatical standpoint 

that you can't have a number greater than I ini terms of th.e 

way it's actually modeled in the plant.  

So for the Momn... I 'oUld jus- 4i v..le-- it at 
thaet 
that, the values that have been used in the ir.act et:.;ates 

that have been made in the Jnauary '77 repoz't for ejqb.. .at india 

Point are 1 in 1974, and a number les_. than 2.5 i1. 197:5.  

DR. DAIDER: Is there any evidnce th -. Uh -:- .e.  

f.tally striped bass spawning in the vicinity ,he ...

. WITNESS LAWLER: I' paes to.eather r. May 6:2,".  

O'Conner as to whether anyone's ever ob3c:rved that.. Ive never 

been iqformed of anyone's observing that.  

WITNESS MAY: It'sr,my impression that the peaks of 

eggs occur in that Vidinity. I would have to refer back. But
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I the peaks that I recall are much further upriver. I have no 

2 reason to believe that you have major spawning in that. area.  ( 
3 Of course, eqgs are found in that atea. But the evidence is 

4 that it's further upbeyozd Bear Mountain Bridge up into the 

S Ochwafl-Newburgh Bay area up there, and then wn f arther than 

6 that.  

-. 7 BY MR. LUWIS: 

8 Dr. O'Conner - or Dr. HcFadden, if he chose to com.  

9 =eat.- do you have any opinion as to what biological factor 

10 explain the resultant values, on the order of 3.8? 

(Pause.) 

L. (Witness O'Conner). I would not care to hypothesie 

13 on what biological factors might dtermine that. I would rather 

14 wait for more intensive sampling before going into that.  

15 Would that be yOur .opinion, Dr.McFadden? Or can you 

16 at this time- do you have any opinion at this ti.m as to wha 

17 might cause 

18 (Witnesa McFadden). I have no opinion based on data 

19 It would be possible to contrive some hypothetical explanations 

but I wouldn't feel that they'd have any particular validity.  ~20 

21. Q. All right.  

Let me ask Dr. Lawler-- let me ask you one more ~22 

question, mostly in thevvein of clarification. I believe you 

stated in your testimony that the table in your testimony -- le

me find it.  
25
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(Pause.).  

Basically, I guess .1 had reference to -- well, let 

look at table F-3 on page 45. Now, was it yo.r. testimony, Dr.  

rawler, that your figures, under the 1975 values, do not incl1ucl 

the UYM data in OT- 13, the addenda to the 1973 report. Was 

that what you had testified to? 

I (Witness' Lawler). In table F-3? Is that what 

you're referring to? 

Yes.  

x Well, my testimony is that the data in table F-3 

do not contain the: egg data taken at the If ian Point plant.  

They do contain the river data. Th-at was based on the river 

data; it says so right in- the f-otnotc on. PI and F-2.  

Right. And we're looking at t.e: column that is 

labeled, 01975", in particular, -no,#. at your statemenrt4, 

A Yes. Again, 1975 is simply a reference to the 
repot.  

' THe date of the report? 

A. THese data: refer to 1973 data.  

1973 data in a report that was issued in 197.57 

L Right.  

Q But the 1975 report does not inc.Lude the 1973-.eg 

density data.  

L At the Indian Point plant, right.  

C That was not available to you at the time that you

( 
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a. I indicated to you earlier that all of-these compu

2 tations were made by our firm in the -spring and the summer 

3 s of 1974, at which time the data was not available to us.  

4 L But you did testify that the river-ide data was 

5 availabl, to you. Is that correct? 

6 L That' s correct.  

7 L But wot the egg density data? 

8 That's correct.  

. g in other words, apparently, this data came in in 

10 distinct batches. Is that you know, I'm not asking you to 

11 recall: I'm not asking for exact recall of events that took 

12 place two years ago. But I'm a little bit puzzled as to how 

13 you ere able to use the river-vide data in the 1973 NYV repor 

14 but you were not able to use the egg density data.  

* And I'm not asking for total recall of exactly 

6' what came in when. But 

HR. TROSTMI: Are you asking for the timing of when - 17 

the data became available? That's really what the question is? 

19 MR. LlS. Yes.  

R20 R.TRST: All right.  

21 Well, perhaps between Dr. Lawler and Dr. 0"Conher, % 

can respond to that.  

(Pause.) 

NCO rLig, if you wish, we' 11 try to make a stab at 

rexonstructing the course of events in the fall of '73 through.  
25
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I the fall of '74, but the fact is., we don't remember exactly 

2 what the sequence of events is now. I don't know how much 

3 detail you need.  

4 MR. LEWIS: Well, I don't need a tremendous amount 

3 of detail. I think that I tried to characterize what it is 

6 I'm looking for, and perhaps you could take a stab at it.  

7 (Pause.) 

8 WITNESS LAWLER: Mr. Lewis, the only thing that I 

9 oould offer cc add to this is that, to the best of my recollec

10 tion, there was clearly some concern with* 'respect to the higl 

11 values that were obtained in the plant in the intake. An d 

12 would say that, before the data from the plants were released 

13 by NYU, you know, a really hard look was made at this data, 

14 particnlerly fram the biological standpoint; you know, can you 

15 ~justify numbers substantially larger than one? 

16 So, an the other hand, in the spring and sumn.er of 

17 '74, we simply had to have some information, and make some 

18 estimates of what was taking place in the river as a whole, no,, 

19 simply the one plant, and this was done by taking the data that 

20 was available - which was the river data.  

21 That's about the best I can do to answer your ques

22 tion. I would like to add ono other thought on this whole 

23 question of biological signdfcance, and Dr. Daiber's su'ggestio

I4 that has there actually been any spawning observed in the 

Svicinity of the plant. We really don't have an answer to the
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I actual observation this morning at the Indian Point plant. B~ 

2 many of these data tiat do have. high -values ovarall are the, 

3 results of extremely high Oalues on one or two days. Arid it'si! 

.4 conceivable to me that. a single female, because of thek enor

5 mously large number of -eggs, if she's right iLa the vicinity.  

-6 of the intake,, could be the e=,planatioin of Somae of the.sver 

7 high values. Becau'se the values we're repoz.tizig a re cr a g ad 

over. the entire spawninlg period. If you go ba Ck and loivary 

9 carefully -at the data, yonlbenv! to f ind you. ha": sce individu 

10 values that are vory high, and ota au~ hr t~sre' 

1, Spawning at all.I 

12 DR. DAUERl: ;Is it idc ~ce~ba~ as a resuilt o"j 

13 the flux of the ebb and flood of ths tidc., anc- as 'gesr.al 

14 hydrography of the. system, and- the geaisral brj:o:-n. top~a~ 

15 that you could have soma concentration of plaak',eo.ii o"Zganisz:,3 

16 Do ydu. have any evidence in terias of rooplai'kton or norxnysis 

pontcor anything else that mighat be surpe-ada- lxi .th

18 iater column that wrould suggest a cc~ncentraticy. 1ii a r~ii l 

19 azthat might ha a very transitory phencmanon? 

20 WITNNS 00CONNER: We have data lih: that,. . Dpai

21 z B ut unfodrturiatley , I wouldn't call those~ datz, do A!?rablm 

with the egg situation,, becduse the ganstcphyte. aad tneorn"Gios 

* ~situatioa is basically.'Ione where we hav etca irto 

24. from the mud-water in~terface, thiclh is probably thle peak S o f 

2. abundance during the duxsk and daenx periods in the river.
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I We certainly do observe floods of eggs. In 1975, 

2 for example# on one occasion, we had a Collection which om

3 pwised in exces. of 90 percent of the eggs collected for that 

( 4 year, Which tremendously affected the average concentration 

.5 during the egg season. Unfortunately, there haven't been suf

6 ficient data which are time-coincident between the plant and 

7 the river for a th-ough statistical analysis of this particu

8 lar phenomenon. It is not one of eggs passing by the plant ant 

9. then coming by again to give us successive peaks. It's 

10 simply a matter of the sudden appearance and sdisappearance o: 

II the life history stage.  

12 W1TMzSS MC PADDE: One'of the explanations that we 

13 have "thought about, and are exploring it, is, as you suggested, 

14 the possibility that there might be areas of ooncentrations of 

.15 eggs which would be periodically presented to the plant intake 

16 by poehinq like tidal flux. It would be necessary for that 

17 phon to coincide in so way with the concentration of 

IS oursa:mpling effort in order for that kind of f-factor number 

19 tbit we were observing here to arise, that is the type of 

20 possiblity, one example of the kind of possibilities, that we 

are examiningr one of the possible explanations.  

22 DR. DAIDER: All right.  

23 BY MR. LEWIS: 

24 Let me return the panel's attention to page 33 of 

2. a the December 7 testimony, table E-1. I'm particularly interest
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inL the footnote 4, which discusses the- fact that -the value 0 2 well, the oorrected value, T believewhich the footnote. B 
'3 specifically refers to, is. a value of 0.38, as corrected by h 

.( "4 panel Orally -on the first-hand hearing. And it states that 
C "*"5 oorected, that that value is corfe6d for a differential net 

6 mortality between intake and discharge. The uncorrected value 

7 is "0.73.  

8 Zet me ask Dr. Lawleri did you use the NZU data on.  
9. net mortality in calculating this correctilon factor? 

10. (witness Laler). Yes, sir I did. specirf!i y, 
it's the data in the table --.1 need the exhibit -- Exhibit num.  

12 bar 14, table 3.  

13 Dr. O'Connr, do you have an opinon as to th, cor

14 reaton that is -- do you agree with the Correction values used 

U15 in.ootnote B, whih, as I understand it, is from an unCorrecte-J 

16 value of 0.73 to a corrected value of 0.38?.  

.17 (Witness O'Conner). I went over i.ith Dr. Later the 
method which-he used to arrive at the value of 0.38, a'd am 

in Agreement with his made of calculation of tbat vatlueAn 

20~ U.ltilization of our data frcm that mortalit- Sttmdy-.  

21 Z(Pause.) 

MR. LEWIS: Well, I believe ny cross examination is 
Q 3campleted.  

I& CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any further questiond? 

MR. SHEK.IN3 Yes, I have one.  251
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BY MR. SHEMIN: 

2 Exhibit OT-13 - there's a statement -Oade I'd like 

3 You to clarify for me, Dr. Lawler. You stated you couldn't 

4 USe the juvenile data to -- I think that they were too large ti 

5 make it through the screens during a portion of the period 

.6 involved.  

7 In this Exhibit, on page 35, at the bottom,, the las 

8 sentence, you're discussing the data in tables 17, 18, 19 and 

9 20, before it states, "The Juveniles were present in numbers 

10 too low fo meaningful comparison during daylight hours.  

MR. TROSTEN: What page are you reading from? 

12 MR. SHEMIN: 35.  

13 BY. MR. SHEIIN: 

14 * RJuveniles were present in numbers too low for meani.  

ful Comparison during daylight hours."- tables 17 and 18 -

*but were more abundant in the intakes in the river stations 
16 

at night. " - tables 19 and 20.. And if you look at tables 19 17 

and 20, in fact, you notice that during the daytime, they list 18 

none as, I presumeg the statistical difference, based on the 
19 

factthat the numbers were too low. But for the nighttime, they 

do, in fact, list the intake as being greater than the river 21 

concentration.  
Does this report, in your opinion, conclude that the: 

23 
data is sufficiently meaningful -to determine that the concentra

24 
tion in the plant intake from juveniles at night was greater tia, 

-25
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I the concentration in the river at night.  

2 . (Witness Lawler). Well,. as I thought I pointed out 

the report indicates that the period over w-hich the ju-vnils 

had been observed, from June 12 to August 21, and as far as 

the period of entrainable vulnerability of juveniles is 5.  

6 concerned, that period is normally in tho first month of the 

two-month period, or less than the first month.  7 

8 Q. So the juveniles would be too big to get inside Ite 

plant station? 9 

A. That' acorrect.  
10 

So, to turn Dr. McFadden's earlier statzzt-1 on itz 

head, if anything that would bias tha con ntx;-o' iisid:' 12 

the plant low, such organisms that earli . i.ght have made 

it through the screens would not no, be mki • it iei the 

14 
plant. Is that correct? 15 

A. I'm not quite sure what your ref zcren'e ta Dr.  
16 

McFadden's statement is..  
17 

You responded to Mc. Lewis earlier Li r, dic .3 18 

the biases inherent in the experiment, the lack of bi.-logicaJ1.  

reality -of the situation, as .implying that the diff e-ncez, if 
20 

anything -- if you could trace it to a possible cause, :X.' d 
21 

perhaps a net problem-- the eicrr, if anything, w-. in over
22 

( stating the concentrations in thG plant. That was the suggest
23 

ion earlier.  

The suggesti'on here is, to the extent that you have 
25

I
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said that these n-mbezs camiot be.uei, Et..b.O the time 

the samples were taken, jueniles w iz bto to iz nt 

the p1ant to be counted in t!e cocra.- -- to thatexnt.et 

.this would be biased low, as far as plant conetration is 

measured. Isn't that truc? 

dor-t follow VoUr pot " a.ll!. " 

Didn't you say that c Ch c, ,,. coexlc v't use 

thiSL data was because duri.g the latter p i-. of ta. -M 

j uvemiles were not entrainabe t r--:. big. " 

IL That 's correct.  

th1e faidt that t1her.'re C .ti:11 lifliy i's that rc*ewz int? vc :at .:- :- .... ' ... oZ .  

11 I " don' t kn'a-: wht-

Q. I~ as.hing y wh 1,t 
My comuent was di te =. o ,: -- of h - t 

Y c O= n1,I; Ctd 

and any other data, Jo: that matt-a.. C-..!:*-t th, .o c,-:" "" 

Merit f-factors, if you vwill, fc -:- z fol-Q- f-, '

been charactexrized as baiaicr 7tuluz l t~~-Io ~i~iokay? 
And the four 11fs stages that have -- . abn 

vulnerable to entrairnuent ucu "'"' " 

is, or very early juvenile.; wbe con sider -f 

to be vulnerable to the vlnt ithe,"rc. :.vuo1r=b1 at all.  

And the sugqestion -mad ea-r_:.- V t-.... nd the day

S6714
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1: befwe, that the whole question. of the extent of juvenile 

2 vulnerability is. undergoing a re-examination, based on the 

3 prior ways of looking at this -- we cut the juvenile peried 

4 off well befora August 21; that is to say, by Augrust 21, you'rt 

'5: dealing with juveniles that are not entrainable.  

6 " I understand what you're sayizLg.  

7 1 So therefore, they're not involved in he cemputa

8 tion of any f-factor.  

9 1 understand that. 2oimver # to the ert'.that ona 

to is trying to det -- putting theories asidre3 one is try

it g to determine a ratio' of the concentra-tion oi any cgaaism 

in .the plant, past the soreez -, inside the plant inta-e ea a 

h3 e concentration of that organism in the river cross-secticn.  

14 Putting aside some prior or subsequent hypothes Is that we're 

not going to %onsiter those entrainable, just looking at an 

•1i6 organism - at something called a juvenile, as this reppit ca o 

17 those organisms -. if one starts with the ide that dur-ng thi1C 

8 peziod so= of the =ganisms are not going to meta it into. the 

.19 plant b ecause there wot going to zike it thiedggh theml screens, 

'2D which is %hat we're talking- about, isn't it? 1sn't that 

21 %at you"re saying upsets using this data? 

A. Well, no. You're assuming they're not goinq. to make 

it into the plant because they haven't passed the screen, I'm 

24 not necessarily assuming that'. I m assuming that they're not 

in the plant, in any event., on the screen or anyrwhera else.
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I Is there any way of getting in the plant without 

2 going .through the screen? 
3 YOU don t have to .. Come into the vicinity of the 

4 plant in the•first place.  

5 But you can't get'in the plant without going throug] 

6 the screen? 

7 L Well, if you're a fish, I suppose that's true.  

(Laughter.) 

9 Okay, 

to To the extent that tha only reason you're not going 

in the plant is because you're too big to make it through the 

12 screens, that is an isolatable phenotmenon *o can disouss, in' 

13 it? But for your size, you would have been sucked-into the 

( 14 plant. Is that"a concept which you can accept? 

15 1 No, that's the whole point. You're making the 

16 assumption that the fish in the river are being pulled into the 

17 plant, and I'm not 

SZe' maing the Assumptioa that if you ..had an orcra

19 t that was, of a certain size, smaller than the mesh of the 

screen, and that was right in front of the plant 

2. But you didn't say that.  

I thought it was implicit. And it would have gotten 

.23 sucked into the plant. It turns out it wasn't sucked into the 

24 plant because it was just too big to make it through the screen:;.  

(.5 Is that phenomenon isolatable from everything else, assuming alL
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SIothr things equal,, an& .yOu can-,ju,§1C say, size.isl can re

2z suit inlan organism' s not getting into the plant,..1 sI-Z 

It w 1i11re' i sm er, it would makce L- into the .lamt? 

L For those organisms that you. can pxesuiaa are. lined 

5 up in front of the screeni, let' s say one fobt fr-tescreen 

well, lat': say one -inch from the screen.  

7 9 1All right.  

8To the extent that we're txy'i.- to atr*1-r a ratio 

based an empirical data -~not on iiypzothzees- c t.j at gos inL1.  

* .10 anid doesn't go in, or where ..'its ' located, but. oa abcoauil data 

and sampling* we're trying to e-irarow-tiLiwia 

wo're starkLing with -- the ratio o*2 v.al irt is ac uazil y ci i 

13 the- plant to what is actually fouW. in the cri-seGcioai; 

14 if we're just working with actuality ar-4 rati., dosay yo 

15 thesis as to what might or might ozbe happiserning aqzv. -ay 

*thing to do with your actual wapiri.cal deata ratio? 
16 

17 (Pausee.) 

We~ll, you'va got all :S :S hyot~.

CHAIMM JUNSCH. C~uld you yai Zxe npir.?I 

20 thiiaX It will helpk it alang. X th1U.,,C* .r geziW.iq Za from 
the question samatimes, becauso yo'a give -1 

he's not-asking for.  
22 

KWITNESS LAWLER.: I'M not r e Sl y s-urs I f olqvo "his 

*point. But if i unde-astandit corri3-tly, hC~ askfGA ma i s there 

any connection w~hatsoever between you:: emp:Lr;Lcal -evidanca is 
25
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that the word you want to use? 

2 Let me si-plify.  

3 When one takes these data, and just -tzukes a ratio 

4 of the plant intake to the cross-saction at ths plant locaticn 

S Just takes the data,counts them up, gets tha data, whatevr -

6 makes a ratio - is one doing anythting other than taking actual 

7 numbers from samples and forming a ratio out of the results? 

8 A. No.  

9 Okay.  

* 10 Now, in that situation, if the numerator wa- a givew 
number,as found in the data in thi- tsituathon, eid tt2e si.c 

12 of the organisms during the period when you were collectin 

13 those was such that some of those organisms we;.r not ma-J..' -it 

14 into the plant, because they waere too big -- an io l 

15 phenomenon, you agree, that could be isclate -- if that' s 

.16 the case, then does that phenomenon do anything othe- W.n 

17 low the number of organisms that, but for that phenxanon, yo,.  

18 would have found inside the plant intake? 

19 Mr. Shemin, if you're: saying to m, wuld .I have 

20. 'found more organisms in the plant -

21 If you took the screen awv ? 

. If I, one, have the fish in front of the screen; 

two, have them subject to the plant flow; three. , pull the 

24 screen up- and four, can catch them in thz pla:t wr-uld I ge 

* more fish than I caught? Well, the. answer Is yes.  

-- -- ....
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(Pause.) 

We'll cover this in a more inportant setting, 3 I 

think. Itm not going to pursue it for the momeet.  

Let me take another approach an something else.  

Were you aware of a discussion that the staff at some point 

wanted a document - and since I can't Iccate it now, maybe 

you'd be good enough to remember it -- at some point, the 

staff, in discussing a dispute they had with you concerning 

your designation of the zone of withdrawal, referr-d to in here) 

I think, as the intake quadrant-- their assertio- that it i 
underestimated the actual zone, because yo. place-6 too Much 

rel ance on the upper quadrant -- do you remnam.bnr a disuss ion 

by them that, inasmuch as you multiplied f times 2, and sine 

that same factor is in the numerator in one instance and t6 

den..nato. in the other instance, to a cwctain raxter ;, az lcav 

as that was done, they canceled each other out, s it realiy 

wasn't a problem, even though it was n theoreticaI dist te?" 

A. That's correct.  

9 Now, i.f I could find: thew.pe -

(Pause.) 

MR. TROSTEN: Wasn't this discussion in i:h ndie: 

Point 2 extension filing of the..environment.l st';, Mr.  

Shemin, or in some earlier document that you'rc referring to? 

MR. SHEMIN: Yes.  

(Laughter..)
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IMR. TROSTEN: Which earlier document Was it? 

2MR. SHE4IN: A q you vall kaowmr 4 -. ha bee n abjle 

3 to find it in the rummnglng you. may have noticed I=. thd last 

4 minute, or if I lmd been able to recall offhand, I would ha':;; 

5 in fact made specific rbfarencas.  

6 Fortunately, Dr. Laurler recalled the ref:emce, and 

7 1'think he uaderstands very wzll what I ' t aLk-iin q aba,"t. That.  

a was just the basic assumptica,; Vi'n rot going -to gaointo that 

at thisk point.  

10 ~ MR. TflOSTENt It's niot irA th-c Xreli z. POirnt S). W ae

Sion? 

MR, SEtfN: -If that --ear. ea-,i;::r to lco.. £.t I

4idra't sees it# but it may ba thare. I can'~t say ~nii~ar 

to whother it'a in thG F3S. for Iadiax., Point al-:,gh 1 I thiLr 

1 that's where it is.  

WITMESS IALER P:well,~t -,- Lo st of tr y. r-zc ola

17. tion, thec quaestion camm uip in t!h'e prc Lceding. !efE!rE' t 

18 F~r1?w Camiscion. lm fairly..;rtarx that-z".q "* 

thakt whole disucsicua va- had.  

* 0BY MR. SEX IN t 

21 1~ sawy it within the lzzt mic:r.. Dca t C: C.,-ck to 

that, un-less it's absolutely neesary..Iscs~ee 

B2,putngta asioe, .zn e-Zfec'-. ar, lera -as ih a 

-sauce for. the gpose is gravy for tave, ganC-:, t< re: 

Q ~ you se, as ilong as You2 use it 3n 1'"1 u.ertr
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I your f factors, and ln the denominator of another portio, 

2 Lt cancels itself out.  

3 However, I wanted to look at your f2 and f table4 

4 an pages 43 and 44.. Now, the suggestion of the stvff was that 

5 the intake quadrant number was a low number, lowar than it 

6 should have been. And that situaton, what that would tend 

7 to do would be to imderstate f and overstate f . In other 
1 2 

8 words, you would have a lower f than they thought was Justi

9 fled and a higher f than they thought was justified, accordin; 
2 

10 to that phenomenon. But it would canee! itself out.  

S11 Now, ooking at these two tables for f," where- the 

12 average you would get from yo= methodology is lor than they 

13 w ould like, and looking at Indian Point, you've got all the 

14 numbers in there. You've gbt that half of the bias. Then you 
15 look at f where, in effect, we're going to get the bendf it 

is 2 

i6 of. having that in a disadvantage. But all of a suden, whe: 

17 you look at the eggs and the juveniles, for instance, you 

18 don't use the data anymore. We've got 1.0 ssuzid.  

19 So that the benefit of the bias is loslt. Now, would 

20 you agree to the extent that they quarreled with the intake 

21 quadrant concentration methodology, but were willins to put it 

22 aside because it canceled itself out, that the way these two 

23 tables are constructed, the problem they found is badk again, 

24 at least at this point with these tables. Is that correct? 

S25, A Well,. that's true, Mr. SHemin.. I established quite
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c'learly a few zuousets ago that given the more compl--te da, 

that the appropriate way of handling the data wonld be to uSC 

the intake ooncentxraf-tions or the plant concentrations..  

CHAIMM JENSCH: Will you keep your voice up? 

W..TESS LAWLER: Womld be to use the plant oon sr-i 

tions forthe numerator, if you will;. and the pltnt concontriD 

tions for the denoiinator, which muld avoid the problem.  

BY MR. SBW4IN: 

0' So theyt're f 1 , in effect? 

L 'Right. Secondly, although you were.'t here yester 

.day, I did indicate that the findings or: the hyda.lic model 

study on-the question of i~ere the water comos fromz do ihoma 

that more of the watGr. cmmes frore the lo0-1r layer tha we had 

originally anticipated.. And because of tha-:: factor, the whole 

question of how you define the fl has ben revijed.: 

CHAUMAN JENSC: Has been what? 

WITNESS LAWLER.: Has been revised. we do not simpll 

lijuit it to the upper quiadrant,, but we apply it to both the 

near-field quadrants, and the upper layez a -well as thie lowm-.  

* BY MR. SIa : 

When was that revision made? 

L That revision has been mad- in tha tesults that have 

been presented in the January '77 report.  

Are they reflected. Li these tables? 

L They are not. I think I made that fairly cI.ear.
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I Why is there enough data for eggs and juvwaile f- ' 

2 factors in table f 2 -" excuse met why is there not enough fo:

.3 eggs and juveniles, but enough for larvae? 

S( 4 . I think I oauiente on the eggs.  
!P 

5 1 understand the problem. you've cmmented on both 

*6 the eggs and juveniles. The eggs were just so high that there 

7 had to be a problem; the juveniles, there either wasn't enoutgh 

8 data, or this other problem that you raised in terms of the 

9 length of the cycle in the larvae.  

.10 You had neither of those problems, is that -it? 

11 L Well, the juveniles, to the best.of my know1Ie, 

12 we simply not enough numbers during tile pericd o" oirms

13 vulnitability to make any judgment as t1o ihat t!e numbx zhcu.V 

14 be...- It's precisely that that has promptad uz to -evis th 

15 whole question of juvenile vulnerability. Wo Simply do not 

16 find the juveniles in the plants. If you look through fctnot: 

17 in these various places, you're constantly forced to say, 

: Juvenileslaswm n such and such for lack of date. Or it: says 

19 wll, this is the number we got for the nuzibar of juver.ile;., 

20 but it only regards the number of juveniles at inakes between 

21 the discharges.  

22 YOu c.us an't work with that Lnformation. But 

w23 hat it all say's is, that we .have very few juveniles coming 

24 .into the plant.  

L 0. in fact, the important area that that-discus-zes --
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doesn't it -also saL that very J. r vnf~nx n~rni? 

L. ThatI's correct.

Me. SHMI1M I don'tt hav ny 4Lui ore quiesCIon 

CHINJEHSCH; I vonde6r if I could jus3t go back 

to'Dr.lWoadden. He's the one that geae us. the state.-m~nt that 

-was biased on the high side, and bear5.ng-in mind~ this interro-.  

gation betwen fir. Sbemi n and Dr. Laiwler, wiould you qar a to 

revise your statAxn t, bearing th aun th iagwr sazred 

in August,.orsemethihg? Your stalcament was a little optimi stil, 

was it not? .  
WITNESS H4C PADDEN: Ho' Sir. M'Y S~ ~ I;''z.?i efferred 

only to eg.This latest discussii~ refars o-,ily t6. juv'enilet.  

CHAIEWAX JENSCH: Yes. T.'m back to the poiint. whara 

I thought that Dr. aler didnt- qui-te und2io=stand- tho urto 

in.g that was. going on,. I don t wanat to go throughit a~ by 

step again, buLt to go back -- forget thejuveniles, a&z ..: back 

to the eggs. Will you pick up the bias stczry wU.1h -rad.r 

MR, SHEMIN. I'm not sure that th_-: L -z~ p c;13i2n i Ihat 

Irdfdrred to wit1 Dr. Lawler is 'applicmbx . It Is a 

bis it te gg than it is,- ith th~juvaniles.'.  

CHAIRM.AN JEN~SCH: I undp.rst. nd..  

MR. SHE24IN:by. There we_6 two different problems in 

essence, I- think.. The re'sponses with the eaiggs wer e that. the 

numbers Just couldn't be real. They were just too higha to be
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it's at

CHAMRAN 3ENSCH: Well, let me go back to Dr. Lawlow 

in view Of the fact that you revised thi3.E an 

January report, you don't expect uraen reliance upon fl 

in this proceding, do you? 

CIPMRAIN JENSCHi Well, you recognize tlhdt It's an 

because you've revised it,.have you not? 

WITNESS LAMLER: Well, I wouldn't necessarily say 

error. But it certainly uses less data than the data

that are available at this point 

CHAZIWN JENSCH: And

in time.  

if you were recowmendlng a

685 

real. MAd for whatever reason, I think they probably feel it 

ha to do with differential "sampling efficiency of the nets.  

But for whatever reason, he felt that they just had to be 

dLsrearded, because they weren't real, unless there was some 

vast spawning in the area.  

I have a problem with the juveniles. Dr. Lawler's 

statemnt -- I think I understand the extra tcMplexity. In 

effect, what he's doing is plugging in one of their assumption.  

and refusing to unplug it for the purpose of analysis. -And 

that's their prerogative. And that assumption is that there ax 

differences between juvenile Is and juvenile 2s, for instance, 

as they use them, ftich lead them to just noI be willl ing to 

cous£der entrainable data about juvenile 2s relevant tojaveniI 

Is, even if there's abias in favor of their position.

*15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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21 

22 

23
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consideration of the subject .refletxd byf a-Td 2 

iUould recomand that which vi-7l be shown in your Zlasnuary 197? 

report, would you ot 

WITNES L&WWR: Tha~ s co..rec*t.  

CH&ZIaN JHNSCH: And therefore, you oIzlrdn' t ep i 

us to rely upon f and T here i,,n this xrOceelingr w "uld yoi 
1 2 

since your recoinzundation would be dfthem-wis-? 

WITNESS LAWULER. Well, I thinks. HL. Cbai4rus tt.  

I've discussed the findings for 1974 And 11975p ap W-.1, ap.  

and tried to relate the findings of 1-473, r reported. .7here and 

in table F-3* to what we're now fi.nding irm the-07- id'7 

data.  

CHAIRM JINSCE: Wll, we'll take it up v!ithyor 

counsel.  

The witness has revised thci documn.i iA reafe" e 

to SOMething else other than-to presenit it here. wall"' havet 

consider -t 

MR. '!nOSTErm;s. Mr. Chairnartft, I'm afraid. that Is -a.  

serious minsasen of what our evidenco is.  

CRHAIRMN JBNSCHt: Well, it vwould bea go6l if yoU MOUIA 

tell us, then. If the am has revised the~e ti-mo t :;;51 S! F-i 

and F-2, because he recognizes that he didn't have sorao.-ata 

that he' s utilizing '1or the reiiision, you wo uld n't ezpect us 

to say, well,. since he? brought -1. in here, wa zd better take 

this. It's the only thing we have.
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all right.

WITNESS LAWLER: Mr, Chairman, I'd like to add two

M. TsOTIN; 1o, Mr. Chairman, The purpose of 

this proceedIng, of course, as the Chairman knowsr is to enabls 

us to have an opportunity to present all of the now data to 

the cmussion for it consideration. We have presented all 

of this Oformation, and we are most certainly asking the Com

mission to rely upon the data that we now have, in order that 

you may review what we now have, and to determine that there 

is an adequate reason to allow the presentation of the addi

tiLonal data, 

So, as I say, not asking you to rely on what 

w have presented for the purposes of this proceeding Just sort 

of turns the pcoceeding on its head.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, you may ask us to rely upon 

it.- But you don't expect that we're going to rely upon some

thing that he's recognised has error. And he' -made a revis o 

and you say you want us to have all the data that's pertinent 

to this matter. I rupoe you d want us to have the January 

1977 report, do you not? 

XL T ROSTEN: We ask you to rely upon all the data 

which ve are presenting in this proceeding. We are not offerir 

that evidence in this "pzocedinq, of course, since we don't have 

it; the January 1977 report.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think we're up to you on that,

(
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CHA=R.WUN I.NSC: Srgoficanca; t " .. 2- .

MR. SK EMIN. Is that just 

that you just made, Dr. Lawkr? 

WITNESS LAWLER." NO. My "  i" -: 

-changer. will not reault 12i sixtiftc'.a ...  

of impact. And by sign-fic nt, Y woald SZY" o': ii..x t:.., i 

M . SM-1.I1-: Is that includin4 th. .cf Y.'i, 1 cC MV' 

pensation functic- in your mode&? 
VITTNESS IWLER: Yes, sa' it. Is. .  

M P.. S E J .It .T : W ha t ' s t h e i i7iv." - ' , e ! .. .  

if you were to take theo• ' Or. - •y '.

(comentz.i. Ona ratho- than uss tha words. "ihee dat £1a 

in error, Itd much prefer to. use the -XZ-'

CHUIRMAN JENSCH: qleso calculaios are In rro 

(Laughter.) 

WITNESS LA : E no, no; tt thaI thcze calcu

Uations are in error at all. If on usns ja- -is 'now 

advanced, you obtain high vluQs. S& tZ o- L e bio-

Logical significance of: thse nur"-azs has bezc-'- ,out.  

Mora importantly, what I've said to the Bnr- is tAat * ue 

of the higher ratios wiich I articulated a feo v. ts z-- a c 

not tiguficantly change the sti - of i:v,.ct th- -

of fae'ed.

i
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WITNESS ILiWLERs 1-cant give you an answer to thatJ 

2 at this moment.  

3 M* SMIU* Did you not testify earlier - yester
( 4 day I think it was in response to someone elss'squestion, 

5 that the sensitivity- of your results to changes in f-factors 

• 6 was greate if one removed the acipensation function? 

7 WITNESS LAMR: That's crre t. But can't say tc 

you*. however, that the composite f-factor, all plants, all 

'9 utages, in both years - for 1974-'75 -- using the data that wc 

10 nov have availlabl that I referred to, coemputef to 0.17. The 

11 composite f-factor that you compute using table F-3 co9putes 

12 to 0.24, sO my statement is that the componits f-factor used 

13 in the.MoFadden Report of January, 1977, the January 1977 repor"1L 

14 is a nwober that is slightly lower than the number that appe-r.  

15 or could be computed directly from the data in the fatl. 'es, 

16 thatscorrect.  

17 MR. SNZ4IN: If we wait five more years, is t he 

p goin to be turning out striped bass? 

19 UITNESS ,AiWR: Well, sw.iu cagqestion was made to 

2D tht.o ffeat, yes.  

CHRAXRN JENSCH: Has all interrogation bee " 

21 M'opa 

tea? .  
22

MS. CHASIS: I have one point. of clarification.  

Mr. O'Conner had indicated earlier that the abundanc 

data for '73, which appears in the Exhibit OT-13, had previousl
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I been included in the 1973 progress report, and I did not fLnz 

2 ii:.  

3 MR. TROSTU3: He did not say the 1973w 

4 WITNBSS OCONNER: hot in the 1973 progresrTeport..  

5 Aut they have been released in, I believe it was Deceaber of 

6 1974; been released publicly. Is that no" cozrect? 

7 MS. CEASIS: What document, please? 

8 WITNESS MARCyE.WS: In reference to the add.endu 

9 aterial? 

10 MS. =SIS: Yer. abundance ofr. life sta es.  

11 WITbESS MARCELWS; The documert was diZtAibuted to 

12 the parties in December of 1974. 1 cannot reca-1l the c e.  

13 MS. CHASIS: And what d0cuev0t? 

14 WI=S ,MAR-LWtSg In thc dc.cipzat *it . the0 if I 

15 tQcall .co-retly? these two itemo which youLre talking about, 

16 like frequency analysis and adaendim analysis. T h II i5 two 

17 separate documents, one of whlich contaie ca!luaiatin cf abun 

dance of the lour life histy stages.  

19 KS,.CHASISI Vd appreciateyur ide..tifyi..  

20 fically at se later point, if you can.  

11 ~M. TROSTEN: Will you acoot irentific~io fio 

coansel at a later tine? I'll ha7ve to, con-e% witi Nx.: Sack on 

23 this point.  

24 MS. CflASIS: Yes. I'd like it en the rocord.  

2.11M. TROSTEM: All right, fine.
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1 CNLARX JENSCE: Mr. King? 

2 MR. KING: Mr. Chairman,, i'd like to follow up one 

3 lin, of questions that Dr.Daiber put before the panel, specifi 

( 4 *ally with regard to the higher values for the eggs.  

5 Dr. Daiber asked the panel to cons'ider whether this 

6 night be the result of tidal flows, and I was wondering, Dr.  

7 NcFadden, whther there's any way you can dtermine, .based 

8 upon the evidence that you have, whether in fact the effect of 

9 tidal flows might have contributed to the high values for eggs, 

10 .SS MC FADDEN: There are possibilities of boin 

able to disesen that from the existing data. Our examination 

12 isn't yetT hcplete. Thor. would also be possibilities of 

0 13 collecting nov data in. a somewhat differant pattern from the 
' ( 

* 14 past, in a way that would give us insight into the possibility 

15 of :that type of explanatcon.  

16 R. KING& So, all there is is the possibility of 

17 an explanation. But you cannot conclude now thatyou can explai 

i8 i*t, a explain the effect of tidal flows? 

19 I UMS HC FADDEN: ThaU's correct 4  sir.  

.20 R., KIM.- No further quewtionxv.  

21 IRU JENSH. Any redirect? 

MR. TR0STEN: We have no redirect, Mr. Chairman.  

(3 "CURMU JENSCH: Well, maybe, then this is a con

venient time to proceed with the examination. Or do you want 
i24 

( 5 to proceed. with Dr. Mc~adden?
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I bfR.TROSTEN X. would 

examimkation of Dr. McFadden, if " 

( 4 ZIRM RS All 

5Athis tim~ftlat U3 r 

* 6 At 11:15.  

7 (A brief -ees as ta 

8 CH1Iarx JZNSCH: Plea 

9 IZs the Licensee ready' 

*10 Mr. T1tog=1: it I'%a 

11 (Paus~e.) 

12 cIn(fnm JitIsC: will 

13 counsel? 

14 R~C 

15 BY MCR. TROSTEN: 

16 Dr. McPadderi. why did 

17 by Other fish instead Of striped 

*Is (Wtnass Ma~addan)..S 

* g t6d,-the value of a-study of predat 

20 tionship to the phn 4ceo of Coot 

49areement with that sugqrestion.  

21 Q would you please dif fer 

bluefish Predation study carried 

IAA eS, sir. The structix 

25 that the results are stacked'up, i

692

M6k to proces-J with redirec t 

ae Could have a five'd-;tnute I 

right. Synch roni.ze A bit hwr

ecea9s, to reconVene im this. r( 

SO cnme to order.  

to proceed? 

1find my witness, Mrc. Chairml 

YOU. proeed,, Licensee's

Con Edisoia study pre-iation 

)ass? 

no tins6 ago, the3 sA.-~sag 

'iOn On striped batrsa nra 

'ensation. And vwa wF- in 

'entiate the ele~r,t6' -fthe 

Ut? 

e of the studyt and the way 

s as follows.-
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First, upon the rec nmendation by the staff, we 

did undertake a predation study. The first actual step in tha" 

study was to csrCY out stomach analyses of potential predators 

a iii the prooes, of that, the two years' data which were 

Cited in the testimony were co.lected, which show4d that blue

fish did eat striped bass.  

A COmpletely separate analysis, based upon a diffe

ret set of data, explored the correlation betveen an indc= 

of Striped bass abundance and an index of the abundance of 

al prdatorss in this case, bluefish, and yearling and 

older striped bass. And that. is the predator index refe-ed.  

to in the testimony as reflecting a negative co-rrelat ,o 

between. striped bass abundance and the abundance of predators.  

The largest component of the predation inde: is .rai, 

up of bluefish. And in fact, if bluefish arc znalyzed sepzl-ate! 

4y# if the a0 cof bluefish Is' Lnalyzed separately as ani 

Iex of predator abundance, a significant negative relation-hii 

b e y striped bais. abundance and the abundance of the 

bluefish exists.  

Naw, the way that this is expressed in the testimony 

is -- possibly could be misleading. And 1 i'ant to refer to pagi 

14, line 1, where this correlation is discussed. The first lini: 

on pge: 14 of the testimony of Campbell, Lawler, Marcellus, 

May, aind McPadden; in the last two words of that first line, 

that predation by bluefish and yearling and older striped bass,

693
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:i it. would be more accurate to saYr instsad of "predation by:" 

2 abundance of.' Because the factor actizell1' measured .i.s not 

[ 3 ~actual predationl by the Spce ±t~ iilbUsfigh and,~ 

( 4 yearling and older striped beaSs- bi.~ rather ther eObund~anca ofO 

5 those species. And I think that that choice oz wordi .i may 

6 have contributed to scme confusion yastcmrday when the data 

-7 were cross examined on.  

8 Similarly, on page 48 . the second full p:x7agraph-: 

• "9 in line 5, there is again referencei to a predc.to iadez dcinina, 

to ted by- bluefish predation. It would be n~ore pr-: oiseM nnd xdr' 

iT standable if. that line read., _0r~t~ ~~ by 

Ia blu6fish abundance. Z on the same pa1gk cw a -,--.  

: 13 . D DATIBER. Pwdon =s Dr. Mcl.. C i~. I .r -a.  

14 then strike out the wozrd, "predution?" 

WITNESS HC FAIDDOIT: That's 1. C ..- :.  

16 DR. DAIBER: Tht!%% yo-a.  

WITNESS HCPDEN ~a S3hOUic reei17 

is 

19 2he same page, on line 8, the aantcnc ha gin 
" rran. ti- facto, A-a it 

thr• reds .... o 

it-*1 that were to read-,,. this nrexa io. ab,.zir-larca ii~ 

2  haingas 11wot~d eliminate Possible ihtrxaiooaicto 

S possibility of coanfusion betweer this PredatEOr .1rianaa corra-, 

,24 lati-or analysis and the deronstration of act 5 a ::5ati2b 

(the examination of the atomitch corntoibs of ltha bluaf ish 

" .-2.5" ... . • .:. . •
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MR. SHWIIN: Smo about the last word on the next to 

2 the last line? Should we change it from Opredation" to eabun
$ dance?" 

4 WITESS MC PADDEN: No, sir. I'11 comment on that.  

go, the Structure of the presentation of the resulti, 

as outlined so far, is first, the food study demonstrating 

7 that bluefish eat striped bass. Second, a coirelation study 

8 using different data that demonstrata that striped bass abun

dance 1. negatively correlated with bluefish abuzdan3,.  9+ 

10 The next step is to draw an inference, and that is 

done on page 14.  11 

(Pause.) 12 

In line 8 the inference is that a large bluefish 
13 

14 population would probably reduce juvenile striped bass abun

dance through predation. The word *probahly" is used by 15 " 

choice indicatLng that that is an inference drawn from tke two 
16 

previous stages of the bluefish predation study? namely', the 
17 

food. study and the c relation study.  

A second Lference has been dramn, and is set forth 
19 

on.,page 48, relating the .bluefish predation influence: . -othe 
20 

phe Menon of aompensatlon. And an the next to last line of 21 
page 48, it states, beginning after the comma, indicating that 

bluefish predation may be a density-dependent regulatory mechaa

nim. Again, the choice of the words "may be" is deliberate, 
24 

indicating that this is an inference based upon the preceeding 
25
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steps in the bluefish predation analysis. Absolute proof thai 
bluefish predation is a density-dependent mehanisi' would re

quire the demonstration that the rate of predation by bluefish;' 

vias higher when striped bass density wa's higher, and we do nOA

have data to sustain that point.  

That is the reason that the inferen-s in qualified 1 
by the words, '%ay be.* F 

The NC staff, in their o:i 4a I suggestion about the 

study of predatiou, implied a relevance to the Phenoenon of 

compensation, we agree with-them in that position. Pedation 

is usually taken to be compensatory in nature.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Dr. McFadden, to the extent that ypu.. have not. already

done so, 'ould you relate the findiags on blulfisI predciton 

to cbmpenisation of sitriped bass? 

S- (itnss McFadden) Yes, sir.  

IN examining different possible cmestr l'mca 

ism.a-' operating in the st•riped bass population in.t ..u son 

Riiiar,. we have attempted to rate t'WO typas of dina. Ons.: 3- da 
that conclusively demonstratas the operation df a sP1--.c ec.h-I 

an4sm. An example of that would be the negative corre tion 

between the growth of young striped bass and their del'ity.  

The second, and most compelling,class of evidence 

relating to compensatory pheno-nena is the damonstration of a 

phenomenon that could.be, or may be, Compensatory in nature
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1 but for wich we haven't arrived at the last stage of formal 

S2 Proof. And an example of that class would ba the bluefish 

3 preda.tio study.  

( 4 Di. Mcoddens, have a series of que'sti " I voiuld 

5 like to ask you concerning the reliability of the lang tizei 

6 series data.  

7 Are long-time series biological data, such as some 

8 index of abundance for a fish stock, important in fishery stu

9 dies? 

10 L Yes, sir. Data of that kind enable us to det.rmn"ie 

11 long-toem tr'nds*, or fluctuatins in abundance of a particular 

12 species, and for certain analyses are "required. An example 

'13 of that might be-.he necessary number of observations on an 

14 important relationship, like that between the abundance of 

spawing stock, and the abundance of recruits survivin" from a 

16 particular spawner. Normally, it takes a long serie" o.2 y ea .s 

of observation to *accumulate enough values for the fish stoc 

at a wide nough range of population "densities, to b& able t 

19 dewjstrate a phenomenon of that kind. And thoce are bath 

20 examples of the kinds of data that could ba useful.. :T:: be 

21 useful, they must be acquired through a long-;imo series of 

observations.  

Q. Has Con Edison used such time series data in their 

VHtdson River striped bass studies? 

. I. Yes, sir. The two most significant examples are
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*4 *the indices of abundance reconstructeti from dat -a suach as. the 1 
( A Seining collections, and the index of' adult stock abundance, 

recostrutedfromtheco~mercial 4fishery Cate:, e.ffort data,..  
(4 Certaiin typies 'of Problems generally afflict data ofz I 
*these types. not just in the Huds Ion R iver,. ofcus ,bt in 

6 fishery studies in general.  

U . ys. iLodgr-time series of data are uaniv7ersally 

S Afflicted with problias caused by the ineviabdle chenges in 

9 both internal factors within the data and external fdctors 

to within the environmeat, that would occur o'ver long Periods of 
11 time. An Oxample of the form~er would be i-a f 43her dta, h 

12 cange Over long historical periods: i-n the, pot-er SYStI-W,3 pro

* (13 polling ca~lmrcial fishing boats, t1o types of twiO netal- area 
14 use4 to constrct* f ishinlg nets, the recezis JInova: .-nS.i 

-15. technology, 'such as echo-sounding gear, wiioh are uzod to aCU-L 
16 ally locate schools of fish; am ttakr n ftl ,:1 

A7 taut examples of fishery data in existasis ctaiio ~ o~ 

18 Atlantic trawl fisheries, data which b"v co~ ~~ 
19 the6 late 31980al. there have been- a .long serieei of cha ;z in g-i 

20. techizolo9Y thlrough which fish are ca'.iht.  

21 And Yet, the eff ort da'ta collectod from~la ~t f is hery 

22 have been maintained.. And periodicall1y, it~s basn necessary to 

23devise som me a ns o f .'correcting- . say, so tha" you could equate 

24 the !-.ef fort generated by a mrodera trawieL witi, the eff o-

* 5ted, say, 5 years ago by what -now would I* an r-ntiquated traw.l ,
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0 1 ve l.  

And so, those kinds of problems nomcally 'affllct data 

(3 
of thi- kind. Another example in a long-time series of data 

4 would be the possibility of shifts in climatic patters The 
• 5 loge the seis of data, the more Iikely you are to tiave data.  

6 meaid-through a period of significant climatic change, ba

7 the Climatic change may be reflected in biological paramters 
al ",th other things you're studying, such as 

9 fisping effort or other sources of exploitation.  

t0 There are also the usual errors of transcription in 

' the data, erors of measurement of either biological or fisher-I 

12 awIt's prameters, and these kinds of Problems. are comrn.vn througoh 

(13 the esntire series of fishery data. The value of- tho long re 

14 tptcally outweighs the liriitations and flaws ir, the 4Aza, an-i 

15 it:. has: been- a caimon experience in fishary scionac that, wit 

16 approaiiate Interpretation and correction of the~ dalti Is 

17 possible to make very important use ,f these typzs of. data in l 

18: managemint of fish-stook-3.  

T19 he reason for wanting to emphasize this some of1 

20 the 6t.ift Iprtan t long series of data relating to o'.ses 

21 meat of qualified impact on the Hudson River stock arY"&If this' 

22 long-term series type. And the problems that are e:.coibunered 

23 in the Hudson, in my opinion, are no different generally speak

24 ig, and - ,no more severe, than those commonly encountered in 

25 data of this type in their use in fishe-y science.



IDr. McFadden, in refering to tha data from the 

2 orth Atlantic txraWler fisheries, you re,[erred to collectioa o:, 

3 data from' the late 1980s. Did you mean the, late 19~3Os? 

L V. I i sorry. I meant the late 18 bCe Was the baaginninpj 

*Point, Yea, 'air.  

6 Do these problems that you've been2 referrinc owt 

7 the use of-long-tim series data invalictsate the uva' CE s vuch 

8 data *for biological analysis? 

9 . No,. these -problems don't i!nvaltC..late the use of thdi 

10 data. They impose 66tain limit.ations on t' av' .z~ r 

13 tation amd application* 

12 hre are three geealwy ta h"zs ul2~ 

13. inhierent "in the data can express their eect.Onra i.s' 1 t I 

14 causes of the aberrations in the Claia. oper~tn-ao ~~ tLh 

15 doO'bias the date, but W hey create nore scait. La-, 

46 the relationship -evesy ihnj ef:EoL-t anL a cc-.c of~ 

17 fish might vary for a good many reasons otlicr 1hcu4..j.  

18 in the size of the fish population. For error .  

19 measureaeat,= , -differeicea in the effUCIanc-y O-r -:IU~shier'- I 
20 men' S effort dia to changing gao ciriC."~cs 

But if tho,*e thin s operarce randomly,. thca *you -,.pl I 

22 have data whiah' arLless precise, but' not ±e~s accur=ate*.  

23 A second type of problemi would be oi-,e In %Ahich a 

24 consistent. bias exis ts in the data--- for e;aal,*if the 

.2 estimate of catch by a fishe-y is always low by a co-istarit
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I fractLon, then that's a cansistent bias which would not inval

2 da the year-to-year comparisons; that is,relatively sp.aking 

3 changs from year to year mould still be acaurately reflected.  

4 The third class of problem is the one that is most 

5 damaqnq, insofar as the utility of the data would be oncernot.  

6 That would be a case where, during one period of years-'in the 

7 ti" seris, a particular intarfering phencenon operated,, and, 

8 during some subsequent period of years, that phenomenonno 

9 oager operated. So that, the data might be high for a ten

10 7r period# and then low for a subsequent ten-year period, 

11 as the' reslt of sme umasured variable. And that change 

12 might erroneously be attributed to one of the factors that 

13 YouOre studying in relation to the fishary- data.  

14 That is the most damaging type of abrration in the 

15time- serno of data.- if you cam measure the interferierng facto 

16 if yo can correct for. it, if you dont kzicw abowut tho' LIc~erf e 
17 iIg. f.Paor or haven't measured..'it, then you are likely to at4 

bute It to som" cause you have masurae. The effect in really 

19 due.to. the unmeasured factor. An examplo of that ii~il4 ibe th j 

S possibility, forc example, of favorable natural envir-onmeVntal 

21 cnins aidtally coinciding with two years o " 

2,, operational data for a power plant, in which case the acciden

23 tally ravorable natural environmental conditions .would partly 

24 covered up what could be. a real power plant impact.  

25This is the kind of concern that .all parties to the
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fladian Point PrOCeetdiM9g havw" takrm cognizanc= of in. tlh.e past., 

and the kind'of Ccarn that NO t=Y to liar~le b]y. maasring az 

many.-Of these possibly compicating 'nallra ;environumeneal f au'

tars. as. wean 

ft your opinion, Dr .- a'addan. do the problems %ftlch 

YOU have described in your testimony inva or se~4oawly 

limit the. conclusions drawn by coan _%is=n in their H~udson Rive.r 

ec~,igical studies? 

a. 0 NoSir& 

Dr. NcPadda 6thar parties have ques-r-iound t.ha 

Value of the 1975 data in imrovialu the bacVia f Qr ai~sissng kz 

Sigaifctno% Of. O~qratinq. once -thro'jgh cooling aye can 

you cite sons areas in *vhich the 1975, datzi imaprov7ad th~is basis?? 

L. Yes, sr 

There are a nuimber'of ryipta area.. basic 
veyi* to.  

aocurate estimation on eVirnMena1 irupmct f=~~i~te17 
data make a unique contributin an ist3xdi~ cr~fu 

sbidy already referred to in the t3:.dUwy b.ic Lehic~ demonstire 

ted that a' differential amnplg m0XUta'%'tY is impos~i&.by th-a 

6olleting gear betwome the intake samples and discharge sempleE 

in'the Power plant.. The discovery of that.* pheirez.,n ,~dto -a

major revision in our coCqept of a11d otir Fistiniatt~s 6f.. the 

values for'survival during the period off entraznmaat ,b the 
various iclithyo-plankton stagTes.  

A second set of data specific to !975 that. -are of*
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I vital importance are the estimates of survival of icthyoplank

2 ton during the entrainment period developed for the Bowline 

3 Reston (Phoneti) plants, which demonstrated lower entrainmnt 

4 mortality, especially for the post yolk-sac larval stage., the 

5 most critical stage in impact estimation than the values 

6 that previously had been assumed and used in the model estimates 

7 of impact.  

8 ,So, this represents a major addition to our base of 

9 data* 

10 A third category of data dependent upon the 1975 

ii -values are the impact estimates presented in the testimony-of 

12 Campbell, Lawler, Marcellus, May and McFadden in this pro .dir g 

13 for both the years 1974 and 1975. These estiates of impact 

14 are presented for both the Indian Point 2 and the multi-plant 

15 case. There are differences of a substantial arder in the pait! 

16 intake flows between the years 1974 and 1975.  

17 These data reflect two different levals of por 

18 plant operationhenoe, provide a very useful contrast in the 

19 level of imJact that might be generated.  

20 fThee is a second dimension to this particular set 

of data, these impact eatimates,and it's as follo,,s. Ref lectec.d 

2 in those data are some significant changes in the impact values 

from 1974 to 1975 that are not accounted for by the increase 

in estuarine water utilization by power plant cooling systems, 

and are not attributable to the f-factors used in the calculatiL
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and hence musi be a reflection, as nearly as I aw able to 

judge, of the degree to which temporal anid patial distribu iC2O 

ahn-es in young striped bass from year to yeax na change an 

estimate of power plant iupact.  

The reason that the change noted from 1974 to 1975 

in the impact estimate cannot be attribut-4 entirely •to plant 

flow rates is that in some instances. -

(Pause.)] 

- for example, entraiment at Indian Point, the.  

impact value changed only very slightlyto 75,. even though 

there was a large change in cooling water UI.e. I interpret 

that to mean that the changes in spatial and temacrl* distribu.  

tion of the icthyoplankton stages between 74 and _'"5 partly 

offset the increased impa t due to the l g, "r-- ,n og.  

water in *75.  

The reason why f-farotr chauzgss ya z-: to. y.ac 

cannot be causing the change in impact statisticz fre.. 1'14 to 

'75 is that the same f-foato va!.ez ha-co b- Ua-.d in, t' Ca.  

culation, an -s, explained in the testimony. , C... an Sao 

from this ste of data t..at just on t.e bais of cha.ag in thz 

tempor~al antS. spatial distribution w! the icath YC P i e 1;bC'-ee 

the years, .fe can have a large change in thz inacvalue:.  

(Pause.) 

In the ca se of entrainnont by Q. po.r plants opa-e 

ting-in concert, and the data are given on page 23, an increase:
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. 'of the order of approximately 40 percent between years, that 

S eans that if impact estimates are based on a single year's 

3 data, It would be,. possible that virtually the sae conditions 

( 4 of power plant usage of the -estuarine system a year..Zoater 

. 5 might give rather different impact figures, either in the dired

6 tLon of higher or lower figures.  

7 Some feel for the possible magnitude of change in 

8 impact from year to year, due to changes in the biological sys.  

tem, Is of vital importance. And it would be a major mistake 

10 to b*-se an estimate of impact upon a single year's data.  

11 Anothew important area where the '75 data contribute 

12 f-faator data, which show the changes in these withdrawal fac

ta13 rs that took place in 1974 and 1975, and can signficantly 

4 influence the estimtes of impact.  

15 A fifth area where the 1975 data make a unique con

16 tribution Is the estimate of the impact upon the tomcod popu

17 latlon. The data required for such an estimate are not avail

is able ezc for the utillsation of 1975.  

19 A sixth area where the '75 data make a unique con

tribution is the evaluaton of survival of stock hatchery fish.  

The 1975 -data prov ide more recaptures than any other year, an 

provide ore important proof of survival for one full year aft r 

( release. And in .addition, they are the most important statis

ti•al. basis for comparing survival of stock fish with survival 

of wild fish inthe estuary.
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A seventh area whets the 1975 date Maka~ a unicue 

contribution if; that because of deficiencies ini the qua1ity ofi 

the 1973 datas w-see '74. .plus,'75 as- constituting our two 

good years of data from which-impact can be estimted. And 

following normal scientific criteria for validation tn.iepP" 

.tability of an experiment or an obse vation, wa rely upon thoste 

two years* data. as pwroof that we can, in faCt, successfully.  

repeat the -type of fripact maasuroent. that wo are no carrying' 

out.A 

The eighth area where the *75 data. make, a* unique 

con .t ribution. is-that, cmpard with 174, we havD the, tuzo yzarG 

Of post-operational data for Indian Pointc theet wa set forth 

in.-the original Indian Point 2 hearings to acquire. Uit unb&i 
2- did, not go online in time for the 19173 entrainaekrit sezasCn 

and the rate of use of eatuarins water for cooling pLurposerc 

tucereasod significantly from "74 to 175. So that in or"der to 

adc~iire the desired. two post-operational1 yxe a , w iust' rely 

upon these tvo yearavatA iaz the adiitioupA dk-1.r_4 c.. a 

contrast in zugbi-plant sparatiozaal lelels betw~e.a the -two 

year's '74 and '75.  

The f-inal area that I vmnt to cit~e as en exrPle of 

thze signficance of the '75 data is. the inf o caticn oi the rela

tive oxtribution of the Hudson~ RiVer tr, t1-:2 mid Alantiq 

striped Wbasts fisheries, data, Ii n vhic ah b oth t~i spaw:±-ing 

river samples an. the fishery saples were collcteCd in the yee:
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1 1975.  

2. Dr. McFadden, in "orfal scientific procedure, 

S is proof of the repeatability of an experiment or observation 

( 4 considered to be of great value? 

5 a Yes, sir. Just in terms of the basic logic and 

6 credibility of an observation or experimental procedure in 

7 science, damonstrating that you can do it a second time, produ+ 

8 cing consistent results, is a major foundational accomplishmeni:.  

9 Is it not a case that a single experiment or obser

10 vation, unrepeated, is a questionable basis for drawing a 

11 scientific conclusion? 

12 L., Yes, sir. A single unrepeated, unreplicated obser

13 vation-is alvays subjet to serious question as scientific 

14 evidence.  

15 Did the staff's statements on page.7-7 of the final 

16 environmental statement -

17 (Pause.) 

18 - page 7-7, regarding the limited value of adding 

19 oe more observation to .data sets of 8 and 13 observations, 

20 apply to all data presented-by the Applicant? 

21 A JENSCH: Can you give us that line, please, 

22 on page 7-7? 

.23 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, you should read the 

24 comuent entitled Page 5-1, Section 5.2, Greater or Lesser 

25 Extension of Time. There was a paragraph in which there .was
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a Contrast drawn betwee' various da,. 7, 

CHAIR7 JENSCH: A"i 2 -, " 

ticm to what varitculax sa -. tGic a. ' 

BY MR, TROSTB.: 

Q. Does the staff st -t" ... ,: "i. "" ..  

referred, Dr. McFadden, regarding h C.21. a 

one more observation to data sc,.:s c . - . -.  

apply to all data presentd :by t Al -,

No, sir. Ad moa-:- i -h- .. . .  

referring to two o ou data ae w,,:-.' -"-"" ..  

8 data points: and in tha c_,- ,,:: 

Staff's applicationi o- this p,:-.,: 

those particular paei tt.c ~z.: .* 

that the statement-c dco not ap3.y ./.  

impact estimate datz, wlich 1 .

ing questions.  

. Frm a statistic,..  

what situaticn is ti c~~~z.v~-: .

greatest? 

A. TEe case * in vhi t iV zt.:- v -...  

additional observation is . ,,.. -.. .  

you already have a i4agl o.:..7 ti.:-.- :. ,::-!c.;..: 

one.  

Li And in- what ".... 2 t '.. . ':',<'"." l 

added observation seccnd most "'2: .. -
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I L It logically follows that the second most imoprtanti 

2 istance where the ieond-largest value of an incrwmaental 
( 

3 single observation is, is where you're going from a set of 

( 4 two observations to a set of three.  

5 If the 1973 data used for direct impact assessment 

6 are accepted as of sufficient quality, the use of 1975 data 

7 represents which of the above two incremental situations that 

8 we've described? 

9 & In that case, adding 75 to t73 and 074 represents 

10 the second most Important case, in terms of ths valu of a sing e 

11 incremental observation.  

12 (Pause.) 

13 in your testimony on pages 22 and 23, yo .provide" 

14 impact assessments for 1974 6nd 1975. W-ich type of increm.nta.  

15 sitixatI4.. does this describe? 

16 L. In the case you cite, the addition of the '75 obser-j 

17 vation is an inrement of one additional observa'tiaa to a sini 

16 ~Observation, that of 1974. That corresponds to t h gemeral , 

19 statistical, case we cited a moment ago of the,-maximum possible.  

0 valute to a single incemental observation.  

21 MR. TROSTEN: I have no further redirezrt e"minatic-a, 

22 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don't knot whether I stated this 

23 on the record before or not, but we're hopeful to go back to thil 

24 courthouse this afternoon. And if you'll givz me a few mintE' 

2r, now, they expeoated to have word now. And if there is word, my
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0 2 thought is that maybe we 'would recess beforG the crosrs =zm .

2 tion and pick it up.  
( 

3 What time does Dr. MIcaa en have to 1€:ave today? 

( 4 MR. TROSTEN: He's able to stay hero through the 

*5 day.  

6 CAIRMAN JHNSCH: My thought wa as , onj as.-wa ar 

7 planning to 'move, this might be a coavenenZ, tima. So at 

8 this time, if you'l1 al! select your on atch tirn, We311 

9 take five minutes fEro whatever youar watchas shw. and ;we'l 

•0. 'recess for five minu.zes.  

11 (A brief recess was taken.) 

i2 CARMAN J "NSCU: Please come to orlcr.  

31 have just contacted the. off-ic* o ha

1 4 tive• offie of the. 0outO 2or New16 York, fr 'tt:: Ccim--e:-i.  

And they have asswred us that Qm have tie u o.: tic..  

6 Wh.twould be a- aonvexxieat ti-ma 2.= a rez' z . 4lr] 

when we should return, and probably a an .be .c ., all 

afterno? An:: bow. and a half, w av. .ri:? 

19 MR. ThOSTRb An.hour.  

20 .. MS. CHRSIS: Aa hour aia fian iinu W., 

• CHAIMAN JENSCHU All ri C51 

.. At this time, let's. rGzsE; i:. rec sa;re ,l-.•ak- in thc 

. Ceremonial. Courtroom, Wstchester County C MC -i; S, Miite 

Pl.ins, New York, at 1:15 p.m.  

( (Whereupon, at 12:00 noon, the, ring was J .... Esd 

to reconvene at'!:15 p.m., this same day.)
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AF'rERNON SEqSI0N 

(1:15 p.m.) 

CHAIM JENSCH: Pleas& come to order.  

Dr. McFadden, Will you resume the stand, please? 

MR. TROSTENz 14r,. :Chairman, before cross. of 

Dr. McFadden, I would like to discuss the matter of schedul

CAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

'MR. TROSTEN: In view of the hour, now, and what 

has to be done today, and the cross-examination we anticipate 

for Staff and the redirect we expect to put on tomorrow, 

and certainly since all of us would like to conclude this 

week, could we consider running late this evening and perhaps 

starting early in the morning? 

I am really concerned that we are going to run 

out of time.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Let us do* what we can. I think 

everyone has that effort in mind. Let's see what we can do.  

We find our schedule next week is impossible.  

MR. THSTNM: It is impossible? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes.  

So if we don't finish, it will be in January.  

MR. TIrOsE- Okay, well, perhaps we can think 

about this later in the day.  

CHAIMAN JENSCH: Yes.
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: . rb2 ! whereupon, ..  

* r 2 JAE T. MC PAD DEN 

3 resumed the stand as a witness for Applicant ard having 

( 4 -been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows: 

5 CHAZRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River, would you care 

6 to cross? 

7 MS. CUASIS= No additional cross.  

8: 'C U4MN JENSCH: Attorney General? 

9 MR. SHEMXN: Just one or two.  

to CROSS-EXA IN.ITOk 

11 BY MR. SMM-IN: 

-12 Q . You talked about the lmitations of using som.3 

13 certain data which may not be as good as you would have 

14 hoped over a long time span. If it can be found that that 

15 -data is of such poor scientific quelity that various conclu

16 sibns previously made with reap.-ct to that data .art without 

'it value, at that point you would decide you can"'t be that -

I is that the type of error that would lead you to reconziftr 

19 that? 

20 A If the previous incorrect conclusions can 6a 

21 traced to uncorrectable f laws in the date themselv.s, -Lhen 

22 i think that would probably indicate one. would not Want to 

:28 make use of the data. It would be conceivable that data would 

24 be unusable for one type of examination or conclusion, but 

( .. it would be usable for some other.
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tter, but Z do notabundance. I might have cited the la 

recall.  

Q Well, let me ask you this: 

that the young of the year growth data 

essentially an eight-year .data series; 

A That's my recollection.  

Q Would you characterize that 

series?

A No.  

Of course the term "long" is a relative ter; 

and I would say that the set or data obse.vations in. tha 

case was sufficient; in fact, it's beer dsmanstat d to be 

a sufficient number of observatiobi to ;stablizh'the relation

ship at the stated level of statiotici r?.li&5ility.  

Now, if the relationship bzt-vews deysity and 

g owth of young striped bass were re;l but weaker Waan 

it appears to be, then it might take mor obzyr'at!cns.  

moreyears of observation, to be abla to d r e i.t as 

The more powerful or preciss reiationsr.ip bitw--lz 

two variables, the fewer observations aze necessary .o 

demonstrate it as a reality.' 

Q Now, you also testified earlier that9 asigle 

unreplicated data sample, for exarmle, ona yecn, night wel! 

be of limited value; is that a correct statement?

------------

714

it's my uradstt.-ding 

in the Edon is 

is tlhat Correct? 

a2 a long-time

(

I 
A 

I 

I
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change s6mewhat.  

And so I would say that the second year'S 'sample, 

;say, taken next year would almost certainly indicate results 

about the same as the sample at hand; and in order for* -ihe 

information to be moit useful, most cost-effective, ohe 

should delay a fairly l6ng number .of years.  

Ad, of course, 'that. WOU'ld mean, that delay would 

theinformation would not arrive in time for this proceeding.  

There are some other considerations with regard 

to. that particular type of Study that are important, too.  

in sampling the fishery in the one year, 1975, we have in 

effect sampled many years, for the simple rea&on that 

the different age groups that constitute the stock represent 

contributions from the several contributing rivers over, say, 

oh, a significant degree over the past pr.obably four or 

five years.  

So there is a form of almiost like intarnai 

replication or duplication built into that studY for that 

reason.  

The single year's data collectiox in the relative 

contribution study clearly constitutes th; best avalilable 

basis for understanding the relative contribution to the 

Mid-Atlantic stock from the Hudson River.  

..I would add one final thought: that is, -that 

the relative contribution study carried out in 1955 is in a

K
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as to what the Staff believes or concludes.  

0 Did you write the section entitled benefit-cost 

analysis, Section 6.4? 

A Benefit Cost Balance? 

Q ZIM sorry, Section 6.4; it looks to me as if it 

starts on page 6.17 

A Yuh, the whole chapter, it's very brief.  

0 Did you write that chapter? 

A .1 wrote paragraph 6.2, 6.3, I served as an editor 

on 6.4-1, 6.4-2; and I believe Z wrote 6.4.3, Benefit 

Cost Balance.  

Q Dr. Geckler, I take it, then, to the extent 

there is any what is caled here a benefit-cost balance, 

in this dooument, that you would be the witness to whom I 

should direct my questions? 

A Yes.  

Q I take it Dr. Van Winkle did not have anything 

to do with that? Well, would you answer that question? 

He didn't do any of the writing; some of the 

in!oruatton be. took on environental impacts we used.  

0 Iin other vords, Dr. Van Winkle contributed the 

igformtion that 6ssoribed, and then you wrote; and you are 

resposible for the so-called benefit-cost analysis? 

A "at is correct.  

Q Dr. GCklr, do you understand -- I realize that

738
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co-coUnsel, Mr. Sack1 -and Mr. Pidell, will also have qcpestionz? 

for them. I vill proceed now with theso two witnesses.  
• . . •CROSS-EMA NATI0O". ..N:''i, 

BY MR. TPROSTE14: 

0 Dr. Geckleryou mentioned that you were the 

Environmental Project Manager, and that it was your respon

sibility I believe you said to coordizate and produce 

the document.  

Does that meva that you *rote the docinzent? 

A (Dr. Ackler) I wrotee poition. of ..i.  

Q Which portions did you write? 

A Many or most of Chapter 7, :te comments I wrote; 

.1 wrote the sumary and the conclusions: for the moslt p rt 

of the text itself,, that is, exclusive of Chapter 7, I 

reviewed draft materials prepared by the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory and did whatever editing and cutting down to 

avoid duplication that was required, without essantialiy 

cbanging the sense of the laboratory's .laaguage.  

Q Ae those the setions you wrote? 

A Yes.  

Q Would you. point me to thd benefit-coz anaiysis 

that appears in the FES? 

a There is no anal¥yis, per se..  

0 You say there is no benefit-cost analysiz, per se? 

A Per me there is simply a statement On page 6-2
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is a relatively qualitative point that I am trying to make tha 

- that we have been gaining knowledge and understanding 

of data about fish populations in the Hudson River, in all 

the components of the Hudson River ecosystem for quite 

a number of years.  

And each new year we learn a little more, and 

we can imagine a graph of our understanding or knowledge 

on the Y-axis for years, and on the X-axis it is continuing 

to go up; if you plotted it for any particular issues that 

are of concern here, it continues to go up.  

And the point I am making here is that you would 

not expect. on most of these issues any giant discontinuity 

in. that graph, going from one year to the other.  

I think that there are some issues that perhaps 

don't fit this description .very well; for instance, our 

understanding of,-- or the basis for,.our understanding 

of, say, the contribution question.  

I think any time you have a piece of research 

that is aiaed at a particular-question, and the results 

happen to oce in in a particular year, you might!.  

have a fairly large Jump in our understanding, or the basis 

for arriving at estimates on a particular point.  
" think what caused me to write this, as I 

.U.  

rembers, was particularly our understanding of the" young of 

the year population dynamics in the river, where we already

I
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have information from Hudson River fis.hry inv.spt4 g ion 

Atudies in the last late 1960s, and even' the 1935 stU:1:5. , 

whiCh has been followed by numerous studies. by nr 

-of contractors since then.  

We have been. getting neW ingorr0ion, -bt a 

deal of it has been confirmatory, going to thp s.:1! r , 

eggs tending to be.in the. deeper part, nearcr the bottom.  

And so it was more in this context, as I remezaber, c lid 

not expect we were going to get a great burst of inijht 

as to how things were working in the river.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Would it be a fair sur,.azy o what yo id 

Dr. Van Winkle, that you feel that whethmz new infiCtio, 

new insights, represent a uantr, jump de pOOcln th 

particular subject you are dealing wid,? ror .  

might come in on one subject that -would rpret u aj~t.: 

jump, and another subject, it m.ght not r -

jmp, or it might represent no jump at all? 

WouI that be a fair unma--y ol- xt. <yo. ara 

sayivg? It really depnds on the partic-'=- _ --

.you are dealing with? 

A (Dr. Van ink c. ) X am going "to ag-,-. with that.  

Tha.nI: you.  

(Pause)
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BY MR. -. ROSTEN: 

Q Dr. Van Winkle, I would like to call your 

attention to page 23 of the testimony of December 7 by 

Doctors Campbell, Lawler, Marcellus, May and McFadden; and 

you see there the multi-plant entraining and impingement 

impact for the years 1974 and 1975.  

Now, do you see the contrast between the entrai, 

mnt multi-plant inpact and the -- excuse me.  

Do you see the contrast between the 1974 

entrainment multi-plant impact, and the 1975 entrainment 

m1lti-plant impact; and do you notice that there is a 

difference there of a 149 percent ratio there, that is, 

1.13 percent and-- 1975 -- versus .76 percent in 1974.

Now, would you say that this approximately 49 

percent increase in power plant inpact is a significant 

change, numerically speaking? 

CHAIRMAN TJSCH: I didn't hear that lasT question? 

Significant in relation to What? 

MR. ?ROOM: I asked Dr. Van Winkle 

ubether he cotidered the approximately 49 percent impact 

in entraiment that occurred between 1974 and 1975, that is,

between 0.76 percent impact, and 1.13 percent impact, as

being significamt, meically speaking.  

These are the impacts we estimated.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is this a theoretical question?

71

n-
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jrbG2 MR* TROSTEN: Nlo, no; it's a question of whether 

2 he regards this 'as 'a numerically Significant diffierand .  

3 EIM N JENSH: In, relatio'n to what kin-d of 

-A an impact? As to indicatiag that there iv a substanti'ally 

5 greater amount of enutrainment,. dame~girng to the fish p~lto 

6 ~what i's the context -of- yatx-"-significanP 60? 

7 ~ MR. TROSTEN: My question, Mr. Chairmcxi, is th ir 

6 I gusess I can say it in layan~'s terms; does he coniside~r tha 

9 Jto be real, you know, something significant, in tarzts of tha 

10 fact that there really was something diffe~rent betweesi: tbze 

11 two years.  

12 'That' B how I'vas thizikiikqg.  

13 -CHAIRMN JENSCE: I understand; go a -ad. Ex use 

14 30 

15WITNESS VAN WINK~LE: r find it easier t o a nr e3 

16 it iii those-terms.  
17NIdo-.Idon't find that to bia a d-Ifferec.  

of Oonceft.  

19 BY MR. TROSTENt 

26 Q DO you think it is a real differnc&? Do you tiink 

21 YOUi are. sesing a real difference there, on~e tha&t Ycw wC. 11 kc2 

regard as being significant from ai nmerica'L standpo~izt in 

23 the seam. that it is something that has a numerical 

2C ignuificanee6 to you? 

A -(Dr. Van Winkle) Again, I am- hung up a bit here 25
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on the, -percent reduction scale, which is what the numbers 

in this table are on, versus your taking or talking 

-terms of the percent to which the numbers in here differ 

from each other.  

If you are going to talk about a 49 percent, or 

say, a 50 percent increase in impact, it very much matters 

where you are on the percent reduction scale.  

When you are at this part of the percent 

reduction scale, obviously, you are in the noise level..  

I wasn't talking about the biological significance, 

Doctor; I am talking about on a numerical scale, in terms, 

of a numerical analysis.  

Do you consider that this type of a difference 

of 149 percent relationship from one year to the other is 

.significant, numerically? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is one .number larger than the 

other? Is that it? 

MR. TRSTEN: That's right. If he has two numbers 

that are as close to the two nmuber we are referring to 

on the previous page, that is, 0.52 percent and 0.54 

percent, Dr. Van Winkle says that this doesn't mean anything 

umer~cally when you are dealing with the uncertainties that 

•V4 are facing here.  

But it's the noise level that he was talking about 

-a moment ago; but when you are dealing with a number that
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is 149 percent of another number, then you acr dea-,' ! ' :=1- " 

something that is of numerical ci.gnifica:ce w_ r .  

know if he agrees with that? 

I wasn't talking ahcbu biolo.cal . i-cac 

in terms of the effect of th-s on -opuiatiom- Z:-ju

whether these numbers ara zigni ic-nt! v ,-i - e 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: As . c h.ri2 t .  

the context.  

MR. SEEMIN: I object. S. .. Z-.  

change was significant in a large redu.ie. s-?- b v 

you get to numbars of this size a 

significant, because you are at t5 :... .c:. .£ 

MR. .TR OSi- Do qo.. "" tt-n' . .: - t-: 

noise level? 

WITNESS 'VR, W'-.,, -,,I ;. - V, 2 1 -..- : 

clarify this for rayself,, 

Are you try ing to -drazini a. p.: . .  

numberS for 1974 and 1975 that arp paa-i .6a i,.;" 

those that app'a for thoc two yars on 1.  

-BY M. TROSTEN: .  
No-, I asa't tx-ying t c'c.---c*... ..  

just tryin-g to focus On. -iKC4 Wa but~...................h. .

significant i'mpact, which is tr mAt--p---.

A (Dr. Van Wiln.!e6] Ih. to d,--: z z -o' 

but I am still havinv 0Vroi.b1a , -. ?xr . :. .
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Q Let me ask you in a different way: 

Do you think that these two numbers ma-an that 

entrainment went up? 

A Without having a better understanding of how 

these numbers are arrived at, I can't give a comfortable 

answer to that question.  

Q Dr. Van Winkle, I have another set of questions 

I would like to ask you about, .-which relate again to the 

spatial and temporal distribution and abundance of the 

ichthyoplankton in the river; and it also relates, again, 

so we can all perceive where I am trying to go -- to the 

different data base we have available to us nows relative 

to the data base we had available to us at prior times; 

that's what we are trying to get at.  

Is it correct that at the time of the Indian 

Point 2 operating license hearing, the data base that wase 

available for an impact assessment relating to spatial 

and temporal distribution and abundance of young of the year 

life stages of striped base in the Hudson River Estuary 

were primarily those collected by Rathien and Miller, 

reported on in 59: Carlson and McCann, reported on ln 1969; 

and the IaYthmn Corporation, reported on in 1971? 

Do you know that from your knowledge and 

background in these proceedings? 

A That is correct, although I was not aware that

I
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the Raytheon studies had really contributed that much on 

the spatial and temporal distrination'of the youn.t of -;-:he 

year life stages.  

Q Now, would you agree that thu data that have 

been collected with respect to the spatial and temporal 

distribution and. abundance of theez young of the year life 

stages for the year.p 1973, 1974, 1975, that data serieo, 

are qualitatively superior for impact assesment pirposes 

to the data which were relied upon'by ths Regulatory Staff 

in the Indian Point 2 opexating -license hearirg? 

'A I would agree they are both quantitativel 7and 

qualitatively better; certainly quzlitatively.  

Q Is the 1975 data collection year one, of the 

tbree years in which the data collected in th e rivcr ar' 

qualitatively superior, in your j.dgment, for impe-t t 

assessment purposes, than the data that werc. ccliti&eC pi-ior 

to the time of the Indian Point 2 operating liCenst he;Ling? 

IR. L!WIS: Objectioia, that's.baen asked and 

•answered.

MR. TROSTEN: Have you answered that question? 

*WITNESS VAN WINKLE: I thoutgilt I had izi the ens a

that --

MR. TROSTUN: Thank yoU.  

CHUPYAU 3Escm: We- will ccns~der th6 question

withdrawn.
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BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Now, were any of the data which were 

evaluated in the Indian Point 2 license hearing collected 

during the years during which Indian Point 2 was operating? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: -Give me that again? 

MR. TROSTEN: My question is: were any of the 

data evaluated in the Indian Point 2 operating !icense 

hearing collected during years in which Indian Point 2 

was operating? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCM: Let me see: the operating 

hearing was to get a license to operate.  

MR. ,EWIS: We'll stipulate.  

MR. sHEMIN: I'll stipulate there was no 

operating data used 'in the operating license hearing.  

MR. TROSTEN: Can the record just show that, th-al 

we'll move on.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I thought it would. follo,; 

fro oom n mapse - unless you are telling us they were 

operating, befta. they got the operating licence? Ara you 

telling us that? 

Xf you are, I think we have a little inquiry on 

the way here.  

(lAght.) 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I agree it is a 

relatively obvious point.
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you are. not a lawyer, sir -but do you~ uncdcrs-tan%! t06-a t 

Nuclear: Rlegulatory Commission has an i ~~tr~'i 

sibility -under the. National". Ezzvironrnentai !'olicv Act to 

conduct a benefit-cost analysis olf th applic.tion that is 

,before you? 

MLR. SHEMMI: -Objection, that calls fo%: a leg-l 

conclusion- on the part of the witnesZ; and 1 eo't setz- the.  

relevance of his understanding of the law,.  

CHM2 RMAN JENSCE: Hie prefac w- Ith stea~e =t that-i 

he recognized he' s not a lawyer, At the ea-me t-',-Lm_ 3:I 1 

it's an outline of his duties, if he understands -then'.  

MR~. TROSTEN:. That's right. m=r.  

CEAXEMIAN JENSCE: The objer.tion is ~ ~rl~ 

Proceed.  

WITNESS GECFW R: tes -iI ~ a~ 

BY MR. TROSTEN:i 

0 Is'it your unerstanding of-yau -t-~~c 

are required undamr the Commission's raetilations.'al-e tLa I * .  

to evaluate the application without gi'vian; rL'2 i~g 

to the comants of any one party or infS.'VIual~? 

-MR WWIS : - .1will object to 

I do not find In any r gqatioiis or in'the APA 

teprovisiona to which Mr1. Trosten just refiorred; so I 1 1.  

object ox that basis. I do not agree wihhis ciaerii: 

CAIP.N JENSCS: Objecticri susitai.sc.4
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BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 Dr. Geckler, is it your understanding that if 

the Environmental Protection Agency reconends to the 

Nuclear Regulatory Couission that the application before you 

be denied, that you are under an obligation to deny the 

application? 

A (Dr. Geckler.) Would you repeat the question, 

please? 

S Is it- your understanding of your duties, Dr.  

Geckler, that if you as the Environmental Project Manager, 

receive a recounndation from the Environmental Protection 

Agency that this application be denied, that you are under 

an obligation to deny the application.  

, No, r do not understand that.  

o Is it your understanding that if Other federal 

agencies recmmend to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

that the application be denied, that you are under an obliga

tion to deny the application? 

A No, sir.  

Q Dr. aeckler, besides the letters that are bound 

in Staff's OT-l from the Enviromental Protection Agency 

and other aqencies, ae there other letters which you received 

Which cont data which you oonsidered Sm reaching your 

dete ination on this application? 

A .do not believe so.
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I can only answer in those general terms.  

Q Yes, I just wanted it in genoral.  

A Yes, sir.  

MR. SSEXIN: I have no further questions.  

CEAIRMAN JENSCH: New York State Atomic Energy 

Council? 

MR. KING: No questions.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchana~n? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Regulatory Staff? 

MR.. LEWIS: Yes, one moment.  

BY MR. LEWIS: 

Q Dr. McFadden, I have two questions for you: 

During the course of your testnny earlier today, 

you referred to various data sets that you have tlhat you 

referred to as long-time series? 

A Yes.  

Q Now* I understood you to include as an e .mpla. oi" 

a long-time series the young of the year growt11 datba in th 

Hudson; in that correct? 

A Growth data? 

Q Size? 

A I don't believe I cited that, specifically. My 

.recollection was citing the coriercial fishery catch effort 

data, and the seine indices of abundance, relative to
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jrb5l A That is a reasonable approximation. I don't 

2 recall my exact words.  

3 Q Did you hear the testimony of Dr. May or Dr.  

4 Campbell, I believe it was, yesterday, to the effect that 

5 the 1975 delayed tag study data on the Atlantic coastal 
I, 

6 fishery was-not planned to be undertaken again in 1976; do 

7 you recall that testimony? 

8 A Yes, sir.  

9 What would be. your opinion as to the validity 

10 or the weight of the 1975 coastal data extending on? 

11 A I would say, in my judgment, that a second year 

12 of the same type of data would be very useful.* I would apply 

13 a condition to that, however: 

( 14 I would say that it would be useful primarily 

15 if one could delay, say, to the order of four to six years 

16 before taking a second sample; in order to ,allow the present 

17 set of age groups which dominate the ..population to pass 

18 out of the fisbery.  

19 The reason for that is, as anyone can readily 

20 osee, it would be possible over some length of time -.Tor the 

21 relative contributions of the different spawning stocks to 

22 change somewhat if one had a particularly strong year class 

2 s emanating from one river system in a particular year, when 

I4 that year class dominated the-Mid-Atlantic stock, the percen" 

2 tage contributions from different contributing rivers would
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December 1974) and of the new ORNL-UT tidal-averaged, one-dimensional 

(transport model for the striped bass young-of-the-year population in the 

Hudson River (Eraslan et al., December 1976). 1 continue to carry the 

major responsibility for NRC of evaluating the aquatic biological data 

and analyses generated by the Consolidated Edison research program and 

of updating NRC's assessment in this area. In addition, I am involved 

4 with impact assessment work on the Hudson River, particularly with re

spect to striped bass and other fish populations, for the U. S. Environ

mental Protection Agency, Region II (Hudson River Interagency Technical 

Committee), and for the U. S. Corp of-Engineers..  

I am a member of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science, American Fisheries Society, Atlantic Estuarine Research Society, 

Ecological Society of America, and Sigma Xi.
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inconsistencies between the two documents that to draw to

gether in one coherent statement a list of the bases for the 

action taken 

CMAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.  

MR. LEWIS: Thank you.  

WITNESS GOCKLER: In the Draft Envirorment.l 

Statement we listed some benefits which wt .'--lt were warrante 

-- warranted a longer extension of once-t1.-ho.gh 'cooling; 

because we wanted to provide an opportunity for some deci sions 

to be made before any construction had bcgun.  

In addition, as a result cr pb-b3 iri g th 

DES we received a large number of commen-s, and partic.lzrly 

from the Environmental Proj.ect Agency -

Q Is that the ftiironmenta! Protection Agency? 

A I am sorry, Environmntal Pro 'tecticn 'nc 

relative to one of the benefits we had ."d in te D' 

permitting the EPA proceedings iz this cas.t to.prncr-d to 

Completion.  

The EPA had some strong cormu-ents tliat L %>3u' 

.like to refer to, and quote briefly from; e.-. 1 turn n-.: to 

page A-10, which is Appendix A; and in th - first par ag-aph 

of that letter, beginning with the second sent'.nce, EPA 

says: 

"We believe the proposed amendmen.t to be 

unwarranted and in conflict- with EPA's decision-makinq
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and- the Oak~ Ridge National La bo- rator 3. ze dycla Moa- ita 

of Which were Used irkII-, n~. Point3 E 0  trp bs 

projections from the.Stafgf'1 1a lfe. cYc_- iirri1:n Lidicate to 

Ith ltaff that the Lncremsntal 1n-.I Aipact on thi 

str'iped bass population due to the c, uas t d s teo o 

timhe, i~e., two years, is negligible.  

With resPect to imPact both .Zcr ztripnd bass and 

othe r fish species, which is addressed on paes 3-6 and 3-7 

we commented that there would be adCitioxLoila 94sh imia-2ned 

and eittimates of-the numbers are. given an t~ws Pag -s.' 

The Staff then commented -- Iin particulIar 

commented.-- 'Although tha staff certainly does no-- cc~sder 

these impingeaet losses to be t6rivial, tis .staZZ cozztludea 

that the incremental long-term impact fr he~ loss ee is 

not expected to be large and has eseta~ no riZsk- OZ beirig.  

irreversible." 

Well this is onie side of the coin. Wz~.t~c 

to .my analysis in terms of the coat o -' thi c vor.  

damage. -The other pide of the coin, th poteatial_ b,&zf it 

of the Applicants a onsgoing research programn, and. trongoing 

'analyses by Oak Ridge and other groupd, tI'.1 issue .is Most 

completely addressed in the comments sec'tion on page. 7-2 

'through 7-4.  

On these P~ages I haequoted four paragraphs from 

other places in the FES, zaid I have'than .comuiented on the
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be sworn? 

MR. LEWIS: For the reporter's banafit, Dr.  

.Robert Geckler and Dr. Webster Van Winkle.  

Whereupon, 

RObE'%T CECR1ER 

and 

were called as witnesses on behalf of u1,to:y Staff and,.  

having been first duly sworn, were P.tar-ined ancd testified 

as follows: 

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman,, the prof.ona 

qualifications of Dr. Geckler .are alrec.dy inc udrd in the 

record. They are to be foutid at - fo1lowing page 164 of 

the October 5 evidentiary hearing on h' Select'.-n Of 

Preferred Alternative Closed Cycle Cooling s heain.  

and if that is satisfactory, I would propoee to rest 

.pon their inoluoion thereir -- if no party has z," o jeCt-o* .  

CAIRYUM JENSCH: That is sufficilt; proCei.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chai=mn, 1 bm looking fOr my 

last copy of Dr. Van Winkle's profeseional qulficntlons 

.so I can show it to him.  

.1 have distrlbuted to the Board and parties 

earlier the professional qualifications of Dr. Van Winkle; 

and if I might not have any-at the moment, I will simply 

ask him whether or. not he did prepare-for jthis proceedig a
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very real sense not an only observation of the contribution 

of the Hudson River; although it arose from a different type 

of data, namely, recaptures of tagged fish, Dr. Rainey' s 

analysis of the contribution based on taking returns entered 

into the original Indian Point 2 proceedings, reached assen

tially the same conclusion as the present, but different -

technically different.-- relative contribution study.  

And in this sense the 1955 data represent a 

second measuremnt which replicates and duplicates the 

first estimate very closely.  

MR. TROSTEN: Dr. McFadden, you referred to the 

1955; did you intend to refer to the 1975? 

WITNESS MC FADDEN: Yes, sir, I slipped by 20 

years. I mean what I said to refer to the 75 data.  

MR. TROSTEN: Thank you.  

MR. LEWIS: That is all the recross I have.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCS: Any redirect? 

mR. TRWS N: No, air.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you, Dr. McFadden, you 

are excused.  

(Witness excused.) 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Are you ready to proceed with

the Staff?

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, six, we are.  

CRAIRMAN jENSCH: Will Staff witnesses stand and
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statement of professional qualifications? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: Yes, I did.  

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LEWIS: 

Q Was that a true and correct statement of your 

educational background? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle.) Yes, it was.  

MR. LEWIS: I have provided to the reporter already 

apparently all the copies I had; and I would ask it be 

included in the record as if read.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection, 

Hudson River? 

MS. CHASIS: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney General for New York? 

MR. SHEMIN: No, Sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: New York Atomic Energy Council? 

MR. KING: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

MR. D'ALVIA: No.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCE: With out objection the motion 

.of counsel is granted and the statement of professional 

qualifications of Witness Van Winkle may be incorporated 

within the transcript as if orally presented, and shall 

constitute evidence on behalfof the Regulatory Staff--

(The document follows:)



PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS OF DR. WEBSTER VAN WINKLE

C 

V

I am employed as a Research Staff Member in the Environmental Sci

ences Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.  

My educational background includes a B.A. from Oberlin College 
in 1961 

and a Ph.D. in Zoology from Rutgers University in 1967. My graduate 

training was primarily in the area of ecology and physiology 
of estuarine 

organisms and involved research experience in both Raritan 
Bay and Dela

ware Bay. I was a Research Associate and on-site Director of the Rutgers 

University Shellfish Research Laboratory at Monmouth Beach, 
New Jersey, 

during 1966-1967; the focus of the research at the laboratory 
was the 

purification of hard clams collected from polluted waters.  

From 1967-1970 I was Assistant Professor of Biology at the College 

of William and Mary, where I taught undergraduate and graduate courses 

in comparative animal physiology, physiological ecology of aquatic 
organ

isms, biometry, and experimental design. With the support of postdoctoral 

fellowships from the National Science Foundation, I continued laboratory 

and field research during the summers of 1968 and 1969 at the Virginia 

Institute of Marine Science and the Duke University Marine Laboratory.  

My research centered on the ability of estuarine organisms to compensate, 

for temperature and salinity stresses.  

I was a National Science Foundation and a U. S. Public Health Ser

vice Postdoctoral Fellow in the Biomathematics program at North Carolina 

State University during 1970-1972, where I obtained further experience 

and formal training in mathematics, statistics, and, most important, 
in 

modeling biological systems.



UI joined the staff of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in August 

of 1972 with primary responsibility for the development of simulation 

models to aid in the assessment of the potential impact of man-made 

stresses on populations such as the striped bass. In January 1973 I 

was assigned part time to the Environmental Assessments Project with 

responsibility for consideration of the potential effects on the aqua

tic environment of Indian Point Unit 3 Nuclear Power Plant.  

At present I am in charge of the Fish Population Modeling Project 

in the Aquatic Ecology Section of the Environmental Sciences Division.  

The overall objective of this project is to develop and apply computer 

simulation models and statistical methodologies for fish populations 

that will be of value: (a) in evaluating the consequences of man-made 

stresses, (b) in placing previously qualitative statements into a quanti

I tative framework, and (c) in defining issues where field and laboratory 

research are essential for more accurate estimates ofimpacts. Our 

current focus is simulation models for single-fish populations, with 

particular emphasis on compensatory phenomena involving fishing mortality 

and mortality during the first year of life.  

In the course of my research and impact assessment work I have had 

numerous technical discussions with personnel from Consolidated Edison 

and their contractors and with the intervenors. I had primary responsi

bility for the aquatic biology sections in the Final Environmental State

ment for Indian Point Unit No. 3 (February 1975) and for the Final En

vironmental Statement for Facility License Amendment for Extension of 

Operation with Once-through Cooling, Indian Point Unit No. 2 (November 

1976). I was intimately involved in the development, documentation, and 

application of the ORNL striped bass life-cycle model* (Van Winkle et al.,
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MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, I am showing, first of 

all, Dr. Geckler a document entitled -- well, first of all, 

let me have this identified.  

It is the Final Environmental Statement " 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You are not going to put the 

entire 30 copies into the transcript? 

MR. LEWIS: No, unfortunately I don't. I have 

provided three copies to the reporter; and would ask that 

it be - I believe it would be Staff Exhibit OT-I.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

I think we've always put the FES in tho trarscript 

so that people would have the benefit of it who might not 

otherwise have access to the exhibit.  

MR. LEWIS: Unfortunately, we did not have tha 

necessary number of copies sent up, so with your per-miion 

I will identify it as Staff OT Exhibit 1. It is the Final 

Environmental Statement for Facility License AmendLment 

for.Extansion of Operation with Once-through Couling, 

NURZ-0130.  

CHAIMN JENSCH: The document to which Staff 

counsel just referred may be marked for identification a3 

Staff Exhibit OT-l.  

(The document referred to was 

marked Staff Exhibit OT-l for 

identification)
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BY MR. LEWIS:.  

Q I would show Dr. Geckler a zopv- of this- document.  

(Handing document to witness.) 

And I -ask him. to articulate -his role in the 

preparation of it.  

A (Dr. Geckler.) I am the Envirorn ,ntal Projehit 

Manager for Indian Point, and-in particular this docduent 

on the extension of operation with cnee-tArough cooling 

- my role is to coordinate the technical effort, and to 

take the offorts of the consultants and also our in-house 

staff who write and produce the doc u-.t.  

Q Were you responsible, gen-erally, fo. it' pipara

tion and publication? 

A Yes* 

Q Dr. Van Winkle, let me sho 1 s04larly a C o jy of.  

the Staff's Final Environmental Statement, and a c1Z' 

to art1v.ilate your role in its preparatic;i-? 

(landing document to witne.) 

MR. SHEMIN: Excuse me, could w; have -u turn 

your table this way? 

(Pause) 

WITNESS VAN WIU1.=: My role in the preparation of 

this document, I had primary responsibility for the section's 

dealing with the aquatic impactz.  

'BY MR. LEWIS:
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Q NOw, let me ask either of you whether you have 

any corrections you wish to make to this document; 

Dr. Van Winkle, do you have any corrections? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle) I have three corrections, two 

of them are on page 7-7, the chapter dealing with "Response 

to Conents'. The third paragraph 

The third paragraph down it starts with "The 

staff agrees with the applicant" -- down through "on this 

foundation is scientific charlatanism. -- should be deleted.  

MR. TROSTEN: What should be deleted? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: That entire paragraph.  

Following the last sentence at the bottom of 

the page, the sentence that ends, "upon the addition of one 

more data point.*, the following sentence should be added: 

"With respect to the first analysis the information 

to calculate three" 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Go slowly.  

WITNESS VAN WNKLE: I'll start over again.  

with respect to the first analysis the information 

to calculate three more data points (the years 1973, 1974, 

1975) is already availlble.  

And the second and last sentence, "However, since 

the striped bass ccmuercial fishery in the Hudson River 

is closed due to the PCB problem, no additional data points 

past 1975 will be available until some unknown time in the
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fut;ure."

Q 

A 

addition.

BY )R[. LESWS: 

is that the end of that addition7 

Mr. Van Winkle.) es, that is the ead of -thlt

-I will go on with the third and final correction: 

On page 7-9 the paragraph starting at the bottom of the 

page that starts, OA closer look at the 1973 and-1974 data" 

-starting from there, those three lines on Page 7-9 should 

be leleted; and the text continues on page 7-11, to the 

end of the first sentence there on the top of that page -

.in 1973.' - should be deleted up to that point.  

And Table 1 itself on page 7-10 should be 

deleted in its entirely.  

Q I am sorry, Table 1 on page 7-IC is deleted in 

its entirety? 

A Yes, sir.  

Q Would you explaimt pWehaps very brieflys, what 

ts you to make thin deletion as to, the -Table 1 or 

page7-10, -and the descriptive sentevrces on 7-9" and 7-1? 

"A It was my misunderstanding -for which 'Itake 

the blaxue -- "that I did not properly pursue things soI 

understood what the phraseology, "total standing crop"; .'stood 

for; and .upon talking with individuals from Texas Instruments 

yesterday, it became apparent to me that it was not,.these
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MR. LEWIS& tr. Chairman, I. would ask that 

the Staff's Final Environmental Statement which has been 

marked as Staff OT-l be admitted into evidence as an 

exhibit in this proceeding? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Any objection? 

MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River? 

MS. CRASIS: No objection.  

CHIRMAN JENSCH: Attorney General? 

MR. SHEMIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Now York State Energy Council? 

MR. KING: No objection.  

C AIRMAN JENSCH: Village of Buchanan? 

MR. DOALVIA: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: There being no objection, 

Staff Exhibit OT-1 is received.

of all to 

Q 

on several

(The document referred to, 

previously marked Staff Ezrhlbit 

OT-i for identification, was 

received in evidence.) 

MR. LEWMS: Let me direct a few que-tions first 

Dr. Geckler.  

BY MR. LEWIS: 

First of all, Dr. Gekler, there has been mention 

occasions by the licensee's panel of witnesses that
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number do not represent what I had taken them to be.  

I worked on this same more last night and for 

a while 2 was of the opinion that altough these are clearly 

not estimtes of probability of survival from post yolk-sac 

larvae to juveniles, that they could be treated as first 

approximations of such.  

I would have felt comfortable with that type of 

a modification if, in fact, the tine interval between peaks 

- in other words, the time interval between the peak post 

yolk-sac larvae occurrence in any one year and appearance 

of thepeak standing crop of juveniles, either the ichthyo

pljnkton or the beach seines, if that interval of time had 

been the same for 1973 and 1974; if that had bean the case, 

although these are peak standing crops, I think a sound 

argument could be made that this would be a reasonable 

methodology of arriving at relative survals that you could 

use to compare from one" year to the other, to the next.  

goweverv upon looking back to the Texas Instruments 

data it becgme apparent that tm timae interval vas - for 

1973 was aromd three weeks or so, between the post yolk-sac 

larvae peak, and the Juvenile ichthyplankton; whereas 'it 

was about six weeks in 1974. The peak yolk-sac larvae, 

the peak for the yoLk-sac larvae occurred about a week and 

a half earlier in 1974, and the peak juvenile ichthyoplanktpn 

gear occurred about a week and a half after - in 1974 it
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occurred about a week'and a half later thanz, it did a 19)73 

So there was a difference in the int-rv- w , 

the peaks of approximataly threa wec kz. A.z-d without fur.t .er 

thought Ido not feel that it is safe at this'oint to 

interpret the work that was dowe in this table a 

reasonable first appro imation to probability of 

survival through this life stage for its particular irprt 

in terms of power plant impac-.  

I might add that upon conversation wiith 

Texas Instruments personnel it doz not apear that w, cn 

really get out of their field data tllZ ap.,opiale info'w'ation; 

to do this type of analysis; although tris is thi .  

think we both plan to thi-dc about furth .cir.  

0 Thank you.  

All right, Dr. Geci. ler, are thi:- anv cc:.-ccio± 

you wish made to this document? 

A (Dr. Geckler) No.  

Dr. Geckler, as this hao 1cn; - c ; co-c ar.. ai 

the contents of this document true ana corect to th L 

of your knowledge and bcil2ef? 

A Except for a few typo"raphical eiros, yes.  

Q Fine, thani; you.  

Dr. Van Winkle,. are they true and corect to the.  

best of your knowledge axd belief? 

A '(Dr. Van Winkle' Yes, tho'.. are,
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jrb22 I l tter: 

2 OWe are concerned that the welfare of the ( 
3 fishery reaources of the Hudson River may be jeopardized by 

( 4 this further delay in the termination of once-through 

5 cooling.  

61 -On page A-29, under the topic &Fish and Wildlife" 

7 on the right-hand side of the page, approximately the' 

8 middle sentenoe in the paragraph: 

9 , "The welfare of the fishery resources of the 

10 Hudson River sWould not be jeopardized by any delays which 

could be avoided.' 

12 That in basically the Department of interior's 

13 position..  

14 I am not going to take any other quotes from 

15 the Appendix, but I would point out that the. New York 

16 State Department of Environmental Conservation also was 

17 consistent with the positions of the agencies I have already 

mtioned; Id a n of other State agenCies, Attorney 

19 General, for exumiple, and a number of conservation groups 

took ach. the sam position.  

One final fact enters into our decision to 

recoi=nd a one-year delay instead of two in the 
Final 

23 Environmental Statement; and that was that the question of 

24 closed cycle oooling for Indian Point 2 has 
already been 

25 litigated; and the decision has been mandated that closed
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* b2l f rreversibility; Section 316(b) of the FWPCA states ,that 

2 intake structures must reflect the best technology 

* 3 available to minimize adverse environmental impact. To say 

( that the damage will. not b. irreversible is not t'he same as 

5 to say that it will be minimal. In. fact, substantial daii age 

L 6 could result from the two-year extension of operation ith 

7 once-through cooling.' 

8 The contents of that letter sem to warrant at 

°9 the time that we received it a review of our position as sat 

to forth in the Draft Environmental Statement. So we reviewed 

that position, and we noted that two of the mjor benfits 

12 we had anticipated for the two-year delay had already been 

0 13 obtainedY .namely, the selection of the preferred closed-.  

14 cycle cooling syStem had been -accomplishe d; and the tir-a made 

15 available for the expression of public interest had been 

16 made available; and the Village of Buchanan. and others 

17 appeaked and stated their positions.  

The EPA was not the only one to ccr..ent along th.  

lines that it did.  

The Department of CmCommerce, namely, NOAA, .  

and the Department of Interior were tw-o major federal agencies 

which expressed opinions.  .22 

I23 would like to quote now from page A-19, 

A-20, the view of the Department Of Interior. The first 

Q quotation is the next to the last paragraph in the cover
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between the old methodology and the new methodology for 

some period, so as to see what relationship exists between 

the two types of gear.  

Q In your opinion had Con Ed approached the Staff 

to discuss the addition to their study program of larval 

tables, what is your opinion as to the likely response of the 

Staff to the suggestion? 

A Well, we -oertainly would discuss it quite openly 

with the company; if it offered improvement in data 

collection without interferring with the limitations I 

mentioned earlier, we would encourage it.  

S Dr. Ceckler, turning to another matter, the 

question has been raised as to the bases for the Staff's 

recommendation in the FES of only a one-'year extension rather 

than a two-year extension supported in the Draft7Environmental 

Statement.  

Could you briefly outline the bases for the Staff's 

final reo -dat on? 

MR. TROSTEN: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.  

Does this constitute a modification? This is 

additional testimony, or corrections, or what, Mr. Lewis? 

I don't quite understand. It sounds almost like redirect.  

MR. LEWIS: Well, I hope it doesn't.  

I felt in light of the fact that the Licensee 

had raised questions regarding what it perceived to be
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the requirements of the environmental technical specificationsd 

for this faility dictated the type of sampling methods they 

could undertake; and in theix minds presented s'me kind of 

.an impediment to them in undertaking the larval table studies.  

Could you cowent* genear'lly, on your view 

as towhat the environmental techni-al' specifications 

require in this respect? 

A (Dr. Geckler) The technical specifications 

outline a program to the extent evn to identifying certain 

types of equipment that may be used. This does not prohibit 

doing more than is listed in the technical Specifiations, 

without any reference to approvals of any kin.d 

in general, we do not like to change tech specs: 

with types of equipment and things of that sort withc-t a.  

review of it, especially for items that might changa tho 

nature of the data such that year-to-year comparisons cannot 

be validly made. For one-time affairs the type of equipment 

car& be more freely chosen.  

There is a provision in the eironi.antal technical 

specifications for changes to be made without our review 

or approval, provided they are documented in the annu&l 

report.  

However, in changingmajor items of .,gear, while 

we might certainly approve such a change - major change 

such as that- we would like to have a comparison made

I

( r -
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a potential value of the Applicant's ongoing research prograT, 

and of ongoing analyses by Oak Ridge Nationaal Laboratorle

and other groups.  

I emphasize that this was a fairly narrow 

focus.  

Since that time there have been no .---labstantiai 

modifications or updating of my material. The material that 

appears in the FES is for the most part the sa-e as what was 

in the DES; the only major additions being the comments 

section in Chapter 7.  

As of a year ago we did not see a need nor ..s 

there sufficient new information at that t _"ae to r.e :it 

.another -- quote-unquote -- "fresh lookr as rmandated by 

ALAB 188. Only one-half year earlier in the Idi an Poiat 3 

FES we had carried out a very compreheasive analysis.  

As a result of my assessment of the incxxnantal 

impact on the Hudson River ecosystem and the fich _opu~atio:' 

in particular resulting from two additional years of once

through cooling at Indian .Point 2 was as follows: 

In part I will be hitting the hijhlights fro.i 

Chapter 3,. here.  

First, on page 3-6 with respect to the incremental 

long-term entrairment impact on the Hudson River striped 

bass population, this was estimated using the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory University of Tenness transport model,
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jrb23 V cycle cooling will be installed at Indian Point.  

2, • so on the-basis tat two rhajor .benefits had 

3 already been realized, and the coments on.the Draft 

* 4 Environmental Statement,' particularly from- EPA, and other 

5 federal agencies, and the fact that the issue had :already 

6 b.e litigated,, wa decided that to maintain our position of 

7 a two-year delay was unwarranted, and,. therefore, we cbanged 

* .8 .it, 

9 T Thank you.  

10 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, in a similar 7ein.  

11 z thought it would be useful to-have Dr. Van Tfinkle .explain 

12 his views.as to the context in which this particular amend

0 3 ment procding arises.. I think this-is particularly useful 

14 in that he has bad continuing review responsibi.lity for the 

15 Indian Point proceedings for quite some t2ime; and I believe 

16 an usefully state views as to the cntext in which he believe 

17 the present question is posed.  

." And if you will permit me, I will as&. him to 

1dthat stateme.  

20 HA MM ,SCII: Proceed. -, 

21 WITNESS VA WIKIUE ...My input to -theDES phase 

of this work was prepared over a-year ago in November 1975, 

.Z3 with a specific focus of as qssing the incremental impact 

on the aumdon River ecosystem with two additional years of 

IS onoe-through cooling at Indian Point as balanced againSt
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authority. This belief is based on a careful evaluation 

of the proposed action in the context of the present situation 

that is, actions taken to date by the applicant, Con Ed" -

Con. Edison - pardon me -- *and EPA's authority and 

responsibilities under the Federal Water Pollution Control 

Act Amendments of 1972 (FWPCA) and the National Pollutant 

Dischikge Blimlination System (NPDES).  

Another quote in the third paragraph: 

'By taking the proposed action, NRC would 

contradict EPA's permit requirements, conflict with EPA's 

decision-making responsibility, and perhaps even prejudice 

the adjudicatory hearing on the closed-cycle cooling 

system and compliance schedule. In our Judgment, the 

proposed action will serve no practical purpose and may 

OVn interfere with the expeditious resolution through 

normal channels of the questions concern.ng closed-cycle 

cooling at Unit 2.0 

And finally, at the bottom of page A-11, 

'Besides the question of whether the proposed 

amendment is necessary and valid, there is the question of its 

environmental effects. The NRC Staff believes that no 

irreversible harm to the Hudson River ecosystem, in particu

lar the striped bass and other fish populations, will be 

caused by a two-year extension of operation with once

through cooling. We question the NEC's criterion of
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following two topics; first, the distinction between the 

benfit of additional data,. and the benefit of completing 

ongoing analyses; and second, the responsibility of the 

Staff to base its decision on the most complete and scientifi

cally sound analysis that could be made available within an 

acceptable timeframe, and without incurring unacceptable 

incremental damage to the environment.  

In summary, after balancing the environmental 

costs, risks versus the benefits, the Staff's judgment was 

that the incremental impact on the Hudson River ecosystem 

stziped bass population and other fish populations in parti

cular due to this requested two-year extension of once

through cooling .at Indian Point 2 was acceptable. In other 

words, the incremental environmental damage was not a basis 

for the change from two years to the one year, and going .frogs 

the DES to the FES.  

BY MR. LEWIS: 

Does this complete your mary, then? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle.) Yes.  

- MR. LEWISt Mr. Chairman, this panel is available 

for ques onAV.  

CWAN JMNCK: Licensee? 

14R. Tlos s Thanmk you, Mr. Chairman.  

Mr. Chairman, I would like to proceed now with 

aross-examlaon of Dr. GeCkler and Dr. Van Winklte. my

I
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attempt .to

Q In other wrds, the letters that are bound 

in the appendix to the -PLS oqnstitute the cc=.u=i4cati6ns to 

which you referred in your oral testimony? 

A 'Yes, sir.  

MR. SHEMIN: Can I object? The first question 

referred to data, the. second referred to communications; 

and I think that is an attempt to mislead the witness, 

particularly in view of the fact that they received 

communications, ihich was not data, which they may have 

considered specifically as a reason for deleting tIhat extra 

year.

MR. TROSTEN: No, there's not going to be ary 

mislead the witness.  

CHAIRMM JENSCH: Would you keep that ditinction

in mind? 

W-ITNSS GECKL-R:. I did not eo--"nize the distinc

tion.  

MR. TROSTE: I am simply tryins to est&a1ish with 

Dr. Geckler, Mr. Chairman, that all of us unidrstand clearly 

what wis the basis upon which Dr. Geckler acted.  

CNAIRMMI JENsCH: I think tht' s a better 

question. P oceed.  

BY MR. TROSTN: 

r understand that ymir answer is that thede are 

the letters that 'you receivedr anr whatever is contaired in

r 

L 

i
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jrlt32 t these letters constitutes the data or the analyses upon which 

2 you relief insofar as these federal agencies are concerned? 

3 A (Dr. Geckler) That is correct.  

I(4 0 Dr.. Gocklere are you familiar with the provisions 

5 of the Indian Point 2 operating license? 

6 CHAIMNAN JZNSCH: Do you want to refer hin to 

7 some particular section and tender it to him for his 

8 perusa? 

9 MR.. TROSEN: I will show it to him, sir.  

10 WITWESS GECKLKR: I am familiar with some of 

1 them.  

12 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 13 - Dr. Geckler,- I am going to. show you a provision 

14 from the Indian Point 2 operating license.  

15 MR. TROSTEN: I am actually, Mr. Chairman, 15.  

6 reading from the Appeal Board Decision, ALAB 138; it is • 16 

the provision in the operating license.  

18(Hadinq document to witness.) 

19BY MR. ?ROSTN: i 19 

20 are y o familiar with this provision, Subsection 

21 2(e) (1) (a), vhih reads as follows: "that the applicant 

22 believes that the empirical data collected during this 

23 interim operAtion justifies an extension of the interim 

24 operation period ."r such other relief as may be appropriate 

I to make timely application to the Atomic Energy Comnission;
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the filing of such application in and of itse].1 % 

warrant an extension of-the interi oitration nt'"'.  

A (Dr. Geckler) Yeis, "' am failiar .it that.  

0 Thank .you.  

Now, Dr. Geckler, in the sumtrv and concis:o on: 

page little 0" of the Final Envion-ental Statmnt: , 

.Staff's OT-l, subheading 2., reads ". cility r i 
License No DPR-26), the licensee is rc-uai-:Cd to t-r.7ini;' 

once-through cooling at Unit No. 2 after an in-erim' period, 

the reasonable termination date for which a p? -3ar c. s tim' 

the license was issued to be may 1, 19 7 anti too 

thereafter with a dlosed cycle coolig .,--. --m" ,u 

go on to state -- "unless licensee can a... that a..ri-,.  

data" et cetera.  

Do you sea the phrase "anv ot

with a closed-cycle cooling system.? 

A Yes, sir.  

Q Would you be kind enou..h to p^iilt r.:.  

provision in the Indian Point 2 opera-zing .icz tL.  

that ptzase? 

CXZ.4MMN JMIbSCH: -1 7h t tL 

but I don' know th.t the premise ic e in ;the. t 

decision. I think that embraces tha law applica le to 

the )LIcenmo here, and T think. it hs bemi r-flecte L' all 

of the Staff documents as a cpxns.u3s doctaent, that Con 

I.. .

r 

-( 
i.•
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Fdison can't shut down its wheels and say, we're just not 
p 

going to play any more, we're not going to .'operate or 

render any service; it's a consensus document that has 

heretofore been filed several times by the Staff, and as 

indicated, they are going to continue to render their electric 

service and they will continue to bear in mind all the 

obligations applicable to it. Therefore, if you want to 

contiaue, you are going to have to do it with a closed

cycle system.  

I think this is a lega. question, more for counsel 

of Reg Staff.  

MR. TW1STEN: Mr. Chairman, if I may, I am not 

trying to mislead or to confuse the witness. The record 

will show very clearly, as a matter of fact, that these 

words do not appear in the Indian Point 2 operating licensea.  

What I am trying to get at, Mr. Chairman, is 

really very simple: I am trying to determine Whether this 

witness mLsuadetood, really, what his duties really required 

in this case.  

X am trying to establish whether he understood 

what his responsibilities were, because if he really misunder

sod his responsibilities and felt he had to do something 

other than What he had to do# It had a very important effect 

on the recomendation he is making to the Board.  

,.AEMA N jmSCHs Perhaps you should phrase your
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j,' ~ 1 questiJon in that'form. 3: thia. you should rehas your 

z question.  !( 
3 MR, TROSTEN Oh, I think 'we've probeLbl, p usuad 

(4 the Point.  

CHAIRN. JENSCH'. All right.  

6 BY MR. TROST : 

7 Q Dr. Cackler, you mentioned a rc ent aso if. y 

8 notes-are correct thit one of th e reasone why the Staff 

9 changed its position was that the Village of Bucbanen had 

an adequate. opportunity to express its viavs with reqard 

to the closed-cycle cooling syst-m; is that a fair stat.mert 

of what "you said? 

13 A (Dr. Geckler) Yes.  

S14- . It is your understandingS is it not, thct the 

Village of Buchanan is a party in this proceesing e rl is 

16 urging that an extension be grakted; that the. year tc 'May 

t17 , 1981 for once-through cooling --be grantcd to Con Edison? 

A Yse. I u4.rstazA that.  

MR. 3131CR Excuse me for i-terruptin; .  

ou were referig toi a. statw2.ent a-ad the. othe 
da b.y M. . •vi 

12 

•Y "M. TROSTE : No, sir, I am referring to a StatmenIt 

Swriting of-tis es
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MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir.  

CWMM JENSCE: At the time he wrote that, 

I take it - think the time difference might be leading to 

some confusionj at the time he wrote this I take it he was 

referring to the previous proceedings in which the Village 

could have participated, but apparently abstained.  

Is that it? 

WITNESS GECKLER: In the previous proceedings 

there vere limited appearances by the Village of Buchanan 

and my understanding is they chose not to be party to those 

proceedings; but they did have an opportunity to come-in and 

sake statementsabout the kind of system they wished to' have.  

These comments were reflected also in the coments we 

received from the DES, aid were fully considered along with 

all the otherx in our evaluation.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Well, Dr. Geckler, recognizing you wrote the 

eariliera ors before you were fully aware of what the Village 

was doing in this poeseding, now that you are aware of their 

participation in this pzoceeding that the Village of Buchanan 

is a party in this p*oceeding, and iS urging that the 

addition ya be afforded to allow consideration of 

Con EdiSon a research prog am, do you now feel that there is 

an add-tional benefit to granting the program? 

MR, LEIS: Mr. Chaiukan, my prlblem with theH' 
I.
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que-stion is as follows: 

Sbelieve .Mr. Trost.. has misstate vi

Dr. Geckler earlier stated.  

MR. TROSTEN: Ola, I ses.  

MR. LEWIS: I believe Dr. Gecy' rs eariie" 

statement was with effect to the allowanc or, th f irst ye 

to permit completion of the -. selection of -hia toi*r 

proceeding; the Village of Bechanan" s inpt " 

Peekskill, other govermental bodies in thz aro., haU been 

received..

7

MR. TROSTEN: I understood that.' h-2 sz!Ad.  

MR. LEWIS: Was that- wh t you -'- - r-. C-,cZFrA? 

WITNESS GECKLER: Yes.  

MR. TROSTEN: I understood i z h-1 E 

MR., LEWIS: Well, umy point is: I fri. .  

if that'-a -what Dr. Geckler said, I fail to"wri .  

Ibt participation of. the Village of u i tL" 

pOne'ding has to do with it -- which ce'taL. D. A cJ1i 

does -ot deny; it'a a fact - ut I fail to e. h . that 

ba" upon his statement.  

MR. TRQSTEIJ; Hr. Chaizw4Z. c.'3 Id th,!' v.s 

l real:ze that's how M'. Lew+is fealC cc. U t: j 

Witness ansver the question.  

CEAZM St' 0 NOE .. 3 think 'hais estaZhe couns tl is 

trying to do is be auro the premise. is establi ;hd correctly;

47 

*1r
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and I think he has established the premise now; and on that 

basis the witness may answer.  

I think whaiyou are asking is now that the Village 

of Buchanan is here, should he change his recommendation? 

NR. TROSTEN: Yes, I was asking the witness -

CAIRMAN JENSCH: If the presence of the Village 

changes the whole picture? 

MR. TROSTEN: Now that he is aware that the 

Village is seeking an additional year of once-through 

cooling, and would like to have this opportunity, does this 

additional fact cause you to feel that there is an additional 

benefit that perhaps you did not consider.when you wrote 

this statment? 

Aftex all, the Staff pa.t.cipates in these 

proceedings, and can sometimes change its mind when it hears 

these things? 

WI'fESS GECKLER: We've all been aware

VBAINQ CR S: Answer the question yes or 

no. ne askM s this an additional benefit that changes your 

mind; tben you can explain it any way.  

WITNRSS C C R: No.  

ST. MR. TROSTEN 

O you on't thnk so.  

A (Dr Geokler) That is correct.  

O HovULng on to another pointi, you mentioned -- I
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believe you said the.Nev York State Department of Envi-on

mental Conservation furnished couments on the DW.-, and that 

these were consistent With the position taken: for ae.ample, 

by the Environmental Protection Agency; is that a cdrrect 

uimnary of what you said? 

A I believe so.  

Now, they made some other state-ment. but the 

position of the State was that there waz- no jzstificztion 

for an extension.  

Q Well, the coments of the State, of course, Iri-l 

speak for themselves; they appear on pages A-23 and 24 

and following pages in the FES.  

out my question is this: you are aware, -are you 

not, that the New York State Energy Office 4s p rt.cip-.tig 

as a party in these proceedings; is that correct? 

A Yes.  

Q You are aware that the New York State Energy 

Office has stated that it is awaiting th- ottcome of o:thL 

proceeding before it stetea its fin-a! position is that 

correct? 

A Yea, I am aware of that.  

Q So it would not be correct, therefore, to state 

woUld it? -- that the New York State Energy Office favors 

the denial of this application? 

A I said it was the Department of Environmental
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Conservation.  

Q All right..  

Now that you are aware that the New York State 

Energy Office takes a position that we should await the 

outcome of this hearing before it takes a position with 

regard to the granting or denial of our application, do .you 

think this affords additional benefits which should be 

factored into the Staff' s evaluation? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCHE How does it benefit? I'm not 

sure I understand your question. How do you factor a 

sterile position, where you are. not going to say anything 

about anything, until something else is done; how does he 

work that in? Tell me what you mean by "factoring"? 

MR. TROSTEN: I have two comments on that; number 

one,. I don't know -- I mean, I have to ask the witness.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You are asking him to prepare 

a process, to follow a process of factoring in; will you 

describe the process by which you are asking him to carry on 

that activity? 

MR. TROSTEN: I might rephrase the question.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 Now that you are aware of the position of the 

New York State Energy Office, do you consider that that positi4 

provides an additional benefit which should be weighed 

in the Staff's benefit-cost evaluation which might cause you
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to recommend the granting of this application? 

.-MR. LEWIS: Objection, Mr. Chairman.  

My objection is as follows: I believe the 

question is based upon some asserted relationship between 

the Department of Environmental Conservation and the State 

Energy Office; while that relationship might well exist, 

and in fact the Energy Office is here in this proceeding, 

the fact remains that comments were received from the 

Department of Environmental Conservation, and which 

were duly considered.  

Now, I -- my objection is that -r. Tro3ten 

essentially is asserting that the position of the State 

Energy Office has somehow1 superseded the comments of 

the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 

in the DES, vhich I vigorously would object to, 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I wa.n't a-serting 

anything; I was asking the witness a question.  

CHAIM JENSCH: But the premise, you do not 

consider this phase of it as a premise to your question, 

that which Staff counsel just referred to? 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman-

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you include his objection 

as a part of your premise? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, I really don't.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The objection is overruled.
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Is it a fact that this New York Stat5 Ehnr~gy 

Office considers it a benefit, do you hno:I? 7s it t _'fact 
that this New York State Energy Offtic. i= Zayin7 cthing 

in this proceeding at all, a banefit in y.our analysis? 

WITNESS GECKILER: No.  

MR. TROSTEN: Just one momnt.  

(Pause) 

BY MR. TROSten; 

Q Dr. Geckler, you r.entic-ae.d that one of the 

reasons why you decided that thz application should be 

denied -- Con Edison' s application shoU. 1 d -nied

was that, I believe you. said theal the :%attcr ha.! already 

been litigated.  

Now, did you decide ths matter n.h-J reUready be .  

litigated? 

CBAIRMIA JEIISCB: What waz the Tmatteu', 

MR. TROST"N: would have t hv i_: .sporter 

read it back, Mr. Chairman.  

Essentially, as I recall adZ, if -y notez are 

correct, I believe Dr. Geckler said ',at one of the major 

benefits -- he said the reason C -- I Saiieve he zaid -

three basic reasons vhy h-: felt they slou.id chane ther r 

position. One of these roascns would have to do with the 

comments Cf other agencies, anl the ot reason was something 

to the effect that the issue had alread: been litiad.ed.
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I noted that phrase. And I don't recall it any more clearly 

than that.  

According to our notes here, I think he said, 

the issue of closed-cycle cooling has already been litigated.  

Now, the record, of course, will speak for itself.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That's what you are asking 

about.  

MR. TROSTEN: I was asking him if he had decided 

that the issue of closed-cycle cooling had already been 

litigated.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCB: Did you so understa id? 

WITNESS GECKLER: It is my understanding that it 

has been litigated; and my reasons for this understanding 

are twofold: one, is I have read the decisions and !ie 

Comwission order, which seems to mo to indicate that it's 

been indicated; and my attorneys tell me that.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

S Now,. again recognizing of course you are' not a 

lawyer, I assum that you rely heavily on an opinio, from 

your attorneys that the issue had already been litigated; is 

that right? 

MR. LEWIS: Objection. I believe the witness has 

just stated two matters on which he relied, one of which was 

Staff counsel.  

MR.TROSTEN: I was simply trying to understand
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how -

CHA.RMAN JENSCH: Xe try-- -o . tL balance, 

a correlation or somethiag here? 

Overruled.  

BY MR . TROSTEN: 

0 Dr. Geckler, did. you receive .a wvrttE o4pinion 

from counsel that this issue had already bszn .itiateLK 

A (Dr. Geckler) go.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Whai you tare. a member f th.e.  

Staff of the Atomic Energy Coawission did .-I2j' w'-ri.:e z 

opinion everytLme you gave an ep.esio!.n a,' ..c.-

MR.- TROSTEN: We use:di to say th-sy naLe. paid any 

attention to us, Mr. Chairman.  

(Laughter.) .  

CHAhMMI JENSCiH I guess~ i- 'i-' .r ;nte,? 

go ahead.  

(Laughter.) 

BY MR. TROSTE: 

Q Dr. Cackler,, let me ask you s ,,i o ' ... s 

Were there any ottLtide conzultt.ts wi0 --..- L 

the draft environmental Statement bas1c t 

National Laboratory? 

A (Dr. Geckler) Roi to my knowledge.  

Q Did you submit it tc. amy ftderzl agency for 

review prior to the publication of the Draft EnVirnmental
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A NO.  

Q Dr. Geckler, during the prehearing conference 

in this proceeding on October 27, your counsel referred to 

an interagency task force on the Hudson Rivor Fishery -

starting at page 32 of the prehearing transc.ript? 

A I recall.  

Q Are you a member of that task force? 

A No, sir.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Trosten, perhaps Dr. Van Winkle 

could coment? 

MR. TROSTEN: That' s okay.  

I have no further questions of Dr. Gackler at 

at this time, Mr. Chairman." 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: If you could conduct the 

examination, I think one attorney from one party shou3.d; 

and it kind of helps a witness to get adjusted .to the 

examination by one party. I know you have somzboly else in 

mind, but the vole team will get into the act; and I think 

ordinarily oe lawyer handles one party.  

We won't be too formal in that regard, but I think 

it helps move it along, if you.. could do it that way.  

NR. TROSTEN: We could do it this way, Mr. Chairman 

if it is really necessary. We frankly have prepared by 

dividing the wozk, and it vill move somewhat more slowly

755
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if I do it all by myself.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right.  

BY MR., TROSTEN: 

Q Dr. Van Winkle, I have a series of questions I 

would like to ask you, and what I would liho to do is. to.  

tell tou basically the points th.-t I war." to discuss ."th 

you, so that we will all understand w' t I ar tryinlg to got 

at.  

Now, I will do that, and then v;-c will diQci-ss 

basically where we are going.  

The first point is that I w:ould Ii! z to discuss 

the value of the 1975 data, and I want to -'-Icuss it 

particularly with regard to the vall of tb.e 75 daa and 

earlier data for impact assessment purposez. That is basicall 

the point I am trying to get at.  

.So let me ask you these questions i- thii fraire 

of reference.  

Would you say, Dr. Van Winkle, th. t.hr ap.?licut's 

that is, Con Edison's 1973 data are bet'tsr than .hat which 

were alailable during the original Zndia PoiLt 2 M'.ing? 

A (Dr. Van WinkleJ.e Yis.  

0 Would you say that the Con Edisrzl's 1974 data 

are better than the 1973 data? 

A That is my gen.ral- impres.ior., although 1 

am not as familiar with them as I am with the 1973 dal-a.
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Q Yes..  

Dr. Van Winkle, has the Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory based its assessment of power plant imnpact on the 

Hudson River primarily upon the 1973 data? 

A Yes, as opposed to the 1974 data.  

Q As opposed to the 1974, or earlier, or later, data.  

A I guess I would add to that response there is 

a fair amount of our assessment that is independent 

of 73, 74, 75 data.  

-For instance, our estimates of contribution to 

the id-Atlantic, et cetera, are based on information 

pre-1973.  

Q Right, sure, absolutely.  

Would it be possible that the Staff's conclusions 

about the Impact of once-through cooling on the Hudson River

would change if 1974 data were used in your evaluations? 

A, I think there is always that chance, yes; I 

could not answer that it has no chance.  

0 sure.  

CHAIRMAN JENSC: Just a moment: I wonder if I 

understood coxretly one of your previous answers. I think 

the question was, are the 1974 data better than the 73 data; 

and I thought you said you werefi't as familiar with it, the 

74, as you were with the 73? 

WITNESS VAN WrNhKL: That is correct.

H 

I.  

11' 

LI 

( 

4.
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CHAIRMAN JMNSCH: Then this last questio in 

..which you said som-thing might b iffereent if you ;s 

.the 74 data, how do you know thnt if yxc z no' .fati , 

..with the 74 data? 

WITIESS 17AN W11t1W: I th ink in .ns 

out .o.f somewhat of a t-heoretical frncak, that e.ny n Y 

data could always cause one to revise cqr c}. opi-4.,ns 

CHAIRvAN JENSCH: Th;2re's a!Ja ys a pol3iLility, 

but you can't say there's a probaAility? 

WITNESS VAN WIrabLE: OItay.  

CHAIMAN JENSCHI: Al. right, tinX yo - u 

BY MR. TROSTEN:

Q At this point I gather fro; o . • irvious wwer 

that you are not able .to say how much of a cae y.  

assessment of impact would result o'. your e:.:'';i 

of 1974 data? 

CHAIR AN JENSCH: If any.  

BY MR,* TPOSTEN: 

S . f any? 

A (Dr. Van-inkl-.) That's riht.  

0 Do you think, Dr. Van W;i:;le, that the 12.7.4 datZ 

would provide a better bvsis fcr tha .Staff's analysis? Is 

there any reason why you think it iguld prcvide a better 

.basis for the. Staff' analysis? 

CHAIPUMAN JE'TSCH: Excuse mo, "hat last Tieztio,

I 

i 
I 

I 

i
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what did you say? Why do you think 74 data would be better? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, I asked him if there was any 

reason why he thought that the 1974 data would provide a 

better basis than the 1973 data.  

MR. LEWIS: I object. You have not established 

that that is what he thinks.  

MR. TROSTEN: I am just asking him. I'll be 

very specific about it; I am in no way trying to mislead 

Dr. Van Winkle.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: I think it's a premise he 

has not adopted.  

MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Van Winkle certainly has a 

general familiarity with the 74 data; he is not as familiar 

with them as he is with the 1973 data; however, what I &m 

really asking him, Mr. Chairman, is whether on the basis of 

his general familiarity with the 1974 data, and his much 

more detailed familiarity with ti 1973 data, there is any 

reason n hs view why the 1974 data would provide a better 

basis for the Staff's evaluation of the impact of once-through 

cooling on the Hudson River.  

That is the question.  

WITSS Vh WINKL: Based on url present familiarit.  

with the 1974 data, I have not seen that much evidence that 

would cause me to revise the evaluation that is incorporated 

in the Indian Point 3 FES.
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iever, certainly one advantage of tha. 74 data 

vides us with an independent post- beiatonal, 

nal, data set in addition to the i9'73 data 

Lot looked at. So in that sense it is clearly

Quite frankly, based on what I 1-ve heard si-ice 

this hearing started, I find indications of r.-re iprtant 

pieces of information from the 1975 studies than I do in 

the 1974 studies.  

,CHAIRMAN JENSCH: .I think yo. se d in the last 

answer the FEB was. Indian Point 3? You 2? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: No, I n am; 3, 

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 Now, from your detailed fai~laritv with the 73 

data, would you say that there aro any flaws or inez*Ais a- . e a 

or imperfaction3 in the 1973 data? 

A. (Dr. Van Winkle) That's a pretty broad question..  

I think that I wi.l not a-ttrpt, bsoause in this.  

form, I don't think I could vary easily give ax aa1-iznvlvsive 

answar. I think what I zmight try to do is just hi-ihlifht 

a few areas.  

Q Let. me be sure you uaderstand my quesoJ.on: I am 

not asking you to state what th,:- are; T am just asking you 

if you know whether they exist; thas all.  

A Yes.
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As far as I am concerned there wereproblems 

issues,, that were certainly not adequately resolved through 

the 1973 data that I felt could have b6en more -- could have 

been better addressed.  

Q Thank you.  

Have you, Dr. Van Winkle, examined -- excuse me; 

let me rephrase that.  

Sunderstand, Dr. Van Winkle, that you have not 

exasined Con Rd's 1975 data, is that correct? 

A That is correct.  

S ecognizing that since you have not examined 

them, this, then, would have to be a theoretical question; 

I nevertheless ask you: 

Could the Applicant'i 1975 data be better in 

quality by a significant amount than the 1973 data? 

CHAINEAN JENSCH: The possibility? Could it? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, theoretically, it's a theoreti

oal question.  

uITNESS VAN WINKLE: yea.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

O 1 would like to turn to a closely-related line 

of questions, Dr. Van Winkle, which has to do with what the 

73,, 74, and 75 data show about the biological situation in 

the river,, in the Hudson River; okay? That is what I am 

talking about.
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Now, aside froti their general quality f:._- ct 

purposes, would you say that ths 1974 data depi-t a bioo !L' 

situation which is significantly different zcm th2- 1973 

situation in the river? 

A (Dr. Van Winke)" Well -

MR. SHEMIIN: I em goi- " o object tx- thnt -

as being overly-broad. At any different moent in ti~a; 

instantaneously, in the real biologi.a! d ed, de.A-cts a 

different situation; and I think thit in oe nti-axt tf the 

Hudson River Estuary, and two years' diffc:;, ce, t-t .  

question: is there a. different biological situation in 

one year, as opposed to another, is sL b-oad as to be a 

meaningless question.  
MR. TROSTEN : Coldn't D3r. Vad eL. C i:_.  

if he understand the question that perhaps Mx 4htin h c. It 

understand? 

CHAIRMAN NSCU: Wll, let ;-Lry- AZhI:.; Y, ou 

mean by *biological situation"7 I m not .  

MR. TROSTENM Pundamentally, i- t.w --- 

events occurring in the river sadh ca diffZa:;-t .  

f10os, different spawning distribution, (ie~CZt e a *:.-re 

rgime in the river, ,Which affect the spatial anC temporal 

distribution of ichthyoplanktom in the river, for example; 

r am sure Dr. Van Winkle is aware of many othsr situations.  

That's basically what I ar talking abmat..
I 

I
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MR. LEWIS: Would you like him to address those 

specific aspects? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, I really would like to have 

Dr. Van Winkle on the basis of his expertise state what 

he feels from his standpoing are significant biological 

events in terms of.once-through cooling whether the biological 

situation was significantly different in 1974 than itwas 

in 1973.  

CRAIRMAN JENSCE: Do you underst;,d t.e 

question?

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: Yes, I do.  

I am not sufficiently familiar with the 74 

data to answer that.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 Thank •.you.  

Dr. Vhn Winkle, I want to call your attenticn 

to the-- to our testimony on page 22. On page 22 you will 

note that there is a summary of .entrainnet-impingerment 

and total Lpaats for hidian Point 2 during the years 1974 

and 1975! and you note that the entrainent impact is 0.52 

percent, and the impingement - and the entrainment ioact 

for 75 is 0.54 peroent. So this contrast is drawn between 

the entraie impact as estimated by Con Ed during this 

two years.  

You note, of course, that that relationship is
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Now, would you say that ths: 4 'ezeent d;_fference 

in impact is a significant change in imnpa t frcm a numaerical 

standpoint? 

A (Dr. Van Winkla) I did not follow your arrival 

at the 4 percent.  

Q It is simply the ratio, the relationship, of 

0.54 and 0.52, that's all.  

A So you are talking about an incremental, a 

.02 percent is 4 percent of the 74 refereice? 

Q} Exactly? 

And what I. am asking. you is w:hether a 4 percent 

change, which is what this shows, from 74 to 73, is 

- whether you regard that as a significant change in impact 

from a numerical standpoint? 

Is that number really significant? Are tho'e 

numbers significantly different, is what I aa aski.ng? 

STwo coamtnts: first, I guess. I wu1c prefer if 

you were posing this question with reerence to; rath; rc than 

-Indiar.- Point pw*cent -reduction, that mu!lti-Plant. percen

0 ' will in a minute;.IZ am going to.  

A My own feeling is to focus on a single plant in.  

this way, it's somewhat of an academicerexcise.

'4
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Q I agree with you, by the way, Doctor.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Go ahead.  

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: The second point is I am 

not I guess this percent of a percent scale exercise -- I 

think it's both somewhat confusing, also somewhat misleading 

I think I would rather address the question of 

whether the .02 percent change is of importance -- to which 

I would say, no, it isn't.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

0 Yes, right.  

.Now, turning to the graph you shour on page 7-9A 

of the Final Environmental Statement, Staff E-hibit OT-I, 

you will note there that the graph shows that the cooling.  

water flow rates for the Hudson River -- and these are 

anticipated flow; is that not correct? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle) Pst -- I would guciss, I think th! 

graph was drawn in 75, and I would expect it or.ly reflects 

actual cooling water flow rates through 1974; past that, 

it is projected.  

Q Through 74.  

I don't have the exact prceitages, ass uing 

these are actual flow rates -- are you able to state, do 

you know, offhand, Dr. Van Winkle, what the percent increase 

is from 1974 to 1975 of flowrates? I judge it is probably 

about 40 percent; is it on that order?
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A According to this graph, T would say 

approximately correct, although I thi.: f , 

-comfortable since these are yar tht L ... . , .- , 

you could actually get1C I ean, fo; fl3L;:, , i-,,,. a 

Point 1 is included here; and I think u-i 'you 

are talking about, I think Indian Point t wt.nt opretiv~.  

So that this graph -- antici; -r .- t cn 

of your questioning -- I think your que4 ,i uight be 

more properly based if we .ware dealing with-t.. 2ct'l 

incremental flow that occurred during thn .int-_-i o: ..  

And I offhand don't have that info ..-mation.  

Bat I am willing to concede z A.r 

jump, an appreciable juip. in flow-. I do i t ";" "" t-, 

percentage is.  

0 Right..  

Dr. Van Winkle, &td yox ,write th s .. in 

the Indian Point 3 Final Environ rtal -t: .. - i'z 

believe is quoted and used again -- yas; la.k c-, pa- ,,* 1.  

of Staff's Exhibit OT-l, and in Section 5.2, you w!i! Fse 

a quotation from the Indian Point 3 Finz.l Envirzre.t± 

Statement, which is essentially adopt-ed, as I und,=rst-,ar- . it, 

in this PES.  

And it user the phrase, "a quant u-a Jmp ', *if 

there is to be a quantum ju ,tp in ability"; and I tlhial tli 

phrase probably: appears el7whQre in Indian Point 2,, FE£.

7 GG
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Is that your phrase? 

A Yes.

Q Right.  

Let me ask you this: do you consider that the 

increase in cooling water flows that are depicted on Figure 

A-I, page 7-9A of Staff's Exhibit OT-l, that that inicrease 

is a quantum jump in cooling water usage? 

MR. SHEMN: I object. *Quantum jump' was used 

in connection with ability to forecast an impact; but now 

he talks about a quantum jump in power plant withdrawals; 

the two have nothing whatever to do with each other.  

MR. TROSTN: Mr. Chairman, can't the witness 

answer instead of Mr. Shemin? 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I think what he' s trying to 

do is clarify it, and I think every party is entitled to know 

what the question is. And if the term is being used 

in a different sense, I think the witness should have a clear 

understaning of the fact that a term is being applied india 

different way than the quotation which was used as the base 

of reference.  

i think we all have to understand; the Village 

of Buchanan is entitled to understand the question, as well.  

And if they dou't, they should seek clarification, because 

the record will have to show what the details are.  

MR. TROSTEN: I agree, and certainly Dr. Van Winkle
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perceives that .the phrases are used in different ways.  

What I am really trying to do, arid the rs-tsian why 

I asked Dr. Van Winkle whether he used the previous phra~ e ..  

is that, although the phrase is used in my qu stion, tnd the 

way Dr. Van Winkle used i' is certainly different no 

question about that -- I am just trying to understrnd really 

what he means by the term "quastum jump".  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Well, give him that question; 

I'd like to know the answer to that one, too.  

MR. TROSTEN: What if I would prefer, if I could, 

Mr. Chairman, if Dr. Van Winkle can anwger my particular 

:question -- • 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Le 's start vith the "quantubi 

jump" -- I'll ask it: 

What do you mean by the "quantu. juimr 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE. Well, -

MR. TROSTEN: In what context, the coret of' 

my question? 

Is this ai abstract question, Y.'. Chairman? 

CUWXRMAN +JNSCH: Everything's been theoretical 

sO far, if I understand his answers -- could something be 

better than something else? Well, cotuld ba, pos3ibly, but 

in other words you can't say for sure.  

WITNESS VAN WINKLM : What 1_ mean by use of the 

phrase quantum Jump" is in this quotation.from t'lC3FES

-------- ----
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CEfIRM-4M JENSCU: Yes.  

It's a theoretical approach: if it had been 

operating it would. ha, been odd.  

MR. TROSTEN: Sometimes it's one of these 

obvious points We dl't always %eap Sighl 6', anO that is 

the only'reason I have brought it up.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH.i Raybo. you zo-d- ade-pt that a 

a premise for your question and move on z th nzt cn,? 

MR. TROSTEN: Moving to Che t tii to ah 

actual, let me ask you this question: 

BY 1P. TROSTEN: 

Q Were any of the data that were e -

evaluated -- in the Indian- Point 2 oper.ting licio 'a 

collnected at a time when the Bowline plant waz 

operating? 

That is a real question.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: Whare does the r~cd . that? 

I really think when you are refering to a rccx% lIV- a 

document, you should either shc hir. the doat or eUtb 

him - the - eoord. Why have him recaLl? 

M. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairt, I cA.;x t xve a OoDaent 

to shw him. I do know what the answer is. I J. s; wonderz 

If Dr. Van Winkle knows.  

CIRM4N jENSC¢1: if you cuLd s Z it whs aviable 

we will acept that statement on your represexitatioqx as a
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attorney, and let's go on; because I don't know if this 

gentleman was even with the Staff or working on Indian Point 

2' operating license proceeding.  

We'll take your representation of it.  

MR.. TOSTEN: Could I ask for an answer from 

anyone sitting at the table, either Staff counsel or 

witnesses* whethe they know whether any of the data 

that were evaluated and relied upon by the Staff in the 

Indian Point 2 operating proceeding were collected during 

a time when the Bowline or Roseton plant was operating -

just a simple question? 

WITNMSS VM WINKL: Bowline or Roseton? 

3Y 1R. TROSTEN: 

Q yes? 

A 3o.  

MR., LEIS: I'm sorry* what? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: Neither of the two units 

or those site* started operation until after that date.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Thank yOU very much.  

now, do you know whether the Indian Point, Bodline 

and Boseton plants were all operating during the 1973" 

striped bass spawning emtsot? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle.) At least I don't believe 'either 

Indian Point Units 2 -- certainly Indian Point 3 was not
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operating. My impression is Unit- 2 mi-ght n T.t ha v i .1- .: t 

operating, although I am not por-it;vA &c-': "--x 

Let us say that it ,,az o.et.nc7 't o t .,time: 

with pumping operations only, of coursa 13ti:- t'l a 

operating license had not be-en i3sUCd d-t=,. 0t,! --- '.  

bass spawving seas; but it did not operat t Ycc. duvit

the striped bass spawning season.  

Is that your understanding, Dr. VF.n Winh.zc? 

A Well, subject to going back to ch i .. recordis.  

Q Subject to check; right-.  

Now, is it your understandUg . -. -

me rephrase t uhait, 

What i u derstanding o ta....,..  

status of the Bowline plants during the !-13 I .  

spawning season? 

A My understanding is Unit wa I w!5 

2 va nt; that neitter'of the two ;d catyr 

operatio.  

is it your understanding tha- U 2 c 

Point was operating thkoughout th3 envir.  

seAson? -- during 1973? 

A I don't know.  

(Pause.) 

0 Now,. turning to the 1970- data collecif-ion year, 

were these plants all operatinv A.R 1974?
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Which ones? 

MR. TROSTEN: Indian Point, Bowline, Roseton? 

MR. SU MIN: I am going to object unless the 

question is directed to whether or not the witness was 

aware of this Information at the time he prepared the FES, 

or unless it is tied into the witness' present statements 

aU to his opinions; whether he now remembers what-'-hev 

then. It is really irrelevant to the basis on which the 

opinion was written.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I strongly object 

.to Interruptions from counsel.  

MR. S4EMIN: It's called an "objection".  

MR. TWOSTEN: It may be called an oLjection, 

but It's a waste of time.  

MR. LEZWIS: Mr.. Chairman? 

CHAIMGN JENSCE: I don't know that statements 

by any counsel have really been a waste of time anywhere 

along the line, yors or his; but I think fundamentally that 

what the Attorney General is raising is really what I under

stood your question to have really directed to.  

now, if your questions have a broader scope than 

that, I think you should so indicate.  

But does the witness understand now, were these 

data from those plants considered by you in writing the FES? 

MR. LEWISt Mr. Chairman, if you want, I do have
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an objection to this question. It is ani objection hat haz 

been growing out of this line'of questioning, whicb is as 

follows: 

I believe tat. the diffICulty with Rtt-erm- ting 

to get into the record vhat the operating statues W.--I 

guess we're talking about three different 

operating stations, and maybe there will! be P-ore in. subse

quent questions -- what the operating sitatuz of these stations 

was in 1973-74i-75, is that I think there.-'.is 4 Much better 

way to got that evidence into the record, by. dommitary 

evidence.  

The problem is that, as qli.as calready bear- an--raad.  

by Dr.,Van Winkle -in-response to. one questiou, to the best 

of his recollection, subject :to chieck-, he beliLeva3_ tbat 

such and such units were operating,, such. wereon' t. I 
Ithink it is-m cotInefficient', and frai2~ly anf ai 

to hiLm -to attempt to get the-record evidence of thesra polntsb 

CAZMUI a7ENSCH: Maybe this isi a good tive -%o 

take a recess, and if you will assure counsel 1uhat ireisely 

you h'ave in uind ~ 

MR, T1ROST!EN:, I Will.* 

CEMNI JBWSCEI: I1 think the Attorney General 

has pointed out that the operating data aereally relevaht 

insofar as they-have been considered by him for his wark.

:Af he hasn't.. then it's not related to the zcopa
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5 rb72 1 of his work.  

2 MR. TROSTEN: Before we take our recess, let 

.3 me explain exactly what I have in mind.  

S4 I want Dr. Van Winkle to understand the point 

5 .am trying to make: wbat I am trying to get at .is 

6 the -- his evaluation of the 1974 and 1973 and 1975 

7 data in light of his understanding of the operating status 

8 of these other power plants. And 1 want to inquire as to the 

9 extent to which he considered the fact that these other 

10 plants were operating during those years.  

11 And that's the reason why I am acking this 

12 question.  

013 Now, during the recess I will be happy to see 

14 if we have the documentary data so the witness can refresh 

15 his recollection as to what the status is so we can discuss 

16 it, and then we can go on.  

17 CHAIIMMS 7ENSCH I think It would be. very helpful K If youx V~uIA do that., I think maybe we'd be willing to 

19 accept Your emet of what you have investigated and 

20 found. to be ta faets, subjeft to ateak;, "tt I think tben 

21 it Will Mve along a lot faster.  

22 Asg Staff counsel says,. to ask the.-.  

I I ( temsgan to recall e perhaps more than he is zadiLy- able 

4 to do on the stand. s 
SBut if you say they were operating., -I am su re
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we wiii accept your statement, subject to their check of it.  

And I think it would be very helpful to establish that, 

as the Attorney General sayn, and then tie it into his 

work.  

At this time we will synchronize -- I have about 

3:15; let us recess to reconvene in this room at 3:25.  

(Recess.)
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CIAIRMAN JENSCH: The witnesses have returncd 

to t e stand. Will you proceed, Licensec? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Sir.  

BY MR. TROSTPN : 

Dr. Van Winkle, is it correct that 1975 : t.e 

only year in which data were coa1e~e-d on theC Hudson River 

in which the Indian Point 2, Bowliae Unit z 1 Iand 2, an 

Rosteon Units 1 and 2 plants wr-e operatLg? 

A. (Witness Van Win'kIe) Tht - corrc ct.  

Would you agree, Dr. Van - " ° .  

ability to predict the effect off operating a c.c-; l o....  

.cooling system on the stri-ad~ bass populat-';on -,2.. k 

improved by your review of the 1 575 data? 

Yes.  

Are you planning to review tha. 

. I don't see any way to get out of it.  

(Laughter.) 

U Could you tell. me, pt.ezs, hyat c .. ...... t.  

make of these data? 

CHAIRMAN JEUSCIJ: Waitt a minute.  

Are these data in t-he record? 

MR. TROSTEN: No, sir. They W.tll ha sbMitt d 

as part of the January 1977 submisioln.  

CUAIMAJ Lr cacli: 01, 1 see.  

There isn.1 - aiijthi:g, t/%n ntiz e-oi '-
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he can review that would improve his ability to predict what 

your' re asking him about? 

MR. TROST (: There's nothing in this record. I 

was simply asking whether on the basis of what he knew about 

that data collection effort.  

CUAMI JENSCH: I didn't think it was on the 

record.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q. Did you understand my question? 

A. (Witness Van Winkle) Yes., 

C&AIRMAN JNUSCH: Are you suggesting that, in 

order to arrive at a determination in this proceeding, we 

have to get the 1977 report so he'll nave the ability to 

review and make the prediction you're asking him to predict? 

MR. TROSTEN: ko, sir, I'm not suggesting that 

at all. The reason I am asking him this question -- and 

I have some other questions I want to ask him " is I am 

trying to establish through the sorts of ctudies and the 

use that Dr. Van Winkle intends to make of them, which is 

referred to in the Final Environmental Statement, the on

going studies, just how the data will be used and thereby 

establish the value of tnese data. That's the basis.  

CUAIRJM Jk4SCU: -Proceed.  

MR. LEWIS: is " -'-.. .-;.nding question? 

MR. TFVBTzVi: Yes.
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BY 16t. TROSTM&; 

The question is: What use do you intend to, make 

of these data - what types of study, what tyes of use? 

Could you sumaari.ze that briefly for us, Dr. Van Winkle? 

CMAIRMAN JYMSCH: &ot having seen the. data, 

you're asking him'how he's ..yoing t.o u a it? 

MR. TROSTEN: I belivire he knosy5 what I mean. I 

think be can ansder the questi6n, sir.  

C"iAIRMAN JEISCH: I just wonder, if he hasn't 

seen the data, how does he hnaod how good it is for him to 

use? 

It seems to me the net result of the; presentation.  

is that we should make no determination here '/ntiZ we get 

the '7? data, You are saying Ao, you don't want to Jo tha.  

What happens to this whole heaxing. Y"3u sz.y 

the best data that they cotuld utilize wculd be thaZ '77 data, 

and you haven't presented it here.  

MR. TROSTW.: No, sir, It isn~t that. It"s. ju t 

that Dr. Van Winkle intends to use these data.  

-,One of the benefits that Dr. Geckler citeO

.. one of the benefits -- at the Final Bxnyiroonta Statement 

cites.-- of the Applicant's research program is the pre 

• sentatio of this da.ta, aAd there is a reference here, 

for example, to the ongoing analyses that are going .to take 

place.

1~

I
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And I would like to ask Dr. Van Winkle what 
use 

he intends to make of these data, because these tend to 

indicate the value of the data.  

C4AIRMAN JENSCH: All right. I don't hear any 

objection. Go ahead and tell what you might do with some

thing you haven *t yet seen.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 
7 

Do you have plans to use this data, Dr. Van 

Winkle? 9 

MR. LEWIS: Mr . Chairman, I object. I think that D 

what would be an appropriate question is, does he intend 
1 

to review them? 
2 

Is that what you're asking? 
3 

MR. TROSTEN: I've already asked him that. He's 
4 

already answered it. blow I want to know what use he intends 
5 

to make of them in the ongoing studies.  
6 

Dr. Van Winkle, I'm sure, can answer this questicn.  
7 

It isn't a very difficult question.  

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: I can certainly answer it 
9 

up to a point, and that on the basis of the testimony sub

itted at this hearing and the evidence that's buen 

brought out during the course of this hearing that I'm aware 

of new information in certain important areas.  

The first -itep in the use of that information 

would be just to become familiar with it and review it.
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bt 5 1 And to an extent subsequent steps in the analysis on any 

-2 of these issues -- whether it's the cropping factor, the 

S distribution f factor, contributions to the id-Atlantic -

4 would depend on the results of our review of that inforrea

SS tion.  

8 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

7 Is that the end of your answer? 

: 8 A. (Witness nodding head affirmatIvely.) 

9 . Do you plan, Dr. Van Winkle, to contrast these 

.10 1975 data with the data gatherad in prior years, particularly 

1973 and 1974? 

12 (Witness Van Wik.le) In this question you see

( to be focusing on the riverwide study by yea- and soa-ia! 

14 and temporal distribution.  

. 15 Yes, I am.:.  

A16 . Yes.  

* 27 What is the purpose 0 this ci; - pariso=? 

.0 I., say twofold, that at least tWeC Ihings corc* 

to.-mind immedately.  
*:20 We have a three-point curve -of decreasing pwe-r 

plant flow from 1973 through 1975, and associated with each 

( of those power plant flows we have -- we will. have a.data 

* set giving us the temporal-spatial distribution of the 

"4 various young-of-the-year life stages.  

WE will carry out an evaluation to estimate the i 25-
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potential jipact during each of those years.  

And the second part would be to try to resolve 

the question of how the power plant impact varies from year 

toyear, depending upon things like fresh wa'ter flow, 

location, the spawning distribution, both in time and even 

more so in space, questions of this type.  

Do you thi k by drawing the comparisons that you 

have just described that your ability to predict t.o effects 

of multiplant operation on the Hudson nivar ill ba i.'urovod*.  

1 Yes.  

. What practical use do you intend to m-ak!c ol the 

new informatA-<n Xh. you derive from thib? What use do y'ct" 

intend to make of this information, this new informr.tion? 

L I'm not clear what you mean by "new inZor matio" .  

Do you mean your new information or the results of our.  

analysis? 

g6 The results of your analysis.  

L 1 think that depends to a large extent on vazious 

legal proceedings. I man, ultimately the purpose of otr 

being contracted to keep on top of this, the new data 

being collected, and of us carrying out our own analyses 

is to be prepared for possible hearings, et cetera.  

Now, if the results of your analyses showed you 

some new informatio.. that you consider to be significant, 

you would bring this to the attention of the Nuclear
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Regulatory. Co.mmission, is that correct? 

A. Yes.  

Now, on page 7-3 of. the Final Environmental 

Statement, Staff's Exhibit GT-1, you refer 'O a numbr of 

ongoing analyses in the last paraqr.aph. T1here is -a fex

ence in several other pages to the ongoing analy'- i!.  

Do you see that, sir? 

A. Yes.  

Q • Ar. you a member of th lntlttcv Tas ?o.ce 

that the Staff counsel refered to in an e chnj. a t a 

prehearing conference that I referred to a r%: wa*- aaco? 

L. Yes, I am.  

. Could you tell uo, please, %wio a--, z. ,,.  

members of the Interagency Task Force? 

A. Would it be adcquac, if I juot .ni - J' th-e-a 

by name and affiliation? 

Nans and affiliation, yes.  

A. This is a fairiy lengthy list, L., sr .........  

people are quite active and others not so active.  

0. Do you have a document you 'di jczst ca-Z ta '_I.  

for the record? It would be helpful if we could hear it.  

S MR. LEkTIS: . Do you want speciic naiies or

agencies?

MR. TROSTEN: SpeBcific namez and agencies.  

WI*&JTSS VAw WItiKLE: The chairman of the Tachnical
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0 blt S. Committee is Harvey Noonanfeldt, EPA, Region II. Other 

( people on this Technical Committee from EPA are Joe 

3 Hornbeck, Barry Cohen, Thomas Bixler, Barbara Pastalov, 

4 Lee Warren, Pat Harvey, Richard Frye, Lee Tiebow, who's 

with the Zviromantal Protect.b-ni Agency, Sc:."_hwast 
5 
- Eavironmtal Research Laboratory, 

Department of Commerce, there are three people.  
. -v 7 

Mr. Crestin 

MR. TROSTEN: How do you spell that? 
9 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: C-r-e-s-t-i-n.  i 10 

11Mr. Ossiander, O--s-i-a-n-d-e-r, Dr. Hanks.  

from UM13-MA • _ 12 ..  

13 MR. TROSTE: NRC and ERDA? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: NRC and RDA.  
t4 

Dr. Phillips, whose with NRC, Envirc-w.enta! ~15 

Specialist Branch; Dr. Hayward Hamilton, whose with I-DA; 
16 

myself; Dr. Sid Christiansen, who's also from Oak Ridge.  
17 

Thee are four people from the Department of • ~18 ..  
Interior Dr. Al Ziper, Dr. Philip Goodyear, mr. Job Borman, 

19 
Mr. Bill Knapp.  

20 

There are two people from the CalifornLa Department 
21 

of Fish and Game: Mr. Charles Fullerton, Mr. Harold Chadwick.  
• .22 

There are two private consultants: Dr. Edward 

0 Carpenter and Mr. William Doble.  
24 i t 

m
m m tCIAIRMA 3 31ESCH: Is that the complete list?
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WITNESS VAN WINKLE: That's all.  

CHAIRMM JENSCH: What is this int-sagency Task 

Force? Does it have anything to do wit: the Hudson River? 

MR. TROST:"- Yes, sir. Acco-ding to -the Staff 

counsel, this Interagency Task Force is studying ths Hudson 

River fishery and has been receiving on an ongoing basis 

much of the data that is being submitted by Con Edison in 

this proceeding.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

WITNESS VAN WINKEL: If I might c.]Lrify the charga 

of this group, it's case preparation for upcoming hearings 

in litigation on the 316-B permit for Roctat-n, £F-owne, 

and Indian Point.  

BY R. TROSTE-]: 

Does this Task Force have re:: ibiiity with 

respect to the NRC's proceedings with regzrd to Indian 

Point 2? 

(Witness Van Winkle) -io.  

According to Staff counsel, Dr. Van W,-nkle, the 

Interagency Task Force has been rtceving on a pxalimina-y 

basis much of the data that are baing made available in 

connection with Con Edison' s Hudson River resea-:ch program.

Could you tell me the following things concerning the 

Interagency Task Force? 

What are the ongoing studies that the Task Force
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has in being at the present time? 

. I spoke to Mr. Fidell earlier about having stopped 

by NRC and copying some of the material, the list of on

going studies, but mine is not here.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: If you already have that, 

perhaps you could read it into the record instead of asking 

him to reoall mthing.  

Let's move it along here. If it doesn't have 

anything to do with NRC hearings -- it's 316 exemption pro

oeedings, as I understand the witness now.  

MR. 2ROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to read 

into. the record an excerpt from a draft of the Final Environ

mental Statement which we obtained from St -.ff counsel pur

suant to a discovery request.  

What I am reading from is a draft of material 

which eventually becam the material that becomes at the 

bottom of page 7-3 of the Final Environmental Statement, 

staff's UXhibit 01-1.  

if the Board will observe, that section states: 

•It is obvious from the comeirits of the 

sudson River rishemens ASsociation-0-- et cetIa.:.  

And it goes on there. It says: 

"The Staff's response addresses the following 

two topics: (1) the distinction between the benefit 

of additional data and the benefit of completing
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ongoing analyses; and (2) t.e respon-sibiliti7 of the 

Staff to base its decision on the comploZi and 

scientifically sound anys -- caxi b rade 

available within an acc _ptable time f-ame. nd 

without incurring unacceptable icrzeintZl d _w 

to the environsat." 

In the veksion whih appeared i- .thc dr Z t, t-re 

was ano-t. seattion whic/i was deleted in tha fina. ver io:x.  

The sction was entitled "A Listing of Q~o_ ... " by 

the Staff and Other Governmntal Agcix4z!" 

.In other words, he mh..-- . . .-... 1 Z: 

(2) that I just read to you, there was '*.ft " .. -. " 

which was deleted in the final v-rlon

I'll read into thc reccrd n e _s 1a C. rf 

04oiLug Analyses by the Staff.  

McAIWW JESCH: By th. Staff or F.'mJ...y 

group? 

" "... "MR. TROSTEN: By the Staff.  

• . ->. "The Staff is preparinh the fl.2-,--i± ra_.  

and pap&'=. (1) critique and se itiv.ti e.y 31 

of the compensation function used ia thra.L!NS Uudso,"

River striped bass models (OMM TaC' i_ & .,a orafl

dum); (2) sensitivity analysis of ti.L, tida!

averaged one-dimensional transpo't modal of the 

Mudson River striped bass population. (ORN . Technical

I
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Memorandum); (3) a generalized fish life cycle 

population model and computer program (ORNL 

Technical Meorandum). This model will be applied 

to the striped bass, white perch and tomcod popula

tS.iS In the Hudson River; (4) development of a 

stock-recruitment model for assessmant of power 

plant effects on fish populations (papers to be 

published k'a the proceedings of the Conference on 

Asseswmng the Effects of Power Plant-Induced Mor

taLity. on Fish Populations, May 1977, organized by 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory); (5) alternative 

mrthodologles for estimating the probability of 

surviving entrainment. In addition, work is pro

gressing n comparing the LMS and ORPL tidal-averaged 

one-dimensional transport models on the Hudson River 

striped bass population, with special consideration 

on how WMen'ation is handled in the two Models 

-and the problems of validation of transport models 

with field data.  

"Subsection b. By Other Agencies: (1) model

lag of alternative compensatory mechanisms. The 

Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, 

National Power Plant Team; (2) contribution of the 

LHudson River striped bass to the Atlantic Coast 

fishery, Lepartment of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife
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Services, National Power Plant Team -- " 

Is the National Power Plant Teaz the so-called 

Interagency Task ForCe? 

WITNESS VAN WINL : No.  

MR. TROS T: _ts a dLfferent group? 

WITNESS VAN WINKLE: The National Power Plant 

Team is in the Fish and Wildlife Service, Depart-ziant of the 

Interior, and Mr. Borman and Mr. Gocdyear are the two people 

whose names I mentioned that are on the Tiask c-rc.c that are 

from the National Power Plant Team.  

MR. TROSTEN Than you.  

S(3) a• critical review of compen -tio, in 

fish populations, Depart ent "af Cozzsnzrca, Na io.: 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administraticn, N-at-oonail 

Marine Fishery Servi=; (4) evaluati -p of pczl 

plant f factors, Environmetal. ProtelCi Agenc..  

and State University of Netz York.

BY MR. TROSTENM 

Dr. Van Winkle, .ara tbose all the stu2ies I.h can 

think of now that are underwaY noV7 bY th! Sta Cr other 

agencies that you have in mind, or that Dr. cGsl:i- has in 

mind, when you refer to ongoing ana!YCes in the dzaft version 

of the Statement and in the final vetrion of the Statement? 

A. (Witness Van Winkle) Yes.  

CHAIRMziq JEi4SCH: May I ask, while there's a

rL
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pause, what is the relevance of this? Can you tell us your 

point of view? 

HR. TROSTEN : Yes.  

CHAZIAN JEiSCM: As Z understand this proceed

ing, the Licensee had undertaken the burden to say they 

should get a 2-year extension of once-through cooling.  

MR. TROSTEM: Yes, sir.  

CMAURPW JENSC: Now, you have referred to the 

fact that the Staff has carried on some studies.  

MR. TROSTSN: Yes, Sir.  

CHAIRMAN JEhSCH: Is it your thought that those 

studies should 1Jso carry the burden; they've got to have 

S burden to present in this proceeding? 

Now, they may be studying many things that will 

constantly factor in and correlate or reevaluate different 

approaches tbey are making, but the real issue here for us 

in this pig is to se what you have presented now, 

now what you're going to bring in in the January 1977 report.  

It seems to M every time you rzefer to the 1977 

report you make what you are presenting here worse than 

ever, because you say it's going to be so good in 1977.  

We're not interested in the fact that Dr. Van Winkle is 

part of a group that's got a raft of studies going on, be

cause it doesn't help you carry your burden, as I see it.  

Jow, how do you feel about it?
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bltl5 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, as you know, the 

purpose of our application was to allow us -to have an 

additional year to provide an opportunity, for this agency 

4 to consider the information that we ha, gathered before 

an irretrievable commitment is made to a cooling tower and 

the environmental and economic impacts, which are massive, 6 

are incurred.  
7 

It is our position, and it has been our position 

all along, that the Nuclear Regulatory Commi3sion did not 

have adequate data upon which to make a reaeoned decision 

and that those data need to be oonsidered before such a 

Sdecision is made.  
12 

3 t is our position. That has been our position.  

it is.. our view that .these studies - we certainly beli!vc 

i. that these studies are not.being onducted for a u. ' 

purpose., They are being conducted for a rpose that, the 

- 1uclear Regulatory Commission. Staf.f and other federal" 

agencies considoir to be vm" important, a=. W- tt th-at tn'z.  

pose is t1at they believe -they presumably mut.belie, 

because they are cmwucting these studies -t hat there needs 
20 

to b more informati n gathered and more aeeds to be known 

before an irretrievable commitmen'. is made to this tYpe of 

a situation..  

0 And we think those are extremely relevant to the 
24 

.point of view.  

• ". .
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It' s unfortunate, I might add -- I would say 

that the Final Environmental Statement would have been a 

better document had this draft been included in the final 

version. But, be that as it may, we now have the information, 

and it is available to this Board.  

CHAI~II JENSCH: You concede, then, that you do 

not have a burden yet established, you haven't carried the 

burden fully to justify the 2-year extension, beqause you're 

referring to the Staff studies that are still going on or 

the interagency report that's related to a 316 exemption 

that you're seeking from EPA.  

lR. TROS : go,* sir.  

CHAnsW JBMSC: We're faced here with the net 

result of everything being pushed aside either for the 

studies that are going on for the interagency report or

the continuing studies that the Staff makes on several sub

fty've got the emergenay core cooling studies 

going on at tis t4., They have transient without scram 

studies. They have all kinds of studies, but that doesn't 

help you carry your burden in this proceeding, as I see it.  

MR. TROSTEM: Mr. Chairman, as you will recall, 

the purpose of this proceeding is not to decide the question 

of whether Weshould have once-through versus closed-cycle 

cooling.
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As we have always stated1 and as the e i:z e

of these .studies and the massive xpsiiture 

represented by these studies clearly ei4. , , .  

necessary to review our applic aU:.:n ; X:. _.%- en--: tA sub

mit is going to be a long orne. ,',-c ,+oz- ba c

siderable vmunt of effort that i 3xj t. : --- 0toLh 

devoted to this.  

Our position ha ' -r e:.* . .-

presented sufficient Lnfox=nc.- . to 'tL. , Z+c, tQ -

on a MIEPA cost-benefit baaa-cea thie ' "."M. -tcc ... "-+- I

year of once-through cooling to eabl I Ch:... : 

study to be considered, and that .46 d h-a

this is* 

CHARW JF-SCZ : Yac'xs m alryZ+ n:t .+[tt

make the presentation , but the problc-a 7. h ±z.c, ...  

through this list of Staff stud , , .- . -. ... 1...  

of the general.- program of th: Staz.  

oonstantly CArryizn5 on studies on mazn: ... .. . -

of safety but of enviroment, and tha e:it_4 01 t 

dcinrt prove that the ia anyth.^x gtWi L-.: J,.'." 

burden for you in this proceeding.  

.Perhaps it -dill bsh, in th:h- c.:;l, s- : tha 

proceeding, but I haven S een it yet. I 

understand the relevaac: of a lot of te

Will you proceed?
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blt8 I MR. SHEMIN: Mr. Chairman, Vru net clear on this.  

2 I'd like to know so I won't interrupt cross-examination.  

3 Are these Staff studies, or are these studies 

4 being performed by members of the Interagency Task Force 

5 to be used in the 316 hearings before EPA? I wasn't clear 

which they were.  

7 WITNESS VAN WINKLE: The ones being performued by 

the Staff, meaning by personnel at Oak Ridge, I 'd say, have 

an obvious dual purpose.  

10 One is as members of this EPA Interagency 

1 conittee; the other is in preparation for our co-mitment, 

12 ongoing commitm nts, with NRC relative to Indian Point.  

13 MR* SHEMIN: I'm just trying to recollect. Did 

14 the list include studies by other agencies besides NRC? 

is WITNESS VAN WINKLE: Yes, it did.  

16 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

17 Dr. Van Winkle, do you intend to apply: any of 

these studies to a review of the information that will be 18 

contained in the so-called January 1977 report? Do any 
19 

of these studies pertain to the information that will be 20 

submitted to the commission, as you understand it, in the 
21 

January 1977 report? 22 

A. (Witness Van Winkle) Certainly in part, yes, 23 

although mainly I can see the January 177 report just addig 
24 

additilonal analyses on top of those.
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Additional ana VSes? 

L That's right.  

. Thank you.  

CgAjRMA jSCa: While the:e 's a pcse, ce: X t 

for some minor differences that I dtect iE. : 

I would think you were readingi f:.- h . th-z 1973 

operating license proceeding, " - more 

time, more ti We'll have it age-J. !- the '77 report 

comes in.  

There will never be a time . a:; I -your.  

presentation, a time hen wje M cdy uill Iw e--rt1rin9 

about the H~udson River, so wC~ hare:t z2~& 

now vith the bst that we have .  

If you havy-en't present-d en czgb in this .pG .g 

to get a 2-year extension, you. cn c im u; l, - .:z

ask for another tryat it, but it's a!way-n chn . ta -z

will-of-the-wip to say, "All we n-ed, by C-or.: ".  

a few more yeArs..  

I think the Hadsc -ivc, Fz.a. ,.  

read something in the opsra-;;ng pz.i- h 

'76 the dockS wonld. be cleared and Y njtiig i bz rea-

Sto go. And now e c me in, and we 1~ave. coI9.iia t7at.  

* look's like it will never be resolveO.

MR. TROSTEN: -r. Chairman, Con B.izor, has 

always stated, and continues to stat'., th VA wh:n the Jnac.
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blt2O 1 1977 report is prepared and is submitted there will be 

2 available to the governent agencies involved a basis upon 

( 3 which a decision can be made.  

4 CHAIRMN JWISCH: -We should postpone this 

5 hearing, then? 

6. MR. TROSTEN: No, $Xi, we don't. feel we should 

7 postpone this one.  

8 if the Indian Point 2 operating license were 

9 worded different.v, then a different situation would be pre

10 sented, sir.' We lave a situation where we're operating 

11 under certain eomvtraints, and certain difficulties are pre

12 sented to Con Bdison with respect to this. That's the 

13 reason why we're faced with this very, very narrow situation 

14 heze.  

15 Me live in a world of uncertainty, as I said 

16 befor e Mr. Chairman and we never expect that all things 

17 will be anwered; but we feel that whan we have si ,mitt.d 

18 the Januazy 1977 rmport that will be the time .vbn a full 

19 evaluation of this data can be undertaken.  

" CHAIR W JENSCH: Proceed.  

1 BY MR. TBMR: 

Dr. Van Winkle, could you tell. me, with respect 

2 to the studies that are being undertaken by the Staff which 

24 I have listed for you, what you e8pXoct to accomplish with 

2 5 each of these studies?
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We can go down the list.  

MR. LEWIS: -Why don't you read one at a time? 

BY MR. TROSTENU 

Let's start with the first one: critiqA and 

sensitivity analysis of the compensatim-o fv -c .ic-i. r:-'. in 

the LMS Rudson River striped bass models.  

Would it be helpful frer you if e provided you a 

copy of this list so tiiat you could refx%-sh your recollection 

of it? 

L (Witness Van Winkle) Yes, it would.  

(Document handed to the witness.) 

L The hope was that the titles themselves werid 

sufficiently indicate both the nature a.d the vi'poee o

the work.  

In the case of tkat first, onv, yo- knv- ". one

sentence statement of what the purrose nl,4 Anten,: of th-at 

work is is in essence given by the ti-tls.  

0. take i',tethat what vul;n ~e e- to is 

to give furthex &tu4y -s tks' phenormenci. of ccirsatirim r 

it:.i" depiatqd in the variow$ -in the. L!% ' HCx& niveDr 

striped bass mo=dlS, is that dorrect? 

a. That is correct.  

CL Do you feel, then, that more stuey needs to be 

given of this analysis before you can determine whe.ther 

the Staff's present position on this should b changed?
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MR. L1WIS: Objection. The Staff's present 

pcsition on what? 

MR. TROSTEN: Excuse me. Dr. Van Winkle's 

Present. position.  

MR. LBMS: On what? 

MR. TR3 T On the use of oxapensation -- of 

the compensation function in the LIS'i'udson River striped 

bass modal.  

WnTESS VAN WIUM, 1 guess one of our purposes 

here is that we are not overly enthusiastic about the 

choice of the compensation function that ,MS-has used, and 

we have mde that knowmn We felt that perhaps a more ef

fectivo way to commnicato reservations was to carry 

out our own study, both criticizing the function by carry

ing out a snsitivity analysis of one of the models in 

which it was used and also criticizing the underlying foun

dations for that particular type of function.  

BY MR. TRD t: 

Zs this &tuft' simaply an effort to Justify a 

position that you haVe taken, or is it a study in. which 

you a&Z approaching it vith an open mind? 

MR. IVES: Objection. Argumentative.  

SMR. ?TE : .,t 1' rephrase the question.  

By MR. TROSVM e 

Do you think that upon the review of the results
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of thia study that your positionimight chan --- corn,&L.  

the use of the compensation f ucto.j, z -3 W4 -iud_,co 

River model? 

L (Witness Van Winkle) Thit pa~ticzar study has 

already been finished.  

It Uas? 

L. Yes.  

I.se.  

Is it available? 

L It's at tho printer's.  

I see. When will it be o? 

CEAfPS4 JENSCa: Jaauary 7 77 

(Laughter.) 

MR. TROST: All right. Let' z c (.*.  

next one., 

BY MR. TROSTZI.  

Senitivity analycsis OS tt.& LHS 1-L-~ .  

one-dimensional transport moCel of the 'Eu..c- - P:iL: 

bass Viopulition.  

Could you teUll me what ob eciv'-.-- is t.iS 

finished? Is this one finichud? 

AL (Witness Van Winkle) No.

M. Okay.  

Whan do you expect t) fi;isi t,±: on? 

A. It depends on when yot-r Jnur y :977 report arriv-s.
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In othor words, you intend to take the information

in the-

a. It's more that other tasks are undoubtedly going 

to compete with this one.  

0. Oh, I see. 1'.m sorry.  

Could you tell me what the objective is of the 

sensitivity analysis? I can't tell by looking at it just 

what you intend to accomplish by it.  

. The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to 

select the five, six important parameters or inputs to the 

model and systematically to go trough a series of model 

r'ns to evaluate th effect that variations of these input 

parters has on the model output, the percent redution 

values., 

0. Do you think as a result of performing this 

sensitivity analysis that your ability to predict the impact 

of once-Mloh cooling systems on the Eudo River will 

be signicantly increased? 

L The answer to that question requires a definition 

of asgnificant.w Let's just leave it that certainly we 

will have a better grasp of how this model -- what this 

model has to attributep some of its uncertainties, et 

•cetera, what contribution it has to make in trying to 

arrive at an estimate or range of estimates of what the 

impact may be.

------ ----
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Q The third one is a generalized fish life cycle 

population rachel and computer program.  

Now, what is the purpose of this ganeralized fish 

life cycle population model and computer pregram? 

3. This is taking off from what we call the Opam 

striped bass life cycle model as a startiug ,oinzt, and it's 

been generalized in the sense that we would !- i ale to 

easily plug in the life cycle parameters for 10it'ex fish 

species.  

In particular, we intand to 1ook1 at bothL wh.'ite 

perch. and tomcod populations in tha sudson..  

It has been modified and expande in the sene 

that we have added a detailed young-of-ldie-,vea- subroutin., 

which' instead of treating the young-of-the-yar as just 

a single box that goas from egge to yI arlint:. It ha. the 

.six life stages that we have ir ox= yo ng.o-tho-oar 1cxaP

port model ; and we have incorporated praovi i.c._ for co.-.  

pensatory funatigis for each of these yungof-the-year: life 

stages. and we pla to examine, you: knoir, Ler each of these 

three populatios, bat undoubtedly f cr thF, striped ba s s in 

particular., the implications of tia.ec~ f bew-en fishing 

compensation, which is what we rely on &t present as our 

surrogate for all cvmpensation miechaniss-s, W balanIce that 

or compare that with the other altsrnative of incorporating 

compensatory functions in the young-of-the-year life stages.
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And when do you think this one will be finished? 

L I think in this case, you know, we will get as 

much done as we can get done, and undoubtedly we won't get 

everything, like we might not get all three fish populations 

treated, before we have to go to EPA hearings or some other 

hearings.  

This is a long chain of subprojects here that 

wb have in front of us, and we'll get as .many done as we.  

can, doing those first that we feel are most important.  

B Do you expect to finish them in calendar year 

1977, for example? Is that what you anticipate? 

L .think there's a potential here for model de

velopment and application that extends well beyond that.  

=' sorry, but 1 don't. recal whiat your anmrMr 

was to mi question about the sensitivity at.%lysis. Did 

you say when you thought you mighnt finish the sensitivitty 

-aisL ysin of the LKS tda-averaq4d one-dimensional txanzport 

L Te fmrte 'away the deadline for the report 'L, 

the harder it is to project with any reliability wh-n it may 

be finished.  

06 That's a, pcobleu with reports. I knot; that.  

L Yes. It certainly is not goi . to be within 

the next three months.  

S"now, turning to the development of thu
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stock-recruitment nmdel for- assessmant of pawer'?,Iant 

effects on fish populations, bere you refer to a paper, I 

guess., that you intend to hava ready for the ray 1977 Oak 

Ridge conference, is that right? 

L Thats correct.  

Finally, I guess you hrave alternative methodolo

.gies for estimating the probiliy of s.rviving entfr-inment.  

Now, would you please describe that? I ca.t tz11 what 

that in.  

A That is basically a pper , tnc..cyzi.  

treatment, of -- well, startne with a rc!atively co;nllc~ ed 

expression for .the probability of sv .vii.-U en trrana 

which includes consideratioa of t~invs 1 h a diff*=rc.ji 

net mortality and a number of o"the factors* that. " n 

actuality we, meaning IMYU and 6te op ao;h LC.

plants, just tnd to mak-e ass ptios a t.  

in othbr words aany tiizz v. a 'n t!.t. ;z I; 

morta.ity in intak" is the sa aB "A is Ur 'h q 

and the approacb is. stoning wit.. V.-- o '.,. - tw'-ci, 

is to assess poteatia!sfox. (f ro- im m;; n.  

-if you do make assumptions that csrto .X? ig you ca-f't 

eadily measmxe ameIR fact aqwAl or -Ya r~ ~ aet k~o= 

nd- yo make amaiWl' about °st° vlIZe3, U h 

Sin yow f inal atti"mt3 of the pr.!,sbklty 

of Giciivaa uom eatr-airw-O1i.
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OL Do you think that the information which has 

been offered in evidence earlier in this hearing about the 

likelihood of differential net mortality at the intakss and 

at the dischargps is a significant new insight into the 

subject of entr ent mortality? 

& I thonk the results -- the fact that there was 

net mortality and the fact that net mortality undoubtedly 

.increased vith inreasing velocity, I think, 

is smtbing that intuitively all of us felt was probably 

the case.  

What the in? study has provided us with is 

some preliminary estimates of the magnitude o* this..  

dependence of mortality upon the velocity.  

i f acre time were available for a study of this 

phen and adequate testing were able to be performed, 

is it possib e that the prior estimates of entraizment 

rtity mght be vy substantially reduced? 

L %%at ponsibility Cartainly exists, yes.  

CHWSW JUWSCK Are you able to express any 

probability estimt about it at the present time? 

WIMSS VAN VW0LE: All I can point to is the 

Sam thi Lgs that the rest of us. here have already seen, 

and that is that me value in the table we looked at this 

Morning, ubLd is 0.73, and with adjustment based am. the 

prelimiaM W &ata I believe that it went to 0.38.
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We sea also preliminary estimates from these 

larval table studias that have bsan done in Roseton and 

Dowlizze. This is what I call suggest ive evideaca thai is 

certainly relevant and has a potentia! of altering our 

previous estimates of the mortality upon passaa th-rough 

the plant.  

CHAIPAAN JSCH: TIUa you.  

BY MR. TROSTMI: 

Dr. Van Winkle, of course, the whole point in 

a1. pf these analyses is to detezzine homy m=ny of these 

young life stage fish are killed by passagi through the 

plant. If they're not killed when they go tihugh the

pan, that f naetlly alters the espia ,W of impact.* 

Izn't that right? 

L. -(itness Van Winklei) That is corrsct. -It 

depends on the Aegree to which -your estimates, of ths r~~i' 

factor are altered.  

"es, of course.  

A. An we'=e aflaar, it's ofts- -parenete=S, bo 

in the nodels and in realityr, wbich go . tc hav3 z 

.very direct effect on. the i .act. of the pmar plants.  

'tank you ..  - . *, . ..  

Mow, turning -to xubc~teSory b_., I rer YOU 

aodeLng of alternative O=PeWsatory mech aisms. Arerp .u 

familiar with that modaling offort. that's going on?,.
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L Not other than by title.  

R. LEWIS: Which agency is that? 

IR. !:.TE5: It's Department of .the Interior.  

MR. LEWIS% Mr. Trosten, do you intend to go 

through the rest of the list with respect to the other 

ag ncies as well?.  

MR. TROTE: Yes.  

N. LEWIS: Because obviously the Staff efforts 

fDt.. Van Win .le was in a .osition to characterizz- to you at 

some ag~h. I'm just try±rg to get an idea as to whether

.you're tiring tAb . tiish now the degv.3e of his k)cvsdg 

of the studies of the otbter agencies.  

MR. TROSTs I will simply ask Dr. Van Winkle 

this question.  

By MR. TROSMH: 

Are you familiar from your participation as a 

er the Inteagency Task Fore in general terms with 

what the natume of the"e efforts are by the other aganoie.  

that are described in sub ory b. in this docuv- that 

yorCounsel "aa provided? 

L -(Witns Van Winkle) In the case of the first 

three, .I don' know anything moze than. the title. I have 

not seen any draftm or prelminary statemnt,. and X don't 

know what 6.ad2Une have been set there.  

S , All right.
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MR. SE=ZN: Mr. Chair-man, I can. r.-a thc 

retevance of any of thi0 fran~.W, to th q!tio a to 

whether Con Edison has at this polrt es aUsha h .at it 

has eanogh of a differmnt casa twr it hal tha yoa_?s agro 

to permit an eztension. I do't sse Wat ralav:a at all 

even the Staff's 're r"s has tL that qst

They t rS going ~tG pr sS C-~~A

that-they can at. any heezi~ng tbat ce up, i~ ra -a turz, 

and they're not asking for an extenir:., n vo that t-'- .

..complote .those reports.  

The studies that we"re tal.n.* &!;i have 

basicaUy &U. beem copltid ir. o J atz g 

I -BiL1 am ot cUlear, despite Kr. Trostani" o uli<. ste

ft.iwhat ex&qtl.jq ralva&t abzW hc

an iswsd that question.  

- , I'l 1 state aghid that v hnit .t. ripo . ±zt- , 

0atzL tha~t ..Or6 issbtni ~ i~~ ih ga rci 

to the- truft effects 'f opce thb:oUsIL on~-t yte 

audsu River ecosystem and that there is undezray a very,

What abouit catagory (4? 

L In the case of (4), 1 have s~ a craft. I 

don't know what the final deadli. AS CM tih at repot.  

What is the pn_ pcop of ths catecnor- (4) 

evaluation?
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significant effort on the part of the Oak- Ridge National 

Laboratory, the Nuclear Ragulatory Comission, and associ

ated agencies to attempt to ascertain what the true effect 

is of the operation of anoe-through cooling systemas on the 

river based upon actual operating data of the type that 

Con Edison has been gathering to submit to tho agencies so 

that this type of decision could be made.  

And I submit that the purpose of my inquiring 

about this is to demonstrate -- is to get on the record what 

the nature of this effort is and what tkie level of un

cartainty is so that this Board will havi before it the 

true value of the ongoing research so that you can bala.nce 

this value in the EPA cost-benefit evaluation.  

I will also say that, according to the Staff, 

one of the benefits of the so-,alled first yea. of the pro

posed extension is that it will alloy the Staff and other 

government agencies and interested parties to finish on

going studies and to provide a more omplete and sound 

scientific basis for a reasoned decision thbu wa, avaiable 

at the end of 1974, and I'm quoting frcm the nart to the 

aist paragraph on page 3-8.  

I can cross-examine with reegard to tbi to see 

what they had in mind, to seewhat sort of a benefit they 

had in mphd.  

That's what the purposO is. I have to get this

'I 

II 

ii 

.1 

IT 
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ji 
ii 
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on the record so that this Board will have tis izzcrmatio-n.  

MR. SEMEM: My objection 4-3 tha". r. .Iaactr-i

zation has nothing to do with what in fa-t r are 

for. The year has in fact c,=urred. They are i- taCt 

going to be completing thess studies.  

I do not think they can L- -. eri.e 

as indicative of a belieff that the preL n-: c L3:> < oJ the 

Staff could not stand on its o' in t C' a 

Znvirnkntal Statement which expresc.s an -4.: zV! 

opinion n the part of the Staff.  

MR. T OSTE: mr.. Chairr. I -i tihat 

Hr. Shemin says - it doesn't hold to,, at. it 

doesn't make any sanse.  

the: effort. We're taLki-g about -a raviev Iric

One of the fundamenta! issues i tis -i 

is what is the period of tiza that is necaarjy fcr reviev.  

. iit that what we have already heard on t!7,a ric.rd in 

lhas proceeding is that the Staff has not alIowad z

adequate -timO for this review period to go fort. zx; cnd w

need to get this evidence on the ecd. It's v-y i-, rtat 

to'::d our caase.  

MR. SEMI-: I'-1 withdr,'r tii objecion if he 

really wants this informationo I waa just trying to 

eliminate the time problem.
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CJNSCH: The problem that 1 have, I 

think the relevance is not clear yet. Perhaps it will be 

tied in later.  

But the presence of ongoing studies, if that 

were the then and the guide for a determination here, if 

you applied that theory to the emergency cora cooling 

system analysis, where studies are going on -- they're 

carrying on big experiments out in Idaho-- A the studies 

were going to hold up everything, you wouldn't have any 

reactors operating in the country because the studies are 

going on. So the presence of studies shouldn't retard the 

present status, which is that you have some evidence here 

vhid short not what might be developed in some studies, 

but what shows now that you should get an extra year. after 

1980.° 

I think that's whre our real inquiry is in 

the aplication. you have filed. So while you say, NSavi 

you head Mou that cram over there? They're really going 

Ait it mow, 1J has came up with some fancy models, I

beLieve, and f factors, and they're. running a couiple of 

-studies * is there any worth to it at all," that doesult 

man we've got to stop because they've conjured up sc= 

cojPplexity hoe that no on une Sta .  

Perhaps we von't see any value to it at all.  

That doesn't mean we're going to stop the wheels. Who knows, 

• I
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At 34 ] Dr. Lawler may cds u with another effects factor or soa 

other combina=to of eht alphabet to QOM;d th* situation.  

( -'1 have to study at a b it.  

so you OWe, the pr.... of estuy toind * ate 

your rights, as I say¥. if that theory wei-e wor tIaJ-.e there 

6 wouldn t be any emergeny COri cooxiru O~azating bacaasa.  

they!"e still studying thoseo But xCnt.hamg ~ 

the status of anything.by th pr- o".t~ies, so the 

:f prevence of studies shouldn't 47 .,: tZ sttu. o- thax 

10 situation here.  10 MR. TROSTEM:. Mr.'C. M_--, .S 'tl> ~ ..i 

a lundamstal differeaebatkaaen thfi twobstai~ ~~hc 
12 

y¢.: .-.efer and also a similarity.  

The fundamentalI simi"Larity ax thez wz: a~c. i14 -. " " 

a "tuati an whom the quostion is, is thzra an . .  
15 

data -base upo vhich to allo *rxetin a i Cs --7..  

00-txi actions.  17 

That is a fun £ta2. qua,-ir w~=evLL 'Jot x 

19 ds4Ung vith a regulatory Wsty Mattsr, an-Si it~ a ftia

u nta quastion when ycolxe E~ali~g with ~s tci~ 
20 

cc ga Zinor ham Maintza.insd fro* th- 0. t 
.aiint~ins now that thee is no adueto det bae on whi 

' ~~22" '." 

the" Nuclear "glatOry Camx-sion is re.ort zg to rej2i- r ! 

a assve. rratrivab!.e eO~mitmnt of zreource.  
24 .. . ...,.  

CHUAIMAp 3ESCj : But you're trying to ayFea 
S25"
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,lt35 the Indian Point 2 decision, and that OpPOrtMity1 is by.  

So the question now is what data you have to work tmder 

3 the technical specifications to give you some additional 4 

5 We're not going to go back and say, "Say, let's 

6 go back to the 1973 hearings and 3'l show you how Lawler's 

f factors vere such lulus then and they're dandy now.  7 

8 You keep saying the data base for '73 was so 

9 inadquate. Ne can't Onaorn ourselves about that. You 

could have appealed it.  
, 10 

IlL THO&TM a r. Chaivman, we havo submitted 

seveateen exhiits filled with data, and the respone is a 
4 I12 

thin oommt. And theme are the data that are offered 13 

14 on the part of any other party in this proaseding.  

iCUUMN MoSs I understood fro lu 

6 Envirometal Statement that they felt that these exhibits 

you put'in the other day, which I think they have indicated 
., 17 

hays been available to the for zevie for many years, that

was just a szna jobw that 3you brought in yesterday after
19 

noon, ftoa U-2 t.hmap OT-17 and perhapis prior to-that.  
20 

2 So it tn't ,elpth caue to fill up the boxes to ship 

back.  

You brought tham up, spread them out, and 
23 

everybody will' take a pat of them back.  
24 

( 31. TaossWT mJr. Chairman., I sincerely hope
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vhat no one is suggesting that the e tLn hio fa 

offered by the Applic~t in this rc.-s CI.- j.f .F r., j~ 

C"AIRM JENSCI: I FE, S h5 ..  

reviewed it and hasant giver, it ths. ca; , -ht y.a-u 

think t:,ey should have.  

MR, TRISTEN In a 1ittla t- th- et. t to 

the"way the Staff reviewed this, Y=. C.  

MR.,.13KIS8 Can I ~ inI~o t!-22-0 

befoe ged ts on %with the way thq Stz, 7:7v S a it? 

CM&IMM JENISal~ Pooac.  

MR. LETUS-: ty probe" _U ~ ~ L.~ x:~~

-many ongoing utuid.14, 

I would cject, to zn- ..  

f£1O'Yv therefrcx that the fzlt that ycU h:.-- a 2.:. n c '4 

x -n r~, vehatev. thle nx rb-- of a-'c :-,. .. ": 

of itself raises a justic-icatiay. for 

I think t• .the 

-kiid ... atter -sort of .... out 

,=for Ixnd~an Point 2 -for W-=7-0 in- 2 ~ '~~i 

...talks about the right qf thf. Oa~iu tthor ,;c 

basi of'eapfrical date and rccru t .aa 4xezi - oi.  

oi& t kihat te filig of such end .  

itself, ghal noa ia rnt man ;I_ Cni n o I- i 

. . °, .
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operati4on period.  

I think this reflects an attitude that we re 

going to be seeing in the ongoing studies in connection 

with applications for extensions of tim. i believe the 

view of the Comisaion which is expressed there is that 

we should not allow the mre pendency of all these many 

applications and many docments to in and of themselves 

justify extensions.  

I'# really concerned about the inference that 

might aarie from marely putting in the record such a list.  

CHUINMAN JENSCs Perhaps the relevanca will 

sho up later, and the purpose of the Board is to reserve 

judgmnt.  

You may proceed, 

UK. TRSOTZN: Thank you, sir.  

BY, MR. TRO82SH 

Dr. Van Winkle, .referring to the variotus stuZCiez 

wvicoh are ogoing listed in this'documert ve'va been te.3J;

ing about, do you, believe that all of these studiea-% s)ould 

be owealetmd before a decision is made whetuer Olosd-,:y-n3.  

cooling should be =quired for the Indian Point 2 plant? 

CTA NM JBSCH: xcus me. may I interrupt? 

.... hat he language in the Indian. Point 3 

decision by the C.massaion? Didn 't it say somethiig about 

lets have it settled once and for all; it's going to. be'-

822
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cioed-CY6Ce too 9ing until the Applicant esabilihes a 

basis for a different approach to it? 

So to ask tWe ntiomn Whe Lho cosgiss&on 

Will do about a change, I think you' xe usr.ging the. judgmt 

-thet the COmigion Wiii have to rA c t mater '.  
• MlL ?1TRXS:ZN: Mo,, . i3sr.o i o1 gi 

'Let at say., first of all,, this. I don't'again 

want to Camfe ar. Van winkie. z' him his 

opinion as a scientist. He is responsble; h is i 8:u harge 

of' the Oak Ridge National Laboratoryr I effo_t to evalrete 

the effects of once-through cooling on the eeoyst-i.t.  

ViaM not askiag "m~ f-or his jwdgeit O.~iMi 

policy determinations regu~ire tha~t ciarta 4za things bq dcuo6 

one WAY oC the othoe Via ily askiag WhM for -tS vie'WS 

as a ftientist. m not asking Mr, to tt- -.to J -t P:,:Z 

ihat the commission eant in the ludian Poin t da dcizi 0 ..  

Z might add, air,, that theie are many proviciazas 

in the Xnd4 an Point 3. 44C~sSibz by the Coraiou-;- and 3In 

other 06rtinent decisions that mat _ It absOi!teiy clea..' 4alz 

Con Baisa is to have an opporun~y, an ~ Oppotunty 

to .present this prograo an. that therse Will 1z a. op-t, '-:Lty 

fo tji research program to be consi~areO. aad T aubuit.  

that that opporn ity IS before irrtrievabl a comat ents of 

Millions of doLlarr5 av. made to constzuct a CO¢iin tower 

at IndAn point.
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But, inL any event, my question is not directed 

tovard the policis or the legal issues. I'm asking Dr.  

Van Winkle a quesAon in which Z ask him his opinion as 

a xdc;6tist.
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QAIRAAN JENSCH: But, yo s ees i Dr. Ler coesj 

up with any more PES factors, and they've qot twos, tudiies 

running to see whether there was any worth -a chem he'Cl 

back with this great ineqenuity that he has to coo' up soe I 
more, and we'll have more studies going to see i, the-e's anly 

value to any of them. As lon7 as he can kee 1--' thz p

in, and keep studies going, it would stop th- ;heel-z. I don't 

think that's the proper regulatory ajpro&ch.  

MR. TROSTER: But, 'Ir. Chai.-Man., if you will, sir, 

we're not embarked in'a process here where-7 wh .t .- re just 

trying to do is decide how fast wt. cn .i t ... I-(l 

That's not .what we're here to do. Ie'V e e'd cn c ..-,n-! 
ihereby we're trying to get on the record he qus Ocn t-Q "'va-

ther there should be more time aliqwed. 1 

CHAIR N JENSCII: But, ydu sei, tat's ..; 

saying. Some of these stuie: arc ina e- ee -, .  

culties that Dr. Lawler has brought up; -. "ae fl f "A 

to run-'the study to see whether there's a vth:ri. to i-. .  

'yet, there's no basis .fXor m-wkiag any chaage. irn what a bex.  

bli.ed by the Comisston. For tn0 to say that w.'ve S":, to 

wait for Dr. Lawler to exhaust himself, ad -.: -e go.;: t0 2:r 

some more studies, I think w"are never goinq to. 'ach th n 
-.a Ire n -e o l t ,- .. 0 t 

of the trail.  

MR. tROSTEco". Chaimn, these. ir; 

been read into t he record are not btu.d ies th-at ar-e* beinqi
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I performed by any one other, than the Oak Ridge National Labora
(2 tory and Federal agencies, and consultants of Federal aqencies.  

3 All I'm asking for is Dr. Van Winkle's opinion as a professio.  
S4, nal and as a scientist on this very important question, 

SMR. LEfIS: .Ir. Chairman, you do ask earlier from 
6 the Indian Point 3 decision.. I think it is appropriate.. i 
7 have it here in front Of me, and I think it's appropriate to 

8 read what I think it is you're looking for.  
9 I'm reading a paragraph from paqe 839 in the RAI, 

10 the yellow book which I have in front of me. "Hfaving found 
11 the regulatory staff's analysis of the matter adequate for bothi 
12 Units 2 and 3, resolution of the present dispute follows, witjj.  

13 the stipulation of the parties and the Commission', rules of 
14 practice. No further Commission consideration of the once
15 through versus closed-cycle question is necessary for either 
16 unit. However, Pursuant to the stipulation, the Licensee can 
17 seek to reopen the matter, based upon empirical data-collected 

d during the interim period of once-through operation. Should thd 
.19 Licensee seek to reopen,.it would do that by an application for 

20 a.. license amendment. The Present Intervenors and. other .interest 
21 peroons could participate in that proceeding, and the Licensee 
2 Would have the burden of Justifying the proposed amendment by a 

( . preponderance of the evi ence.* 

24 And then, there are other matters in that sentence.  
2 But I think that that is the language you Perhaps were searchinqr
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• for.  

( 2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What I was searchinq for, it says 

3. *the evidence co1lect'd- -- past teise, collected. And throm h

(4 out this whole recital, 100ou're referring to sonlething- that. they
hope may come out of some Std. B1;wa is the status of 

6 this record today? You're looking at hor.zonls all. the "tine.  

S7 and there's nothing collected, 

8 ZR. TROSTIN. Mr. Chairman, X sutmit that we will, of.  
course, all be writing ourbriefs about what the Indian Pnt 

9 
Commission decision, and other relevant decisions mrabnt. 'I 

10 
will simply state now that the language of the ind: an Poirnt .*3 

11 decision, and the language of the Indian Point 2 oer.eting " 

2 license, or the language of the relevant Appeal Board decisio.  

make it absolutely clear that Con Edison .is to be afforded an 
14' opportunity to present the results of itt.( research program." 
i5 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I wouldn"t rely upo! the Appaa.  
16 

Board decision for Indian Point 3 for guidalce as to iha- we'rci 
17 going to do here. I think you state that th, Co--is.iondeter 

minatioa -- I think that':s kind of in rev1eo.a of the Anp:el 
1" Board .situatin. They have substaiitially altered the situatio 

2or 
as the Appeal Board viewed it..  

MR. TROSTEN: Be that as it may: Mr. Chairmah, 
2 .  

would simply submit I want wto go on and continue to ask these 

-questions of Dr. Van Winkle corcerninc his opinion on these 
24 matters, because I think it's vitally important to our case.  

25 
.HA IRI*ANJNSCH. I just think you don t' understand
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1 You're trying to make a problem out of what the Commission, 
( 2 or even the staff view is. Can you guess what i"ght happen if 

3 some of these studies get done, whatever that shows? ( 4 MR.- TROSTEN: Well, r. Chairman, could he answer my 

5 question, please? 

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I thought that was your question.  
7 MR. TROSTEN: No, no. My question was simply thisr 

8 Sir.  

9 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

10 Do you believe, Dr. Van Winkle, as a professional ani 

as a scientistpthat all of the studies that I have listed con
12 taed in the draft staff document should ba completed befo:o 

( 13 a decision is made Whether led-cycle cooling should be re

14 quired for the Indian Point 2 plant? 

15 (Pause.) 

16 X (Witness Van Winkle). I am a scientist, but 11m a 

17 scientist operating in a system where there are deadlines for 

people Who need to make decisions. Some of these are more itPa: 

19 tant than others, and we continually try to conentrate on thos, 
that are the most important. And undoubtedly, all the worL ta_ 

is here, Iom oe, will not. be done in time.  21 

n2 All I Can really say is, some of it clearly will bs.  
(3 Andwe will endeavor to make the most of what we feel is the 

2 most significant. But we. have precious little control over, 
you know, when the hearing dates and decision, dates are
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established.  

96 Now, are you sayirigr basically, tha there ar.  

certain constraints that are being propo3sr by policy considar; 

tions that you're not competent to deal witli, &.d affect your 

answer in terms of the amoun4 .oj.time that's nec-ssary? 

M!R. LEWIS: I thinz tihat's 6 ver ba,- misstatcme.n 

of the position.  

MR. TROSTEN: i withdraw the quastiona, 

BY MR. TROSBE1J:"• 

.Ncw, Dr. Van Winkle, do you fei that ay o .e the 

studies that I've listed; any one of m -- oz a S27 say: 1ora 

than one of them, but not all -- should be c ricai b,- -re a 
decision is made whether closed-c cl cooli& should b uire 

at the Indian Point 2 plaat? Can you identiC- t one, o y!ay! 

more than one? 

(Pause.)' 

I don't really have. a good .anzwa- for that.  

Does that mean yoUa just don'Ot know? Ts t1at a fair 

summary of--

A. 1think so.  

CPause.) 

M. TROSTEN: May we have a fve--.i.Inute recess? 

"dHARMAN JENSCU: Do you thi-& you're going to 

finish with the staff toaight? 

MX. TROSTENZ I don't think so, Mr. Chairman. Id.
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* , 
like to move on as fast as I could. It's going to take a litt.e 

2 ( while.  

3 . CHAIRMAN J ESCH: How much? Does Mr. Sack. have• 

(- 4 sam? 

5 .MR. SACK: I think IOM between an hour, an. hour and 
6 

a half.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is the feeling? 
8 .KR. SACKs Xm going to ask questions on the envi

9/ 

ronmental impact analysis in the final environmental statement 
10 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Related to what particular phase? 

1- MR. SACK: The impact-on the cooling system, basica ly 

12 figure 3-1, which I hoe to clarify. But.it's my understanding 

13 that the 'impact analysis, which the staff contends is the 

14 final basis for the determination. of once-through cooling, is 

15 summarized through this figure 3-1. My questions relate to 

16 that.  

17 R. 4IG s: EXcuse me.  

1D Dy think we should also go through that for the 

19 Appliants', or the Licensee's, analysis?' The Licensee has 

20 presented numbers of things which he says he thinks justify the 

21 delay. And an I look at it, we've not tested that information; 

22 we'Ve not tested that analysis. Do you propose to test this 

23 mnenow? 

0 4 MR. SACK: We propose to test this one baecause the 

A staff is taking the position that this is the last word that
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needs to be said before reauiring construction of the coolag 

2 tower. I think we are taking a Somewhat lesser position, as to 

.3 our data. We are not saying our data is th-3 !Lst wiord. We 

( 4 are saying our data is the last vword. We are saying our data 
5 to date is sufficient to justify an extension to pllo4. tiV t 

6 examine the next set of data. The staff is taking the position 

7 that they don't need to know any more.  

8 So, in view of that position, I thip3t it's a crucia 

9 point of our case to analyze that position, and see wh..at 

10 changes might or cuold be mAde to that position, end what ass p

11 tions were made here, and what data might s~pPI.ment in the I 

12 future.  

( 13 MR. LEWIS: -Mr. Chairman, 3I den't think it's "hs 

14 staff's position, either, that the last wcrd has been .ulrtitt 

15 witth respect to requiring, with xespect to altering the conOdi 

16 tion that required, the construction of the close--cycle :cool

17 ing system; that we don't need to know any wore. I really firn 

it .very offensive to hear our position, contInually 4harzc.'Zriz 

* 19 in these terpn. I. mean, it is so far from our position.

20 MR. SACK; Well, maybe Mr. GeckIer should cLarify 

21 it again. But as I understood the com.inatioa of tha t.o staff 

22 witnesses, they said that the environmental impact~ofthg exten 

.. sion, even when it was a two-year extension, was insignificant, 

24 and Would have an acceptable impact. But then they said that, 

2 5 even though this is insignificant,, it was serious enough that
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I it should not be allowed, because they didn't need to know any 

2 more.  

3 Now, if tdiat's not the position, pa-haps Mr. Geckle.  

4 should clarify it.  

5 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What 'id Mr.Gecker say they did 

6 not need to know any more? 

7 MR. SACK: Basically, the quantum jump thaory. Mr.  

8 Geckler's statement ; where is that? 

9 (Pause.) 

-10 "dditional data are not expected to change the Sta f 

position"-- I'm quoting from page 4-1 of the FES, the very .as" 

12 two sentences. *Additional data are not expected to change 

13 the staff position." 

14 MR. BRIGGS: Is that what you're going to "-stha 

ditional data, rather than test the staff analysis? is 

16 MR. SACK: There was another quoted hare, relateid.  

17 This is page 7-12. "It. is the staff's opinion that the prob&

18 bility of showing that a closed cooling system be required i 

19 so low that there is little risk that the e:penditure of f idris 

for construction of the tower would be unnecessary.* 20 

21 Now, in view of these conclusions, we need-to look 

at the staff position, which it's my understanding-- and I 

expect Dr. Van Winkle to confirm it - that the position on 
23 

impact is reflected in figure 3-1. So I'm going to enalyze th.  
24 

figure, and look at what possibilities there are of changing
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I that impact analysis. The staff has said there is no way they 

2 can change that analysis.  

3 MR. BRIGGS: I'm not sure that's quite right.  
4 MR. SACK: It says, "Additional data are not expa-j 

5 ted to change the staff position." 

6 CAMRMAN JENSCH: Additional data of the kind you'vA 

7 already submitted probably wouldn't change it. i think, theygve 

8 analyzed what you've submitted; that's all they have done.  

9 MR. SACK: Mr. Chairman, you're adding word3 to whati 

10 is written in the document. It doesn't say additional data .

11 one type or another, It says, additional data.  

12 CIRMA; JENSCH: Well, I realize it s bee, a revi1 

( 13 of your submittal. It must be of the same kind.  

'14 MR. SACK; Wei, in view of the insignificance o t 

15 environmental impact, which they have stated sevcral tiz. _ 

16 Dr. Van Winkle has anfizmed, there must be st reazon for noc1 

17 allowing the extension.  

8 MR. BRIGGS.: Well, then, I guess the question you'r 

19 going to ask are, what data will change the curves that they 

20 get; not how would they get the curves, or why would the- qet 

21 the curves, or what's the sensitivity of the analysis.  

22 MR. SACK: Basically, what assumptions were used, ai 

where .subsequent data may eliminate the necessity for some of 

24 the assumptions.  

( MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, earlier, there was an
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I ihdication when the cross ex-amination by hza Licinsee begar, 

2 that ce could perhaps expect c-oss examinaion !-,% tres diffe

3 redt counsel.  

(4 AMR. TROST~t Yee.  

MR. LHWIS: I kncwe the Boaxd haf2 indiiated * conceri 

6 I also have a concern abouit this.. I dca't thing: it's My posi

7 tion that you canet divide up the .vrol: s c a-pparently 

8 since you have, I mean, I thizk what I wozld lil.e to know is, 

9 perhaps you could outline for us tfno .rll be cross exani-g 
in What areas. I man, I do hav-- a co.cern hathis kin& of 

thing can got out of hand.  

12 MR. TROSTZN I uP.er'earn what y!--, & re sayig

13 me say exacrtly vhat We'vG done; andhow 7 si;g z'- w 't rcc-Ca.  

14 1Sow, in order to yet read, he:n C 

15 the time frame involve, in v iew of the 

16 the staff's position, wm were suddenly faced 

17 CHAIRMAN JEN'SCH: We tried to acccr:..  

setting up this docket. Let's tiove it ovetr to ~ r.~ 
no19.  

20 MR. TROSTZ=. No, sin, it wasn t ":ih&t. ! e 

21 to have it, and we want to pursue it "A:)t .. r',a, t [21 

.happened was" that subsequent to the tinve 4'at -k,2ezni" sche
• dule was set -- which we're 6E.ighted tc have. sEt at t1is t'ii.

.... 24 the staff' s final environuental state7ent3 ca* out O.h 

25 staff abruptly chan'ed from the reasons tht Dr. Geckier 'aVe.  

25.
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I hereas, when we were suddenly faced with a requirement to 

2 rosL-eamine the staff documeno, we were able through disco

3 very to obtain certain vital documents from the staff,' which 
4 vweevery helpful to 1u6.  

5 Sot we then divided up this job. Now, if ii were 

6 absolutely essential, I could do it myself, but it wuld take 

more tie, Mr. Chairman, because Mr. Sack and Mr. Fidell have 

8 been responsible for' this.  

9 Noe, the areas that we have been talking about are 
10 as follows. I was cross examining in the areas that I have 

11 been, and I have some additional cross examination that I wish 

to conduct. Mr.. Sack is going to cross examine in regard to 

13 the areas he's just indicated, and Mr.pidell will cross exam:.ne 

14 with regard to the benefit/cost analysis, and certain closely 

15 related matters.  

16 That's essentially what the division is.  

17 CRAIRNI JENSLI: I think if we wore to go on and 

8s for abo t five minutes, you also might think of what 

19 date we ought to reess it to January, because it doesrn't lookI 

20 like we'll finish t= rrow afternoon. We might as well kind o 

21 plan, toorow afternoon, to leave at about 3:00 or 4:100 oclockc, 

22 and if we don't finish then, why, we'll be glad to receive the 

23' suggestion from the Licensee for- reconvening in January..  

24 At this time, let's recess to reconvene in this roo 

25 at 4: 50 .
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(A brief recess was taken.) 

2* CHAIRMAN JBNSCH: Please come to order.  

3 (Pause.) 

4 Village of Buchanan# Attorney General of the state 

5 are they in here? Please proceed.  

6 14o tROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I have the following 

7 suggestion. We're going to try to move along as fast as we 

8 can. I vould suggest that -- I'm not suggesting that we kill 

9 ourselves this week an the theory that we absolutely can got ± 

to done. I feel that we should certainly know by some time in 

11 idmorning, you know, %tether we're going to make it by that 

12 t me If we absolutely hae to adjourn, then we wll do that.  

13 The point here is that. we have to finish our cross 

14 ezminatioa, NO will certainly move it along.  

15. (RAIM JISCH: I don't think you should limit 

16 yourself. If you feel that this is a matter you want to devQO? 

1 17 on -the re ord, I feel you should do it. That's all there is 

to it.  

M,19 IOWM : We have redirect testimony that we 

h0 ha to otfer in resp n e tothis. There may be rscross, there 

my be rediret testimony. we have soue problms here., 

CuAIRM JENSCa: It's not critical to limit your 

pCesentation at all. You do what you feel you should do. It', 

your case, and I feel you should do it. And if we don't have 

2 IS enough tim, we just don't have enough time. We have to consi er
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our reporters, too, 

MR. TROSTEN: Well, I world suggest we -lust move 

along as long as we can and as fast as we can, and we'11.see 

Where we are 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. If we dont t finish it, w'll find 

some convenient date.  

MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairwa., if ther.es one point _ 

might make before the Licenses prooeeds with his cross examina

tion; and that is that yesterda7. or maybe the day before, 

when we had the discussion about the selection proceeding, the 

Board indicated ihat"thezy were going to get back to the..  
parties and indicate the status of the Board' s .tilnking with 

respet to the rmaining issues in that proceeding. Axd I was 

simply going to m~ake the piniit that.. this might wel. be some

thing that we would want to finalize if. at all possihb.e during 

thie hearing weak, even should this present proceeding have to 

be ontinued until a later date.  

"'it" = unkH: We'll ..giv, yoa wo d on that in tht 

MR. LEWIS: Thank ymU.  

CIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed, Lioenssa? 

ML TROSTEN Mr. Chairman, there was so.ttething that 

staff counsel mentioned a few moentis ago ih responsi t a 

oolment by Mr. Sack. And that is that to the effect; as I 

heard them, that the staff did not consider his analysis, whic
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is reported in the Final Environmental Statement, as keing 

Othe last word.* Now, if that is the case, I would appreciate, 

a statement fram staff counsel as to just what does he regard 

this as providing, with particular reference, if you will, Mr.  

Lewits to the- statemet that appears in the Final Evironrien.l 

Statement that 'the staff s opinion is that the probability o? 

showing that a closed-cycle cooling system will not be requireA 

is so low that there is little risk that the expenriiture of 

funds for constxuction of the tower will be unnecessary." 

MR. LEWIS: Well, as I understood Mr. SacJk's state-' 

mefft it was that it was the staff's position, in this Final 

-Environmental Stataent, that the last word had been .--o:en on 

the.requireent of a closed-cycle cooling system. Well, I don t 

think that the requirement of a close--cycle acoling system is 

the subject of this proceeding. The subject oZ this procaeCinc 

is whether or not to grant a two-year extension.  

Now, it was in that context that I objecterd to that 

CHAMM JENSCHi Proceed.  

BY MR. TROSTEM: 

I have a few =ore questions for you; not very many, 

Dr. Van Winkle, vithregard to saae of these studies. And then 

I tnk we can move on. If you can Just answer that you're 

just not that familiar with them, it'll save us some timz, 

perhaps, if that is the case.
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I Are you familiar .ith regard to the Ca gc ;3 

(2 studies, the studies by the oth.r agencies, if there are aay 

other consulting orgaizations or -. .triw.,;-J.nq r ' nizac ions 

* 4 other than the oae that -are listed? 

L (witnas Van Winhle). I don t !n-c one wa-y or the 

* a other.  

7 Do you kzow when there studies were i!.atat? 

8 YOu might take a moment to loo.; that up.  

9 (Pause.) 

10 A. 14 say the first one was im.tialc mayt- a h 

year ago. fte sencc one has mayb- only J-.t b-Cn -t:,=i.  

l2 .The third oe, as I understand it, has bezn onqci¢cr fo r mors 
.13 than a year. The fourth one, for which: thara s . a cua=ft 

I'd say, yoz- know, ha3 maybe sfarted h !f a yi'. egO.  

15 l Do you knot; ..,VMhn these stu&dLs wil. h2 .  

16 A. Nol 

* 17 0.~( Do you know -- aethaso draifts ~t~... {t 

in tie possonsicM of the Interaqency Ta.sk Force, do y k niow? " 

tblere is a draft is the ffist one listed undc thdzr stC-, A 

21 Sensitivity An1ai a of -the Componsatzicn FUnctioa;ci . r.ti 

(22. WS HUdson River Striped Bass .dels; and the vc-r last ona, 

i.Category B, Evaluation of Power Plant f-Factors.  

9 24 lQ. Do you kL-- if the Interagency 1*ask Fozce ke.s c)3 

( minutes? 

:I l
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1 MR. SEMIKN: Mr. Chairman, I think I'm going to hav 

2 to object again. I really am beginning to feel more and more 

3 that this is a discovery proceeding for the EPA proceeding 

4 which is going to be couuencing in a few months. Counsel for 

5 the Applicant Is going to be representing them in that proceed

6 inge and has been observing this proceeding. I'm giving Mr.  

7 Trosten credit for that by saying that, because I fail to see 

8 what relevnce this has to this proceeding.  

9 MR. TSiMN: Well, Mr. Chairman, actually, if more 

10 time bad been available, I'm sure we would have wanted to haze] 

11 taken that position.  

12 CHAIRMAN JENSCS: We'l givie you time. We'll put it 

13 until January- right now.  

14 MR. TROST=: just have one or two more questions, 

15 Mr. Chairman.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCE: I don't want you to limit yoursel 

17 in any way. But if you do think that time constraint has been 

18 a burden to 7oux let's give it '*to you. Let's have the record 

19 show that you have been limited..  

20 M TROSTRN: I don't want to take up the time.  

21 I'll mn"e along an quickly as I can. As I say, had I had ade

22 quate time to review these documents before this hearing, we 

23 could have filed interrogatories and taken depositionp, and we 

24- w n't have had to waste time. But that's just the way 

25 the thing --
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! CFA!RMAH JENSCH: -Do you withdraw the question aboti 

2 the inuates, tban? 

.3 MR. TROSTIM: No, 1 would put the qlest:io to him.  

( 4 CBIRMN -JENSCH: What s the relevan~ce of0 it? 

5 MR. TROSTEN: The ralevance of the question ic tha

6 there are documents, if there are minutes kept; that haze 

7 minutes may possibly reveal infornMatic that would be valuable 

8 to us in the proceedings.  

9 CHAIRMA JENSCUH Objection sustained.  

10 BY.MR. TROSTEN: 

Dr. Van Winkle, do you knota .hen the rasults of all 

2 of these studies are going to be made .public? 

13 .. . (W.nSS Van Winkle). 1m sure that taose :Iiat are 

14 completed "in time for the APA hearings would be made rublic at 

15 the .'time of those hearings.  

' 1What about the other studies that are . , 

; 17 as- ycu know, specifically diracted toward the .filP2 p,.:w:aings? 

Wll a ll the infOrmation afl4 re.Ports U-! --. b tc 

19 developed here, assming that they are finished iri tt V ould 

be smbmitted, or would be involved In, the EPA hrr.  

1 ". Dr. Van Wifkle, if the prera. extension ia 'no 

granted, which is the position of the rnqulatery s'f ., and 

construction were commenced on a c oli-.i tnwer at -Lan Point 

2, what wouL. "..e value of the analyse. aIsrege-d1 this case? 

LMR. EWIS: I don't understand.
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S I MR. TROSTEN: Would you like me to repeat the 

2 question? 

3 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

( 4 if the present extension were not granted, which is 

5 the position of the regulatory staff with regard to this pro

6 ceedLug and construction ware co~enaed on a cooling tower at 

7 Indian Point 2, what would be the value of these. aalyses we 'v 

8 been disaussing as regards this case? 

9 MR. LBMWS: Objection. I don't think that this que 

10 tion is properly directed to this witness. I fail to see what 

the coinencent of construction of the tower, what relation

5 12 ship that has to Dr. Van Winkle's technical judgmnt as to the 

( 13 scientific validity or the scientific usefulness of these 

14 particular studies.  

15 MR. TROSTE:. All right, Mr. Lewis.  

16 BY MR. TROSTEi: 

:17 Lot e direct the witn8esses* attention to a paragrap 

in the final envireenatal statemant. It appears on page 3-8, 

19 and perhaps X shou1d be addressing this question to Dr. Geckler 

I'm not sure.  

21 Dr. Van Winkle, If you would refer to the paragraph 

2 toward the end of the page, just before Section 3.2.6, the one 

that has a gap before it, let me read this to you.  

24 it ows "The staff expects that by January l-

25did you write this section, air?

M.I
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-A (Witness Van Winkle). Yes.  

. ('The staff expects that by JIuy ! !977, Ile 

3 .'Applinant's research program Ian" proT'ide ii.-mx2- riievant 

( . results, particularly along.the lires of --,-'ri.,, ears an 

5 analyzing and synthssizing the da-a collectd both pio; to 19.12 

6 and since 1972. Furthermore, tzih fir-st y th . prcp*osaz i 
S7 ecGmtAsicu will allow the staff and' o .e g- -.- ^ , 
8 and intereted parties togfinish i 

9 riing a more complete and sound • ,...i .i b,., . fcc;: . .  

10 decision than was available at .the end o2 !9?4..  

It Now, when you refer he - to tei --- ... ,-% :,..t 
IZ proposed extension, w ould you tell me what tV -u h' L .y 

( 13 year? What is the year that you're taikirl - ,,L, 

14 (Pause.) 

15 X Just a mmnt.  

.16 " Certainly. I 

17 ((ause.) 

"" ~ . f I could impose upo. your xar.: co-l y " 
C- 19 noteboo:.  

20 (1 Certainily.  

21 Is 1this the -I need to be oriean'.-

22 (1 crz28 CeM-30M .ESCI e.-a, 6,,., 

0 that h-n beo rerit? et? Let r, chmce the 1? E: -;;.  

25 MR. TROSTEi: Thi appears not to have bee. .  

• I.
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I Mr. Chairman.  

2 WZISS VAN WINKLE: That's what I was checking.  

3 NR. SEDIINs If you will look at the very next pa' 

4 zraph, it actually says two year instead of one year. So 

5 yo iobv.ously neglected to change it. The fitst paragraph had 

.6 3,2.6 an the conclusion.  

7 MR. TROSIN: Yes, there are a number of such thing: 

8 in hee. X think it's important that. we kind of get our factE.  

9 MR. LEWIS: I think in general, where you find two 

10 years in the P=, we meant two years, unloss we missed some ag 

11 for exale, in 3.2.6, it does mean two. years.  

12 MR. S : It does.  

13 MR. LEWIS: Yes.  

14 BY MR. TROSTM6: 

15 Is I say, please take your time on this,. Dr. Van 

16 Winkle. 'm genuinely puzzled as to what that means.  

17 (Pause.) 

18 CEZL4W J"EStE1 I ibould thi=. you should feel 

19 free to say If L t'i ust smething that was not fully reviewed 

go VhM thy e beu s itr and tucked away in another paragraph.  

I1 ST MR. TROSM 

1 Dr. Van Winkle, would you like to think about this? 

Y 1ou donIt have to answer it now, if you'd prefer to -- I realize 

t4 you may have vdtten this some time ago. Why don't you take 

that under visment, and report back later as to what you
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have. Would that be all right? 

IL (Witness Van Winle). I think Ztd just..as soon 

answer now, because I doubt I'd reember wat I msant: because 

I'm not sare IOm going to be able to rw:ei-,Gber. ThiS .was 

5 witteh more than a year ago.  

A6 Yes, Sir. I apPreciate that.  

L7 And I have a feeling .hat I - not have had a ve: 

Clear picture in my own mind of enactiy what 12-m. nh period 

I. might have benrfrigt hr.Itikpra~wat I 
9 betrfrig qt~e 

10 br an we e.-agoinigto 1 0 had in mind was that a year wouLd go by, ad wa o 

be Carrying on an ongoing analysis, revie:..7g -. r p:"tTar..  

1 2 , • z 

this sot of thing .  ( 13 
14 . Dr. Van Winle, asn't this senwmace written a a 

14anaa 
time when it was your understanding tIht a two-y zr ex- ensi' 

was being. granted? 

16 & That is correct, 
I.' 17 

Nowt if It was writtea .at that +time, ani -. -- stj 

Original recosmendatiowo.had been qa~,teAp~~ 

not,- have bee umder any obligation to .comai e con..-.tI.L++zU. j 
20 

expenditUres while these ongoing ,tstdies were going cni. Is 

that corire.t? 
22 

SMI.Mw JEtSCH: -That'd assumin g t.le coe+i ss!io n has 
28 

documented, this position. Thats -withj that qualificaton.  

M IR. TROSTEIR; Let me esli~blish a premrie b=_4 for 

0

*0 S
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Dr. Van Winkle.  

I. 2 
BY MR. TROSTEN:

It the Applicant's application had been granted, an, ( 4 Olosed-cycle cooling did not have .o be terminated nt May 1 

1981# Will you, accept as a prmise. that construction expendi
6 toso would not have to begin until -- excuse me; excavation 

7 would not have to begin until fay 1, 1978, and significant 
8 macetru-tiog expenditures Vould not have to take plaCe until 
9 Seveal Months prior to that time, say in the beginning of '79.  

10 Will you acc*Pt that as a premise? 
11 MR. LEWIS: We'll have to accept that as a promise, 

12 because this is obviously not the witness who has infokmed 
13 opinion about that at all, ( 

14MR. TROSTE: .1 understand that. And I Om just tryin 
15 to establish whether, Perhaps, when he Wrote this statement, 

16 that he might have had this in mind.  

17 Nw s VAN WINKE: I am not., and was not, that 
18 familiar with the schedule for construction, -of the cooling 
1, toqe. The dats that I was concerned about in my analysis 

20 wero 1980 versu 1981 ve"ras 1979. Those are the dates that 
1 are relevant to my earrying out my assessment.  

22 BY MR. TROSTBN: 

23 Rgt 

0 24 Now# with regard to this particular sentence that 
25 've been discussing, there's another aspect of it that I hope
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yo'u Can explain for Me. Alid that is, you say 'the first year.  
2 Of the pzoposed extensioin willI allot. the staff Eno. other go-Jcr 

3 mental agencies, and intere~sted parties, to finish-ongoing stu'~ 

4 dies aimed at providing'a more comiplete an! so~und scientif iq 

5 basis'for the recent decision than-was available a&t the end of[ 

7 94 Now, could y'ouexplain the~ ck-oice oz %iie year 19 74? 

a Muld you tell me why you chose 1974 for this statciiient? 

9 (Pauise.) 

10 A. (Witness Van Winkle),. Wit!h minor a:ceptions, the NI 

.11 entrainment data. *.beingq such an exceptijon, for 1973~, ths staff 
12 v.11, and also the 1974 round Of iCthyopl *'nt6.n data .o h 

13 rivOer. At the end -of 1974, 'that was appr umatziy hdaef 

14 tke Indian. Point'3 PE~SO 

15That s correcot.  

16 Now, it's trus, is it not, Dr.11an Winkle.', though, 

17 the-Indian Point 3 Final ftvfronmantal1Stateme. w as pablished 

IS in. Febrtaxy 1975, an tka data that were used in the 'a palyqs 

19 Were 1973 data.  

a o Wel*What the sentence says hera, thai% the data 

%hat it's talking about is the data base'and anal-ysis ba se 
.2. Available at the end of 1974, whicht did not include the -1974 

23 data.  

2g- Right. So. ycu. were simply reverring to a chrcinolo

25 gical period?
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I A That's right.  

2 4 Rather than to a data base that was available that 

3 reflected the time. Ii' other words, you were using 1973 data 

4 instea of 1974 data? 

5& That is right, because the '74 data were not avail

6 able to us at that time.  

7 0 Yes, I understand. I see what you're getting at.  

8 Now, let me refer you to another sentence in here, 

9 . and ask you whether you wrote it. I'm referring to the state

10 mert on page 7-12,r the last sentenceon the page. "lt is the 

staff's opinion that the probability of showing that a closed
12 cycle Cooling system will -not be required is so lowrta h~ 

( 13 is little risk that the expenditure of- funds for construction 
14 of the to-ae will be unmnessary.  

15 Did you write that sentence, sir, Dr. Van Win.le? 

16 No, I did .not.  

17 0 Dr. Geckler, is that your conclusion? 

8 (Witness Geckler). Yes, sir.  

. 19 NOv, Dr. GeOier, do ymo think that there is some 

go final possibility that some or all of the studies that were 

21 described in the draft staff document could lead you to decido 

22 that closed-cycle cooling is not required for the Indian Point.  

23 2 plant? 

S24. I wuld not be oompetent to reviev in detail most of 

Q25 the, -information.
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I Q Well, if Y.ouore :not competent r, evie!: Ln dztail 

2 most of the informatica, do you V-, cc'.si2e.: yc.c 

3 caupetent to render the opinion at :m, bo-c op pagz 7-12? 

4 L Yes* 

5 (PaUse.) 

6 Ql Dr. Vam Winkle, do you hx-ae a.n op"nion wit

to the 'conclusion that Is irncn in ti!.c cr , 

8 page? 

9 CEAIRMA= JENSCE- To who.. is tL-.i.s z-AZgw-sc. ? 

t0 MR. TROSTEN: Dr. Van Wink la. I a -.  

Winkle, sire because .Dr. Geckler hm. stats --"-' : i ,; , 

have the professional competence to judge th va1i,. . ZO 'C" I 

13 data in these original studies, whereas Dr. Van iwk i doK.  

4 AA so, I thougft I should ask tat qestioa- of, Dr. V .74 -1 1

CE&f2AA JEISCH: Wll, is t~h;.t enitir.r, 

16 biologist opinion, or does this involve soma Co~i.zi4 n.z.ba, 

17 invading the province of the .Corissioz? 

18 MR. TROATTEN: ill, I hava. tLo f. soze . _-. hr 

49 -. I caor s examine g, tis, - C:xi3,3, 

CBHAMMAI JURLSCH: Wha - abol Cc aIo-*n1io .: Mlak::a 

ares B. 

141R. TROSTEN: Wll, he's not her.m, aL'i oaa'

23 e.na him.  

2.!
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0 I WITNESS GECILER: I would be happy to verify the 

2 writing that I did on this particular sentence. Taling the 

3 information that was available to me, that is, the technical 

( 4 information as I understand it from reading what I have read, 

S and for the reasons based on that, it was my opinion, as a 

6 manager, if you' vii, that that information -- that would lear, 

7 me, as a manager, to conclude that there was a low probability 

8 of risk.  

9 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

10 Now, Dr. Geckler, if you received a recommendation 

from the Envi-onmental Protection Agency that our application.  

12 to eliminate the requirements for closed-cycle cooling should 

( be denied, are there any data that would have caused you to 

14 'Change your position? 

15 MR. LEWIS: If the EPA 

16 MR. TROSTEN: Let me rephrase my question.  

17 BY MR. T.RbSTENS 

18L Let's *ssume that we suait our application to you, 

19 and it contains a great deal of data. Now, let's assume that 

20 after the application is received, you receive another letter 

11 from the Evirormetal Protection Agency that says our applica

22 tion should be denied.  
( 

Now, Is there any amount of data that we could sub

S mit that would cause you to conclude, in tb. face of that 

25 recommendation of the Environmental .Protection Agency, that f

_______~I1 - -
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1 you should nevertheless recmmend the granting of otw applica-I 

2 t1.6n? 

3 MR. SHEKIN: Objection. That uestion -- actually, 

(4 almost the mne question was asked and ans-w-red; if he felt 

5 that he had to decide the same way that the Environmmental Pro

6 tection agency re, in another clest-ion. And no.  

7 he's saying, is there any amount of data that could get you 

8 to decide otherwise than what the Environmental Protection 

9 Agemy recomm nded. To me, that's the same question.  

10 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Shemi., do you wan" to blaccme 

Staff counsel? 

12 MR. SMIMI: I'm trying to got this thing MoUe.i 

( 13 along and get the irrel-%vancies out. I feel that it's 

14 C"AMAN JENSCHs You object to the q'iestioi. " 

15 think it raises h6 question of**the premise, So that i£ F e F.-3 e 1 

n16 i an awful lot of data, and scmebody else said, we d1cn": 

17 think you should grant it, what additional data do you ne,2 t.-3 

find out what the data that you submitted was? 

19 I just think you have so much .speculative co!-jocturc

S ocmpoued one on another that it's not a fair question.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, the problem that I have is thi.  

QI R RN J NN 2 T.he objection is sustained.  

MR. TROSTEN: Let me try to rephrase it, Mr.. Chair 

.24 man. I'm really troubled by this, because the staff has not 

25 performed the benefit/cost analysis here. They've performed 

----- ----
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I what is called the b&ef it/cost balance. INo-,7 the mAe-a 

2 element in the benfit/cost balance is the staff's opinion, 

3 "bhidh is unsupported, that tho probability -the e=,enditure r 
( 4 of funde for the cooling tower will be showna to ba unecessaryI 

5 is sO low.that this is wt-t a signif .ican bcaneit. I need to 

6' explore the basis for that opinion.  

7 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Tha-' a a different quastion.  
I 

8 MR. TROSTEN: Yes, all right, 

9 BY MR. TROSTZ-N:-, 

10 144t x try again.  

11 j[Can you identify, Dr. Van Win:le.. the type of in- t 

12 formation that would increase the prob-ability that you 'oul d 

13 believe that, the expenditure of ft'lz would be uca-sar-I? 

14 M.. LEWISc.1m going to object to .his. Z r-el-f

think that's reversing the tablez in an imparmksible way. I 

16 don't think-it falls on Dr. Geckler to articulate to you w.;h 

17 the type of data is that might constitute c shac.:ing, 

|. KR. !ROSTZN: Wall, Mre Lawis. let me rephraa it 

19 CHAIR AN MSCH: I think what the couauel isstatir r q; 

go you can ask the gentlemen what are the faatorz that led I o hi s 

21 conIlusion, but not what factors might aliango his couclusicn, 

because he doesn't know how mcny different variables might be

involved. But r tjxinkr you're entitled to find ort wdhat.the 

24 factors that he. considered in arriving at his ccnclusion are.  

MR, TROSTEN: All right, sir.
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BY R. TRO STRN: 

Well, lot me ask you this. Would you accept the 

premise that your.mind could be changed, that Your conclusion 

could be changed? Or do you feel that there's nothing that 

could be considered that would cause you to change? 

L. (Witness Gookler). The latter part of your questior, 

I would say I'm socrys strike it or whatever.  

My recogition of the low probability here is also 

a recognition that it could change, given sufficient informa

tion, which I can't specify.  

0 YOu say you cannot specify what information would 

caum you to change your mind? 

. Not in detail.  

O.6 All right.  

Can you tell me what caused you to believe that the 

probability was so low that the expenditure of funds for con

t on -dill be unnecessary? 

L The things that 1 have learned through'prior pro

o udings, and the rev .wof the environmentl utatuents arcl 

the main SOWOW of N opinion.
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- LAST Q Let me rephrase my quos'tiox 'Sligly: . C"Xai -0-n 
TAKE 

S(MRB:Jrbl 2 state what is the basis for. your oinic .- i 
3:15pm 

' flu Dave $ such low probability? 

( 4&. .' 
M MV. EWS: I Ob e L.XI wiivz 3.5 i 

'S -iiherh. -just an~iered.  
'SCH: ,r'." e.. d i cr -to 

-the question.  
4-

I . 8l

oI 

12 

13 

14 

i5 

16 

17.  

" 18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

2 

2&

( 

I

Let's see if you Can approah it -...  

Would you repeat it, plcase? 

MR. T'OSTEN: y.  

BY MRZ. TROST2M: 

Q What is the basis for yo.ur i opinio. that therc iz 

such a low probability that tber~i is little risk t- t!e 

.expenditure of funds :or construc-tion o tlh 3.i ,i: 

be unnacessary? 

A (Dr.. Gekler) Thg sOUrues of c-:.,.iz, I >..  

quOte" indicate that the impact over the ion r. tz.v.,! 

be unacceptable;, lue. th varI.Ouzr2s 4..% 2 

anI 3. which seem .td indicate, or ihnica'te "Li. n, .

rate, that cloned-cycle cooling will ba r i 

required.  

Have You completod your anw~i.r? 

A Yes.  

Q Now, were you the Project Manac-r in ths Indin 

Point 3 Final Environmental Statement?
5.

1
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A no sir.  

0 So you have simply read the documtnt, and have 

drawn the Oonclusion that you mentioned? 

MR. LEWIS Objection. Simply read the document? 

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Excuse me.  

What is the basis upon which you formed this 

conclusion on the Indian Point 3 proceeding? 

A (Dr. Geckler) Study and reading of the documants, 

and discussions with the previous Project Manager.  

(Pause.) 

Q Dr, Van Winkle, I have several other questions 

for you referring to page 7-9, you , state in the last 

full paragraph on that page inder wResponses to CoMMents 

by the West Branch Conservation Association", you state, 

*Of course, what is lacking for each" -- sorry, n a:t to ths 

last sentence: 

mor oou u,, what is lacking for each year e xtcpt 

1973 and 1974 ace river-wide estimates of total standing 

crop of post yolk-sac larae.* 

and you go on to say. "Without this information, 

it is not possible to estimate sumvival from post yolk-sao 

larvae to uveailes in August, which is really the issue at 

stake here.'

NOW, "there will be, of course, an additional
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estimate of this for the year '.975; is that correct? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle) Yes.  

Q And so the 1075 data will therefore represent 

one of only three estimates of this sr'l"..val of post yolk-sac 

larvae to juveniles in August, which you characterize as 

Oreally the issue at stake here'.  

Is that right? 

A If we could' back up to the information that has 

been deleted? 

O Yes? 

A You know, having the information fo- 1975, which, 

in fact, is in response to Mr. Brigg's request, we have 

already received it.  

Q Yes? 

A We still are not in a position to estimz'ke 

the survival.  

So the changes ta- "ou made Wort of cbanai the 

effect of that? 

* *es, ~it d.  

KT{, BRIGGS- Mr. Trostez I .oul just like'to 

make a remark here: 

I hope that in the ± fboriatioz% th~k ik pdt. inx in 

"anuary that ther will be. estimates of the total standing 

crop, rather than just the peak standing crop. *
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. jrb4 I MR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

2 CHAIRMM JENSCH: I don 't think that got in the ( 

3 record; are you saying it will be? 

( 4 MR. TROSTEN: I don't know. I -would have to 

5 consult.  

6 MR. BRIGGS; It's not important to put those 

7 on today; it is just a hope it will be in the report.  

8 MR. TROSTEN: Let me discuss this with the 

9 consultants.  

10 BY MR. TROSTEN: 

11 Q Dr. Van Winkle, I have several questions I 

12 would like to ask you, again, dealing with the subject of 

13 improvenents in biological evaluation; and they deal with 

14 the language that you use doncerning the quantum jump, the 

15 necessity for proving the biological evaluation.  

16 But I am not talking now just about the spatial 

17 and temporal abundance, but other data as well.  

18 Nayw, I aink you this: in it a possibility that 

19 you might conclude an a result of the analysis of an 

20 additional year's data, and preyious data, that the plant

21 induced mortality was not 100 percent, as assumed by the 

2z Staff in the Indian Point 2 hearing, but is actually, 

23 gsntially, the value as showM in Table E-1 of Con Edison's 

2. 'testimUoVy that appears on page 33? 

A (Dr. Van Winkle) Although I understand, atog
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I.  

I

a8

I do not fully appreciate your referexce to sepaiti -

that this is an Indian Point 2 hearing? 

Q Yes? 

A The Staff hba already reev.lu-nte thc 

value at Indian Point 3 n- 3 ao that our poc. Oa i5 :,cu 

at this time that it is 100 parcecnt.  

Q Right; yes, I nde etand; rightz.  

Now, my question is: is iY your .s.i " ,o 

might conclude that th- values are a ctual cl-isr tO 

the values stated in this table than .Z=r1 t atues a'vr-.d 

by the Staff in the Indian Point 2 z.,',' ....  

yes? -- since you have already reeuaiuatei? 

MR. SHEMIN% I object.  

WITNESS VAN WINKIS: I think. yo,; ero gn4tin at 

a little bit more than that.: you are gettingg at U a 

here in Table B-L, and all I can say is that w z.iil 

certainly evaluate the MYU, or the data collectad et all 

three of the plantm, wheth by net or .by larvz. .1 c; 

and we will evaluate thie use of correction fact)r~i- fc

differential net morallity, 0nc reach ae inpa:d as:>

ment on what ths ajpropriats .f valuc is, accord ~ir, to 
C 

the entrainabli life stagea 

CEAIRMAY JENS5: Just clearin the recrd on 

this gentleman's objection i% is 6verruld; proczcd 

BY MR. TROSTEN:

s**

I 

I 
I I 

.4 

I 

I
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0 Now, Dr. Geckler, let us assuae that the 

evidence which is presented to the Staff in the JanUary 1977 

report shows that the values that are portrayed in this 

particular table are actually the correct values -- appear 

to be the correct values for entrainment mortality.  

-Now, would this change the Staff's position 

with regard to the necessity of once-through cooling for 

closed-cycle cooling at Indian Point? 

MR. LEWIS: Objection. I think this is much too 

sensitive an area, too grave an assumption, that the January 

77 report which isn't even at issue here, will show that 

the figures set forth in Table E-l, which haven't been 

adjudicated yet either, are the correct value.  

It's simply going too far out in the assnptions 

that have to be made; and I don't think, given the fact that 

the January 77 report is not in issue here, I don't think •it 

is relevant to this determination.  

C~HRM BNSCK: I think this is a hypothetical 

questi s he auee ,- assume that these are -the figures, 

and upon that basis what would that do to the judgmtent of 

the Staff? 

2 think it is a hypothetical question, and it is 

a proper question. ObJection overruled.  

Do you have the question in mind, Dr. Van Winkle? 

WI=SS GECKLER: Yes.

___- ~~1~ 
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I don't know.  

B? MR. TROSTM; ! •i

I I 
LII 

II

Q " You don* t know whither it woud 6 change -the Staff. s 

•position? 

A (Dr. Geck ler.) Yes.  

' Dr. Van Winkle, is it porsible that th o ,,h 

analysis of the data gathered during 1.975 and pri.oa y re

data that you might conclude that the Staff 3 assiunption in 

the Indian Point 2, hearings, the Eudsog. cont:ibuut 6 0 

percent of the striped bass fishary ftea wrong, and that in 

fact the Eudson.contributed only 7 .parce! to tie Coas.al 

fishery? 

I refer here to page 63 o0 our tstimt.iy.  

MR. ETIS: Page 63 of your testimoiy? Let M3" 

look at that for a second.  

CIRMAN JMNSCH: While he is doing that, the 

Licensee's counsel, /can you indicate 4henx you thirxi it ; 2--td 

be a convenient time to inter?2pt your co

sowe=dy is riding herd on w -on. the rapo rtrs becauz 

Ve are trying to accommdate their schedo.e. Thy -oit a 

lot of time by our having had the zessione over at 

-E13ford; thMy werea't able to do the typing.  

-Md viwrever you find a convenient place to

I 
I 
I 
I 

I

MR. TROSTZN: All rightj sir,

S 
I

I

t

stop?
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MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, my probloli with the 

question is that counsel for Licensee, I amn c.rtain is aware 

as is the Board, that I believe the figure you talked about, 

the 80 percent contribution of the Hudson to the Atlantic 

fishery? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir.  

MR. LEWIS: Was in fact a much earlier positiou 

of the Staff, and I believe that the record of tha Indian 

Point 3 proceeding will amply indicate the fact that that 

is no longer the position of Staff.  

I suppose I can understand Mr. Ti_-oste trying 

to develop the record, and if you are trying to dcivelop the 

record that that is in fact not the position of Staff an.

more? 

MR. TROSTEN: There's a very funcl antal 

problei that is underneath the surface in theee hearngs, 

M. Chairman - this exchange between Staff cczasol and my.zif 

and Staff'l witnesses brings it out. And that io that Staff 

really is not operating on the basis of the record in t..  

Indian Point 2 proceeding; it is really treating the ladiar 

Point - it's position in the Indian Point 3 Pine! Envircn

en=tal Statement.  

Now, we have disoussed, and I don't want to burden 

the record any more with it - he argument between Staff 

counsel and myself as to the significance of that doauuent
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rb in -this proceeding. The Staff is really saying, wel.l, when 

( .we presented our applidation here, they puled ott .he 

3. Indian Point 3 'Final Envirortmental Statemn.it and-.sa 

4. -why we looked at that problem before; and they did Mnot really 

5 do an - analysis. They just kind of read tCrough ti, Lt-dian 

6 Point 3 FES, and said, 'what' s new? 

7 Well, that is not really what they should have 

done. They. really were deAling with an Indian Point 2 

9 record.  

10 I also think there is another very sign-ficant 

It point here, because it shows that the changes in the Stafi 

12 posiion, and the continuing evolution fteSafpsto 

( 13 from the earlier grossly conservative estimates aho-s bow 

14 Important it is that you get data so tha:. you can decide 

15 whether these grossly conservative assumptions are real.  

16 And that's what we are trying to do here. We 

17 are trying to. get more time so that this Board will have 

the data before it on which to make this decision. T 1 at is 

19 the reason.  

.20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I understand you= last qesntioh 

21 is similar to your previous one? It's a hypothetical, 

22 assuming the contribution is 7 percent and not 80 percent; 

23 •would that affect the Judgment of the Staff? 

* 24 MR. TROSTM: Yes.  

.Cn&ARPMA JENScE It' a hypothetical question and
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0 Jrbl0 Is proper. Overruled.  

MR.. TROSTEN: Do you have the question clear in 

your-mind, Dr. Geckler? I'll just state it very quickly.  

BY MR. TROSTEN: 

Q Is it a possibility that your analysis of data 

gathered in 1975 and prior years' data, you might then conoludi 

that the Staffta' assumptions in the Indian Point 2 hearing 

that the Rudson contributed 80 percent to the Atlantic 

striped bass fishery was wrong; and that in fact the Hudson 

contributed only 7 percent of the coastal fishery? 

Now, if you actually concluded that, if that 

possibility came to pass, would that change the Staff a 

position on whether or not once-through cooling should be 

required for Indian Point.  

MR. BRZGGS: Do you want to ask whether once

through cooling should be required, or whether they should 

receive an extension? 

EL. TROBTM: I beg your pardon. No, no, sir;.  

whther clog"-oyol. cooling should be required for Indian 

Point. I misstated that. I apologize to the Board for it.  

MR. S Wini May I pose an objection? I wish to 

make clear the 80 percent refers to the Mid-Atlantic, 

and the 7 perment I asinne refers to a larger fishery than 

the Mid- Atlantic fishers; and they are not the same fishery
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-being .referred to .in the two documents.  

MR. TROSTEN: 1 was speaking in zhor .'.  

sir. Tho record will speak for itself.  

CUAIRMWI .J tqSCH: That' s an i.,t distinction 

- he -is raising. I had ass-e.d yotirlast statfinnto 

wasn't quite the hypothetical yon had epri,- - p O:sed.  

I am having a little more difficulty wit! ,the.. second question.  

But with this distinction the At .....z..y G-eai 

is pointing out, I think it's of great importence t~o txint 

out the difference of areas involved.  

Can you eliminate the shorthand a=,- _a- " e 

your question precisely, delineating the arez3? 

MR. TROSTEN: Yes. I will restate tho quesion.  

The problem is to try to maka the ref insmentz M. Shi 

is stating, you get into a lot of confusion, bacpaus - h'.  

Middle Atlantic fish6ry is defined in Indian Point 2 hei.  

one way, and then we have a new term, the coastal fis-.:',r 

with the inner zone and outer zone. I am Juet tz-ying t t i 

it in a general way.  

I vill try, Mr. Chairman.  

BY MR. TROST N: 

0 My point in simply this: let me change the 

question,, Dr. Gecklqw 

Supposing you were to conclude efter evalu,..ta 

the January 1977 repprt that the contiibution. of the HudSoC6
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I to. the Atlantic striped bass fishery, that. is, the coastal 

2 fishery, as described in the December 7, 1976 testimony 

3 that has been submitted in this proceeding were correct; 

4 that that is actually the contribution of the Hudson to the 

5 Atlantic coastal fishery? 

:4: NoW would that change the Staff's position on 

7 whether closed cycle cooling should be required for Indian 

8 Point? 

9 A (Dr. Geckler) I don't know whether it would 

10 cbnge the Staff's position; it would certainly influence.  

II ,their thinin.  

12 Q Now, X just have one more question, I guess, along 

13 these lines; and that is: 

14 Is it possible that through an analysis of the 

15 data gathered during 1975 and prior years' data-that you 

w6 Would conclude that compensatory reserve exists writhin the 

17 striped bass population sufficient to offset substantially 

is or entirely Imtpated -opt of power plant operations? 

19 A Yo= will have to repeat that, please? 

20Q is it possible that through an analysis of the 

21 data gathered during 1975 and prior years' data you would 

22 conclude that a compensatory reserve exists within the 

2 striped bas population suffeilent to offset substantially or 

u entirely the estimated bipact of power plant operation? 

25 .VR i ozM YoU will accept an answer from either
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member of the panel on this one? 

MR. TROSTEN: ! understad Mr. C-eckler uas 

responsible for that statemnt about how low the prob-ability 

was that the cooling tower expenditures end so forth.  

WITNESS GECKLER: It would depend for the 

evaluation of the value of ompensatory factors on the 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory; given thatinformation it 

would be included with all the other information available, 

and, again, it would Influence our thinking, I am quite 

sre.  

t Cannot say definitely whrther it would change ot 

positiof or not.  

CAIRMAN JENSCHt Is this a convenient place? 

MR. TROSTEN: One more question, Mr. Chi.a.r!an; 

and that will be it.  

BY Mg. TROSTEN:

Dr. Geckler, would you say that in evaluatinS 

the benefit that the probability that these constrriction 

expenditures would be shown to be unnecessary -- let ma 

rephrase itj it's getting late, Mr..Chairman.  

IWculM yOu say, Dr. Geakler, that the Staf's 

opinion that is stated on the bottom of po-ge 7-12 about 

the pabab~ity that the expenditure of funds for construc

tion of the tower would be unneaseary, is of any particular 

value to this Board in deciding what that probability is?
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MR. LEWIS; Objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCE: If you know. what this Board 

.is.thinking, at least tell us; because I don't think we are 

in a position to indicate our position. So if you can guess 

what we should be thinking -- is that what you r question 

is?

MR. TROSTEN: I withdraw that question.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there anything we can

take up?

R.SACK: Yes, I understand there was some 

question this morning about the distribution of a document.  

I think I have the answer, if Ms. Chasis would care to 

clarify exactly what she asked.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We'll take it up first th'-.g 

in the morning, and maybe she can clarify it then.  

All right, at this time let us recess to reconvene 

in this room tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock.  

(Whereupon, at .6:41 p.m., Thursday, 9 Dacaaber 

1976, the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene at 

9 a.m., Friday, 10 December 1976.)
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